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T

o

the Founders of this great
institution, the University of
Dayton, the fruition of seventy-five years of unrelenting zeal and
heroic sacrifice;
To those pious men , who oblivious
of self, have contributed their lives and
their talents to further the ideals of
their Founders, during the seventy-five
years of the school's existence, and
who have unconsciously built in the
memory of their pupils an imperishable monument to their own labors in
the form of a lasting remembrance;
To the Founders and to their successors, the present faculty of the University, we dedicate this annual, as an
expressIOn of our gratitude and affection.
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FOREWORD

T

o

recall to the minds of the class of 'twentyfive pleasant memories of their classmates,
instructors, and Alma Mater; to record for

the student body the principal events of the scholastic year; to extend hearty greetings to the many
loyal friends of the University of Dayton; and to
present to them in these pages glimpses of the
University's activities have been the aims of The
Daytonian staff.
The editors of The Daytonian present this book
to student body, faculty, and friends, trusting that
it will find approval as a filial tribute to their Alma
Mater, and hoping that readers will find the same
great pleasure in perusing the pages of this annual
which the editors found in compiling them.
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Views
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The light of other days has not wholly faded,
Nor is the glory of our elders dimmed.
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This house of scholars, how stately it stands,
Mid ancestral terraces and rolling lands!
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Here intellectual power, through words and things
Went sound!ng on a dim and perilous way.

l
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Here are halls we entered, exhausting thought
And hiving wisdom with each passing year.
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Elysian beauty. melancholy grace
Brought from a pensive though a happy place.
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This flowery nook would please retired leisure
That in trim gardens takes his ease!
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Ever charming, ever new,
When will the landscape tire the view I
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VERY REVEREND BERNARD P. O 'REILLY, S. M .
President
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1

REVEREND GEORGE J. RENNEKER, S. M.
Vice-President
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REV. FRANCIS KUNNECKE, S. M.
Dean of Arts and Letters

MR. JOHN SHEA, LL. M.
Dt'an of Law School

WILLIAM WOHLLEBEN, S. M ., PH. D.
Head of Chemical Engineering

BERNARD SCHAD, S . M .. M. SC.
Head of Civil Engineering
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ULRICH RAPPEL, S. M., PH. D.
Head of Electrical Engineering

ADAM HOFMANN, S. M ., M. SC.
Head of Mechanical Engineering

CHARLES ARNS, S. M ., B. SC.
Dean of Commerce and Finance

FREDERICK HARTWICH , S. M., M. SC.
Prof. of Mathematics
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HISTORICAL SKETCH OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF DA YTON
T has been well said that "every institution is but the lengthened shadow
of a man." Yet if we study our Alma Mater, we shall note that it is
not the shadow of but one man, but of a group of men, each of whom
has striven to lengthen- the shadow cast by his predecessor. And though
perhaps they labored in obscurity, nevertheless they performed their work
well. It is they who have made Dayton University's Diamond Jubilee possible. Let us therefore cast a retrospective glance over the past seventyfive years and view the growth of our Alma Mater, a growth which bespeaks
the progressive spirit that animated each of those men entrusted with the
leadership of the University of Dayton.
Father Leo Meyer, who was destined by Providence to purchase the
land upon which our Alma Mater was to be built up, arrived in the United
States from France on July 4, 1849. He was accompanied by Brother
Charles Schultz. The Superior-General of the Marianists had sent him to
this country to found a new province for the Society. Father Meyer and
Brother Schultz travelled by slow stages to Cincinnati, and reached that
city on the 16th of July. Rt. Rev. John B. Purcell, Bishop of Cincinnati,
appointed Father Meyer assistant to Rev. Henry Juncker, pastor of Emmanuel Church in Dayton. It was while acting in this capacity that Father
Meyer first made the acquaintance of Mr. John Stuart. This gentleman
owned 125 acres to the southeast of Dayton. He o,ffered to sell this land
to Father Meyer at a very moderate price. The offer was tempting, and
Father Meyer wrote to the Superior-General in France, advising the purchase. In the middle of August Father Meyer returned to Cincinnati and
was most cordially received by the Bishop, who gave him permission to open
schools in any part of his diocese.
Father Meyer felt the importance and necessity of having a central
house fer the formation of candidates, and he had likewise planned to open
a boarding-school somewhere near Cincinnati. The Bishop encouraged him
in both plans. In January of 1850, Father Meyer returned to Dayton, and
reopened the negotiations which he had begun the previous year with Mr.
Stuart for the purchase of his property. The transaction which gave the
Society of Mary possession of the Stuart property was concluded on March
19, 1850.
Requests began to pour in from all sides to Father Meyer, entreating
him to open a boarding school as soon as possible. Accordingly Father
Meyer wrote to the Superior-General requesting an increase of numbers for
the American province. His request was granted and Brothers Andrew
Edel. John B. Stintze, Maximin Zehler and Damian Litz were sent to Dayton.
By July 1, 1850, the boarding school was ready to receive students. The

I
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boarders were to lodge in the Stuart mansion, and classes were to be held in
the frame building adjoining. The school was known as St. Mary's Institute.
St. Mary's Institute began to expand in 1854 , when ground was broken
for a two-story addition to the south side of the Stuart mansion . The panic
of 1854 and 1855, however , hampered the development of the Institute not a
little. To make matters worse, the Stuart mansion burned to the ground in
1855. This was a sad blow to the young school and for a time the Society
thought of abandoning it. Providence, however had other designs. Financial conditions becoming better, the work of rebuilding was commenced. In
1857 the school was once more reopened . At this time several other schools
were placed under the direction of the Brothers. As a result the duties of
Father Meyer, who was Provincial of th e province, increased considerably ;
in fact they increased to such a degree, that he was obliged to give up his
directorship of St. Mary's Institute.
Father Meyer was succeeded by Bro. Maximin Zehler, who was appointed director of St. Mary 's Institute in September, 1860. This appointment of Bro. Zehler to the presidency of the young school, was a most definite event in the history of the University. It marked the beginning of an
expansion in building, in personnel, in activities of all kinds, which was to
continue unbroken to the present day. To him must be given the bulk of
credit for the rapid and almost marvellous development of the school. His
administration might well be termed the period of brick and mortar. During a period of sixteen years he erected no less than six buildings. He was
able to do this only because of his remarkable financial ability.
The first building put up by Bro. Zehler was the Normal School; it was
built in 1865. The Normal School constituted the home of the postulants,
novices and scholastics of the Cincinnati province. The Church was built in
1868 and two years later the largest and finest of the buildings, St. Mary's
Hall, was completed. The last building added to the group by Bro. Zehler
was the Gymnasium which was ready for use in 1874.
Bro. Zehler's personality left a deep impress upon St. Mary's Institute.
There was no capacity in which he was not distinguished. He was an able
director of men and always succeeded in securing the co-operation of those
with whom he worked. As prefect of studies and disciplinarian at St. Mary 's,
he was severe, but his strictness was kind and firm ; there was sympathy behind his sternness, and once duty was done, there was sure entry to his heart.
He took a deep interest in his pupils and his sympathetic nature made him
ever ready to help them in their difficulties. He had a natural ease of expression that astonis hed men who knew him more by his deeds than by his
words. Bro. Zehler was a man of intense activity and having served sixteen
years as director of St. Mary's, his superiors decided that he had merited a
well-earned rest. Accordingly Brother Zehler, the greatest builder that ever
governed the activities of St. Mary's was replaced by Rev. F. Feith in 1876.
Three years after Father Meyer took charge of St. Mary's, and almost
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at the very acme of this prosperity of the American province, came the most
disastrous event that ever afflicted the University of Dayton. On Monday, December 10, 1883, the Normal School and Novitiate were completely
destroyed by fire. The loss of the property was about $80,000. This catastrophe, however, did not discourage those in charge of the school. Hardly
had the debris been cleared away when the work of reconstruction commenced. St. Joseph's Hall, one of the most beautiful buildings in the city of
Dayton at the time, was completed in 1884. This structure served as the
Normal School for thirty years , until the removal of the Normal School to
Mount St. John.
Father John Harks, the first American priest of the Society to do service
in the United States, was made director of the College in 1886. It may be of
interest to note, that he was the first director to give the students a short
vacation at Christmas time. He was followed by Rev. Joseph Weckesser
who was in office from 1889 to 1896. He in turn was succeeded by Father
Charles Eichner who directed the College from 1896 to 1902.
In 1902 Father L. Tragesser was placed at the head of St. Mary's College. During the second year of his directorship Chaminade Hall was erected.
Father Bernard P. O 'Reilly was made President of St. Mary's College
for the first time in 1908. He remained in that office until 1918. No sooner
had Father O ' Reilly become President than the school entered upon an era
of great prosperity and development.
The College of Engineering was organized in 1910 and has since expanded into four departments, Chemical, Civil, Electrical, and Mechanical ,
all well equipped with modern apparatu s and well attended. The continued
growth of the University was again apparent in 1918 when the Pre-Medical
department was opened.
The name, St. Mary 's College, was changed to University of Dayton in
1920, the second year of Father Tetzlaff's presidency. In 1921 the Extension
program and drive were gotten under way. Although no buildings were
constructed during Father Tetzlaff's admini stration, he nevertheless greatly
aided the drive by his zealous efforts. During his administration other departments were inaugurated, permitting students a wider choice in their
selection of courses. In 1920 the School of Sociology was established, and in
the following the College of Commerce which has since proved one of the
most popular departments. A year later, 1922, the Law School was established and is experiencing a healthy growth .
In the summer of 1923 Father O'Reilly was once more placed at the
head of the University. As soon as he entered office he began making preparations for the erection of Alumni Hall, the first of a number of buildings
on the Extension program. Ground was broken for the new edifice in September, 1923, and it was ready for occupation by the opening of school in
1924.
Father O'Reilly's second administration bids fair to develop into another
era of brick and mortar. At present work has been begun upon the new
Stadium and it is scheduled to be finished by this coming Fall. And according to the Extension program several other new buildings are to be erected
in the near future .
For seventy-five years the University has been governed by men of an
intensely progressive spirit. May it ever have such men ·to direct its activities and may it continue to prosper and grow until it has taken its place
among the leading universities of the country.
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FAREWELL
Good friends, dear pals, how long in Dayton's walls,
We lightly learned and trifled time in play,
Nor knew how swift the sun-strewn evening falls,
Upon the rounded hours of scholastic day?
But now the hour strikes, and we less gay,
A moment on the parting threshold dwell,
To name the word we scarce have heart to say,
Good friends, and dear old U. D. pals, farewell.
Good friends. kind masters, in those old school halls,
Where leisured learning constant holds its sway,
We leave you for we hear the world's loud calls,
And know you would not have us answer nay.
We could not though we would prolong delay,
Yet ere we leave. our hearts perforce must tell,
The love we bear you, and our thanks convey.
Good friends, kind masters of old U. D., farewell.
Old Dayton U, along thy pleasant malls,
Among thy fields, the memory oft will stray,
For thy glad charm the memory fast enthralls,
N or will swift time thy image soon decay.
And though we pass to take another way,
The virtue of thy ever youthful spell,
Will greatly of our deep regret allay.
Good friends, and dear old Dayton U, farewell.
ENVOY
Friends, though the world grow dull and iife grow gray,
Our old school's name shall sound, a golden bell,
And its fair fame shall shine a lengthened ray.
Good friends. and dear old Dayton U, farewell!
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JOSEPH ADLARD
"Joe"
Commerce and Finance
Piqua, Ohio
Commerce Club
Academic Club

THOMAS BLILEY
"Butta"

Chemical Engineering
Richmond, Virginia
Editor-in-chief of Annual
Academic Club
Seminar Club
Football '23
U. D. Chapter N. A. A.
Tom is our editor-in-chief.
It
was well worth our while to place
such a weighty job in his capable
hands. Then too, Tom's success in
all of his studies and class matters
well warranted it.

Joe is a quiet and unassuming
yeung man, nevertheless success
seems to follow his charming perfonality in whatever he undertakes.
We believe Joe has made quite an
inroad on Cupid. ~N e'll back you,
Joe.

JOHN ALEXANDER
"Scabby"
Chemical Enginl;ering
Dayton, Ohio

ROBERT BAUMHECKEL
Electrical Engineering
Dayton, Ohio

Seminar Club
Academic Club

Seminar Club
Academic Club

Scabby is one of the Chemicals.
He is always backed by those who
know him to come through strong.
Work must be an inspiration to him.
Some years hence when the roll is
called of those of '25 who have made
good, we are sure to find Scabby's
name on the list.

Just plain Bob to all of us. He
aspired to the electrical engineering
profession, and he determined to attain this aspiration by his persistent
work. Here's luck, Bob.
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FRANCISCO BUSTILLO
uPancho"

JOHN BRADLEY
uBrad~·

Electrical Engineering
Cincinnati, Ohio

Electrical Engineering
Mexico City, Mexico

Seminar Club
Monogram Club
Academic Club
Baseball '22, '23, '24, '25

Seminar Club
Academic Club
U . D. Chapter N. A. A .

If Brad pitches his way through
life the way he does in baseball his
future work will certainly be a huge
success. True, we are not at all
worried as to his ability to do that.

Frank comes from Mexico. He is
a quiet, unpretentious sort of chap,
polite and gentlemanly in every
s~nse of the word.
One is always
glad to have him for a friend .

LIONEL BRADMILLER
"Brady"
Commerce and Finance
Dayton, Ohio
Commerce Club
Academic Club
Can you ever imagine Brady without that ever retiring good natured
smile and manner? He is a gentleman, a good pal, who is liked by all.
Very seldom is Brady heard from
but whenever he says something you
can depend upon it . We are for you,
Brady.

ROBERT BREMER
"Bud"
Commerce and Finance
Dayton, Ohio
Commerce Club
Academic Club
Just a quiet and unassuming chap
is Bud. He is not much for society,
or as one would say, he is not a
ladies' man, but when it comes to
studies, sports, and manly accomplishments just ask for Bud. He
will give you the dope, for he knows.
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JOHN BYRNE

"Jack

WILLIAM FRISCHKORN
"Bill"

H

Commerce and Finance
Cleveland, Ohio

Science
Cieveland, Ohio

Commerce Club
Academic Club
Football Manager '24
U. D . Chapter N . A . A.

Academic Club
U. D. Chapter N. A . A.
Annual Staff

Jack is a real maker of friends.
His beaming face will win anyone
to his side. Let us add that Jack
was our football manager this past
succe~~fvl season and we challenge
anyone to find a better little manager than he.

Bill has a charming personality
and is a good mixer. We are not
afraid to trust Bill with any of our
social work, he certainly is rully
equipped to take care of any of our
class social matter.

WILLIAM FOCKE
"Bill"
Commerce and Finance
Dayton, Ohio
Commerce Club
Annual Staff
Academic Club
As Bill would say, "Focke's wieners have made the U. D. Cafeteria."
Shall we agree with him? Sure,
why not? Bill is one of the jolliest
men of the class, and is always directing some witticism, but he is not
only a good giver, but he is also a
good taker.

JOHN CARRASCO
"Scarabu"
Electrical Engineering
Mexico City, Mexico
Academic Club
Seminar Club
U . D . Chapter N . A. A.
John is another of our friends and
pals from Mexico. We are sure that
he will up:lOld our good old name
wherever he goes. We 'll back you,
John, don't worry.
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LAWRENCE KISSLING
"Lassie"
Commerce and Finance
Dayton, 0 hio
Commerce Club
Academic Club
Second Lieut. O. R. C.
Officers' Club
Lassie is a real pal. Once a friend
of Lassie's always a friend. He has
ever held a place in the hearts of all
by his congenial and unpretentious
manner. He has always been a con~.istent student, a loyal supporter, and
a true lover of U. D . We are all
convinced that his popularity forecasts success.

JOSE GUTIERREZ
"Chuecos "
Mechanical Engineering
Mexico City, Mexico
Seminar Club
Academic Club
Of all of our friends from Mexico
we claim Joe has precedence over
all of them when it comes to Deing
a real shiek. Joe is simply pestered
to death by the ladies. Us men do
have our worries, not so, Chuecos?

FRANCIS HAGAN
"Red"
Commerce and Finance
Dayton, Ohio

HARRY B. HARN
"Tex"
Mechanical Engineering
San Antonio, Texas

Commerce Club (sec .)
Class Secretary
Monogram Club
Second Lieut. O. R. C.
Officers' Club
Baseball '22

Seminar Club
Officers' Club (vice-pres.)
Football '23
U . D. Chapter N. A. A.
Academic Club
Annual Staff
Second Lieut. O. R. C.

Yes, this red-headed Irishman
hails from Dublin. He's a thoroughbred, not only as an exponent of the
Irish, but in all lines of endeavor.
Red has won his letter in baseball
and has consistently tried his hand
at basketball and football.

Here is our friend from the Lone
Star State. He is a true Ranger in
height, as well as in the sterling
qualities of his character. Our bets
are placed on you, Tex.
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EDWARD KOEHNEN
"Eddie"
Commerce and Finance
Dayton, Ohio
Commerce Club (Pres.)
U. D. Chapter N. A. A.
Officers' Club
Second Lieut. O. R. C.
Academic Club

WILLIAM MAYER
"Jerk"
Mechanical Engineering
Sidney, Ohio
Seminar Club
Officers' Club
U. D. Chapter N . A . A.
Academic Club
Second Lieut. O. R. C.

Gaze upon this beaming, yes,
handsome countenance and see in it
those inherent qualities of a successful business man. Eddie is our nomination to the Hall of Fame for the
future business man. With his business qualities and likable disposition we believe that Eddie will always bat 1.000 % .
ARCHIBALD LEARY
"Archie"
Commerce and Finance
Cleveland, Ohio
Commerce Club
Cheer Leader '21, '22, '23, '24
Annual Staff (Business Mgr.)
Academic Club
Baseball '24, '25
Second Lieut. O. R. C.
Officers' Club
To Archie we must give our prize
as the real class arguer. Archie can
abEolute1y find an excuse, reason, or
argument for anything put before
him. We can well afford to mention
the fact that no better business manager could have been found for the
Annual than he.

We may safely say that Jerk is
the real sleeping sensation of the
current year. That old proverbial
Monday morning beauty nap just
has to come before all else. N evertheless, we have to admit that Jerk
is about the most good-natured pal
in our bunch . We're with you.
GEORGE MARIE
"George"
Electrical Engineering
Peoria, Ill.
Seminar Club
Academic Club
Basketball Manager '25
Unassuming and unpretentious
George stands well up in his studies
and finds a place in the heart of each
and everyone of us. George is some
basketball manager. We believe in
him and know that his success is assured. His hard work in all his undertakings is an outstanding feature
of his.
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LAWRENCE NIETO
"Shorty"
Electrical Engineering
Mexico City, Mexico

CHARLES MEHLING
"Chuck"
Science
Bedford, Ohio
Academic Club
Football '23
Officers' Club
Second Lieut. O. R. C.
Contrary to all definitions of a
radio bug, we find Chuck mixing
amongst us and making himself
known in general. Chuck has some
fine qualities and we know what
good use he is going to make of
them. Just watch Chuck.

Academic Club
Seminar Club
Shorty is the ~mallest man
amongst the Seniors. Senor Nieto
hails from Mexico. What he lacks
in beef he more than makes up for
in brains. Shorty is a true follower
of old U. D. We're backing you,
old boy.

ERNEST MUELLER
"Ernie"
Mechanical Engineering
Dayton, Ohio

VINCENT MOIR
"Vin"
Commerce and Finance
Cleveland. Ohio
Commerce Club
Monogram Club
Academic Club
Class Treasur~r
Football '22, '23, '24
Basketball '23
Baseball '22, '23, '24
Vin is an all-around athlete. He
is a fullback in football, a center in
basketball, and a pitcher in baseball.
It will be a hard blow to see Vin go.
His fighting spirit has done much to
bolster our teams at opportune times.

Seminar Club
Academic Club
Yes this is the ever smiling, jovial
Ernie. Free from all worry? Absolutely. His standard is true optimifm, yet added to this light-heartedness is a seriousness of purpose and
determination which bids well for a
hig-h place on the list of success.
We're expecting big things from
you, Ernie.
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PAUL SCHARF
"Paul"
Science
Columbus, Ohio

ALLAN O'LEARY
"AI"
Science
Dayton, Ohio
Exponent Staff
Senior Sodality
Academic Club
A pleasant, calm, good-hearted,
and ever willing chap is our friend
AI, who hails from Canada. Apparently, he seems to be unconcerned
about school activities, but it is quite
the contrary. Ever since he joined
us in his Sophomore year, he has
been one of our earnest workers.

Seminar Club
Academic Club
Paul is a real, quiet chap, a student in every sense of the word and
a true and loyal supporter of U. D.
We know that Paul will succeed
when he gets out into the world.
Here's luck to you, Paul.

JOHN RUSSEL
"Johnnie"

CASIMIR PETKEWICZ
"Shorty"
Mechanical Engineering
Dayton, Ohio
Seminar Club
Exponent Staff
Second Lieut. O. R. C.
Track Team
Officers' Club
Academic Club
A small but mighty man is he. Is
who? Our friend "Shorty" Petkewicz. A true student, an honest-togoodness worker and loyal supporter
of U . D . His motto is "brains not
beef."
We might also say that
Shorty is a veritable streak when he
is on the track. We feel assured
that he is going to use some of this
speed in gaining a place among men.

Chemical Engineering
Dayton, Ohio
Seminar Club
Second Lieut. O. R. C.
Officers' Club
Academic Club
Here is a quiet chap who minds
his own business, yet who can talk
when the occasion demands it. So
far as our knowledge goes his chief
interest is his studies and he has
successfully spurned the call of the
fair ones. Perhaps we are wrong.
How about it, Johnnie?
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EDWARD SCHNEIDER
"Snitz"
Civil Engineering
Cleveland, Ohio

ERNEST STECKER
"Steck"
Electrical Engineering
San Carlos, Arizona

Orchestra
Band
Football '21, '22, '23, '24
Officers' Club
Second Lt. O. R. C.
Seminar Club
Academic Club

Band
U. D. Chapter N . A. A . (pres .)
Seminar Club
Academic Club
Steck is another of our cowboy
friends . He comes from Arizona.
He certainly is one lad all of us
have for a real friend. Steck :'s
president of the U . D. Chapter of
the National Aeronautical Association. He surely is a top-notcher for
the position. We're all with you,
Steck.

From Snitz's last name we would
not say that he was a son of Ould
S.od, but he sure takes ~he castiron
cigarette holder when It comes to
real fight and determination on the
gridiron. We are also told that
Snitz widds a nasty tuba in the
band and orchestra.

MERLE SMITH
"Merle"
Arts and Letters
Dayton, Ohio
Class President
Editor of Exponent
Annual Staff
U. D. News Staff
Cadet Major
Officers' Club (sec. and treas.)
Second Lt. O . R. C.
Orator '22, '24
Merle is our class president and
we are proud to have such a capable
man leading us. If his achievements
here at the University are signs of
his future success let it suffice to say
that he will surely be a leader
among men.

JOSEPH SPRALEY
"Joe"
Mechanical Engineering
Dayton, Ohio
Seminar Club
Academic Club
Here is a Etudent who goes about
in his own quiet way, never bothering a person. Joe says that it is not
so difficult to know when to talk,
but when not to talk. So he plays
sde by talking very little. Here's
luck, Joe.
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LEO VIRANT
"Skin"
Arts and Letters
Lorain, 0 hio
Football '21 , '22, '23, capt. in '24
Class Vice Presid :mt
Orchestra
Band
Monogram Club
Academic Club
Officers' Club
Second Lt. O . R. C.
Skin is some football player. He
has four letters in all and has the
honor of leading the first team to
bring the non-conference champ ~on
f.hip to the University. Skin is not
only a fighter in football but in
everything that he undertakes.

EDWIN TOBIN
"Eddie"
Electrical Engineering
Worthington, Iowa
Baseball '23, '24, '25
Annual Staff
U . D . Chapter N. A.A.
Monogram Club
Seminar Club
Academic Club
Eddie is one of the jolliest men
we have in our midst, always ready
for his fun and play. Eddie also
knows when to be serious and in
consequence is an excellent student
and one of the leaders in his studies.

ADRIAN TSU
"Itsie"
Mechanical Engineering
Shanghai, China

AGUSTIN VALDES
"General"
Civil Engineering
Mexico City, Mexico

World's Chinese Student's Fed.
Seminar Club
Academic Club

Academic Club

Adrian hails from the sunny Orient. We were under the impression
that the study of English was very
hard for the foreigner, nevertheless,
when it comes to our modern styl~
going under the cognomen of a very
famous and widely known animal,
Adrian says it is very "Itsie" to
master.

Looking over our ranks at midyear we found a new face in our
midst. It was Senor Valdes from
Mexico. W eicome, General, make
yourself right at home.
Maybe
some day you will be leading an
army down in Mexico.
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Seminar Club

WILLIAM ZOLG
"Bill"

HERBERT WAGNER
uHerb"
Mechanical Engineering
Dayton, Ohio
Seminar Club
Annual Staff
Academic Club Second Lt. O. R.C .
Here is our Herb, a cold, calculating scientist. He has that seriousness, industriousness and exactness
which make for perfection. Herb,
however, is not without his lighter
moments, and judging from the
number of his friends, he is expert
at mixing seriousness with mirth.
We still wonder whether Herb has
his one and only somewhere in
Dayton.

Chemical Engineering
Toledo, Ohio
Academic Club
Seminar Club
Annual Staff
We now come to our Bill. He
surely knows how to mix wit with
seriousness. When you want to
have a good time just call on Bill;
when you wish to have a serious
talk on class matters just call on
Bill.

VINCENT WECKESSER
"Vin
Civil Engineering
Dayton, Ohio

JOHN WATERMEIER
"Watty"
Chemical Engineering
New Orleans, La.

H

Academic Club
Seminar Club
Football '21, '22
Baseball '22
Baseball Manager '25

Seminar Club
Academic Club
Second Lieut. O. R. C.

John comes from the sunny South.
He is as capable a baseball manager
as anyone could wish for. John is a
jovial, wide-awake young man. A
very good student, always well up
in his class. We know you'll knock
'em cold when you get out into the
world. We'll always be with you,
John.

Vin felt that he could best serve
humanity by becoming a civil engineer, and sort of finish civilizing
the universe. Judging from his work
of the past four years, he is well on
his way to carry out his intention.
Our best wishes go with you, Vin.
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HISTORY OF THE CLASS OF '25
ow

as the closing is here, let us look back and turn our thoughts
upon the beginning, just four years ago . It was on a warm September morning in the year 1921, that the portals of the University
of Dayton once more swung open for a new scholastic year. The campus
was actually teeming with smiling and happy faces, and the old familiar
greetings of true friends seemed to fill the air. Amongst that happy lot
could be picked out, here and there, new faces. Very few of these new faces
realized, as they roamed about the campus with their characteristic air of
wonderment and timidity, that the history of their class, the class of '25,
had actually started. It was not long, however, until we Freshmen, the
new faces, had actually formed a lively ambitious class, being always mindful of cur so-called insignificance and the respect due to our upper classmen.
Time did finally pass and, before we knew it, we were enjoying our
Christmas vacation, which seemed only too short, when we thought of the
approaching first mid-year exams. Oh, how those exams did worry us!
Cramming proved to be in vogue at that hour. They came, we saw, and
most of us conquered, and what a relief!
We were, however, soon confronted with another worry, which came
in the form of an epidemic, that is, spring fever. Our Easter vacation easily
broke the monotony and cured this fever. An outstanding social event, in
the form of the final college dance, proved to be a very enjoyable affair. Then
once more came exams, final exams, and once again we emerged the victors.
Seemingly befcre we knew it, our Freshmen year was past history.
It was in the fall of another year, and here we were again on the campus
of our Alma Mater, exchanging greetings with our fellow-students and getting settled for another scholastic year, our Sophomore year. Yes! we really
did seem to fall heir to a little more dignity and prestige, when we spoke of
ourselves as Sophomores, and I do believe that we, in turn, helped the Freshmen come to the realization of their insignificance. A most successful college dance was given in the Miami Hotel ballroom on November 9th. This
was the outstanding social event of the first semester. After the holiday
vacation we were again faced by the necessary evil, mid-year exams. As
usual, we breathed a sigh of relief when they were passed. Our interest and
enthusiasm during the winter months was kept up by the inter-class basketball league. Towards the close of May the students gathered together at
the Dayton Country Club for their final dance.
For a third time did we find ourselves back at the University of Dayton.
This time still more determined and working harder than ever before. Vacation was soon forgotten and we were totally absorbed in the various activities. especially our Junior studies. The social activities had increased in
number and all proved to be very popular and successful. Our Varsity football team was making quite a name for itself this year under the expert
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coaching of Harry Baujan. Long will be remembered how the students,
loyal to their team, traveled with them on their trips. Almost before we
could realize it the holidays were past, and Easter vacation was at hand.
Towards the end of the school year those activities especially to be noted
were the Senior Farewell and the dance of the Officers' Club held at the RieL
The final exams came and passed, which concluded the third chapter of the
history of the class of '25.
Our last year at dear old Dayton "U". In just a short while the class
of '25 was called together for the election of officers and for the formulation
of plans for the year. The following officers were chosen: Merle P. Smith,
president; Leo Virant, vice-president; Francis J. Hagan, secretary; and
Vincent Moir, treasurer. Plans were discussed and adopted whereby we
could make this year one of the most active years in U. D. history. Two
very successful football dances were given in the Miami Hotel ballroom, following the Homecoming Game with Loyola "u" of Chicago and the game
with John Carroll "u" of Cleveland. This year our football team was the
greatest in the history of the University of Dayton. Through its great playing it brought the Non-Conference Championship of the State of Ohio to
Dayton "U." This team was captained by a '25 man, one of U. D.'s best
football men, our class vice-president, Leo Virant. We likewise lay claim
to and boast of the stellar playing of that great halfback, our class treasurer,
Vincent Moir. Three other important events also give prominence to this
year,-namely, the dedication of our splendid new dormitory building,
Alumni Hall, the excavation of our new Stadium, and the celebration of the
Diamond Jubilee of Dayton "U."
The holidays passed quickly, as did the mid-year exams, and we soon
saw the second semester speedily passing by. In January the newly organized Monogram Club gave a novel and entertaining dance, which was followed by the College Prom in February.
Our Easter vacation was soon over and we were back again preparing
ourselves for the fast approaching close. With a deep feeling of regret did
we see the days pass quickly by. With a sense of sadness did we realize that
the remaining days to be spent together were few in number; that our best
and happiest days were soon to be ours only as past history. On May 22nd,
at the Dayton Country Club the Senior Farewell was held. It was a glorious
event, an everlasting remembrance of the class of '25. Never before at Dayton "U" was there ever such an affair as the Senior Farewell. It will go
down in history as the greatest social event, as tradition, and long will it be
remembered by the student body. It was a befitting token of remembrance
to take along with us as we leave dear old Dayton "U." Lasting and treasured memories will forever be ours, and as we go forth we feel strong and
courageous due to the discipline and training received in the four years of
our collegiate work, and, especially, due to the sacred principles instilled in
us by our Alma Mater. With this same strength and courage will the class
cf '25 go forth to grasp every opportunity, and to live up to its motto, "Vincit
Omnia Veritas," so that it will be an honor and a pride to Dayton "U."
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HISTORY OF THE CLASS OF '26
few words in advance might help the readers to appreciate our history. The class, as a whole, might be termed versatile; and it is
composed of peace-loving, trouble-avoiding young men whose hour
has not yet struck.
It is doubtful whether Dayton was fully conscious of the eventful happenings of September eighteenth, nineteen hundred and twenty-two. Impelled either by the thirst for knowledge or by the desire for leisure, we
gathered here on this day to organize the class of '26. We were kindly
received at the University and duly matriculated.
At Last, we were
college men!
Long days of acclimatization followed . We want to express our most
heartfelt gratitude to the upper-classmen who assisted us so persistently to
find our places. They always did show us where we belonged. Loneliness
and nostalgia caused some unhappy moments, but we found solace in our
new friends. Of course, they were not all boy friends!
Many brought glory to U. of D. on the gridiron. Sixteen men out of a
squad of twenty-eight were of our class. The menacing cloud of the mid-year
exams looming in the distance made us think. It was time that we got acquainted with our books. The Football Dance at the Miami Hotel and the
Christmas vacation came to divert us, to make us forget the approaching
ordeal. Having come up for air we plunged again into the depths of our
books. We dived through the tests with but a few casualties.
Class officers had been elected, but being true exponents of Equality,
they never did exercise their authority. Class meetings were held monthly.
They were well attended in spirit but never in person. Notwithstanding
this fact, we have never failed to co-operate with the school authorities for
any cause.
Several of our athletes bounced into fame on the court. During the
basketball season interclass teams were formed. Our lads put up a hard fight
for the trophy, but they bowed to the seniors. After the Easter holidays we
devoted ourselves to tennis, baseball and golf.
Spring fever bothered us a little. It claimed so much of our precious
hours for sleep. A delightful dance was given at the Dayton Country Club
to cheer us up before the final obstacle. This hurdle being successfully
cleared we were ready for three months and a half of rest. Dusty trunks
were dragged out and shamefully stuffed with what was left of our wardrobes. Handclasping all around and the freshman year was over. Some
of our greenness had mellowed and ripened. During the busy academic year
we had learned some useful things, but we had mastered to perfection the art
of smoking pipes without the subsequent coughing fit, the habit of wearing
our hats with jaunty grace, and many collegiate expressions.
We assembled again the following September to continue our uphill
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climbing in the domain of learning. The first few weeks were given up to
the magnifications of our deeds during the summer. If we could but believe
all the tales, what wonders we have in our midst. More serious matters next
eccupied our thoughts. The previous year had taught us the real value of
study; furthermore physics, accounting, and Greek were none too easy so we
simply had to get down to work.
Our heroes of the pigskin shone brightly again. They formed the nucleus
of the Varsity team. The quarterback, oft' called the brains of the team,
was one of our number.
A welcome dance was given for the freshmen just before the Christmas
vacation. It was a jolly affair and we had a good time, though we had ·::ause
fer complaint. No welcome dance had been thrown for us the previous year.
No mention is made of the examinations because they are all alike, barring
the subjects.
The sophomore year passed rather uneventfully. The novelty of College
life had worn off, the mere thought of being collegians no longer amused us.
However, some radical changes had taken place during the year. The University was under the direction of a former president and a new vice-president . Our prefect of conduct was a stranger, until we got to know him. The
construction of Alumni Hall had been started and the building had steadily
grown during the year. It was to be completed by the next September.
The last year of carefree life had arrived. The happiest days of our college career will be found in the junior year. Friendships of convenience had
turned to appreciative camaraderie. and the ties that had bound us for the last
two years had been strengthened by thoughts of the next year. With genuine joy we greeted one another at the beginning of the year. How great it
was to see familiar faces again, to feel the pressure of their hands, to know
that they understood.
Alumni Hall was ready to be occupied. and it took us but a short time
to feel at home in its pleasant rooms. The new regulations. allowing us
more privileges, delighted us. Liberty, may you flourish long in our midst!
Our sport-loving members made the Varsity teams again. As in the
days of yore, when the troubadours sang the praises of the redoubtable
heroes, but never of the profound philosophers, so today but little pUblicity
is given to the scholars. Still we have never been backward in our studies.
It was stated that the junior class is versatile. Well, here's the proof. The
junior class can boast of athletes, s::holars, musicians, pseUdo-musicians,
journalists, falsettos. sleep-kings, fourth dimension hunters, and chemists.
It is quite evident by now that we have accomplished very little as an
entire unit, but the future looks bright for us. The spirit of good fellowship
that has always been manifest cannot fail us at the psychological moment.
May we bring honor to U. of D. and glitter as gems in her crown of fame.
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HISTORY OF THE CLASS OF '27
ND then came 1923 with its numerous changes and invaluable acquisitions-a quasi-revolutionary year it was for the old school, and
the beginning of "The Greater University of Dayton." The acquisitions were of course the one hundred and twenty bouncing freshmen boys
of the Class of '27 .
The numerous changes. What were they? Must we recount things so
well known? We must no doubt. Well, then, first and foremost, the Rev.
Bernard P. O'Reilly returned to the University and assumed his former position as its President. Truly a momentous change. Then John G. Bodie, S. M.,
bade a fond farewell to staid old Philadelphia and wisely going West stepped
into U. D. as its Athletic Director. Since his coming athletics have been on
the up-grade, and the name and fame of the Dayton teams known far and
wide across the nation. Then, too, in 1923, Harry Baujan began his successful career as head coach of U. D. athletic teams. Together with these important changes in personnel there was set into action that campaign of Extension which had been so long planned for the University.
After a scintillating Freshman year, the class of '27 coruscated into their
Sophomore cycle. And there is no doubt that our beloved class contributed
largely, both in quality and quantity, to the success of our football teams. In
other fields than athletics members of the wonder class shone also with undiminishing lustre. They contributed reporters and associate-editors to the
Exponent, the U. D . News; lecturers to the Academic Club; missionaries 'lO
the C. S. M. C.; and logicians to the Debating Club. Severel members of the
Class of '27 distinguished both themselves and their class by winning prizes
in open competition in essay writing, historical research, in poetry, and in
advertising.
From the foregoing account the reader is assured that the Class of '27
is not composed of students who consider college a convenient country club
and winter residence, but rather of philosophic youths who hold college to
be a haven sequestered for academic nights and days with intermission of
athletic and social divertisements. The history might end here but no class
history is complete without reference to the future prospects. The Class of
'27 has had a past, is having a present, and is proud of both. Two years of
promise still remain. There is no reason to doubt that the Class of '27 will
utilize those two years fittingly. With work and play judiciously combined,
with an ever increasing growth of mind and character and of affection for
Alma Mater to be hoped for, it is safe to assert that in future years and in
future undertakings the Class of '27 will yield the way to none.
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HISTORY OF THE CLASS OF '28
ITH an ever-ready eye for the future the Freshmen Class of 1924
a~d '25 strove for organization on a firm basis fr~m t~e very beginmng of the school year. The entrance of the Umverslty of Dayton
into the Ohio Conference of Athletics next year will necessitate the adoption
of Freshman athletics on a new and greater scale than ever before. This
great step forward will also call for firmer organization in the Freshman
Class.
These future needs were anticipated by those who organized the Freshmen of '24 and '25, and it was their intention to prepare the way Ior those
who are to follow. It was something heretofore unknown, unexpected and
almost undesired. However, the intentions of the Freshmen were soon
known to be the best. They wanted to do greater things for the school than
their predecessors. They were ambitious to be active and enthusiastic in
their co-operation. They saw that it was necessary to solve the difficulties
of the plan before it was forced upon the school as it will be in '25 and '26.
The first great step towards the success of the enterprise was the organization of a first class Freshman basketball team. It was here that the greatest trouble was encountered, but the persistent determination of the Frosh
was not to be denied and the opening of the season found a we1l-uniformed
and well-drilled team representing the Class. Ten games were played, the
majority of them being preliminaries to Varsity games. Seven of them were
victories and the other three were lost bv close scores.
At the end of the basketball season- another Drecedent was established
when the nine Freshman athletes and their ma~ager, Dick Hosler, were
awarded the numerals. "1928," for their splendid work. Such numerals are
awarded in all the prominent Universities and Colleges throughout the country. Those who received the numerals were the following: Captain Frank
Mastny, Cleveland, Ohio; Lister Chol!ey, Wocster, Ohio; Matthew Marzluft. Dayton, Ohio; James Tancred, Dayton, Ohio; Dick Ricker, Delphos,
Ohio; Dick Back, Fort Thomas, Kentucky; John Carroll, Chattanooga,
Tennessee; John Uhrine, Pittsburgh, Pa.; James Grace, Philadelphia, Pa.;
and Manager Dick Hosler, Springfield, Ohio.
The second great step toward success was taken during the basketball
season. This was the election of Class officers. Theodore "Shorty" Sharpenter, of Chicago, who had become one of the most popular men about the campus, was elected president and his work thereafter was worthy of only the
greatest praise. Thomas Ryan was elected vice-president and Dick Hosler
:oecretary and treasurer.
The third and final advancement was the formation of the Auditorium
Players Club. In this organization Jack Bruck, formerly of Kendrick High
School of St. Louis, was elected president; Gerald Herbison, from CathedralLatin School of Cleveland, vice--president; and De Witt Ashton, Dayton, secretary and treasurer. The Club was under the direction of D. Herbert Abel,
himself one of the most accomplished actors the school has ever produced.
The first play given bv the Auditorium Club was Booth Tarkington's
"Seventeen." It was played four times at the University of Dayton, once at
St_ Agnes Parish and once at the Dayton Military Home.
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CLEVELAND CLUB
President ..... . .. . . . . . .. .......... . . .. .. ... Thomas Coughlin
\ Rev. Joseph A .Tetzlaff, S. M .
Vice Presidents ... .... .. . . .
.) Hon. Virgil .J. Terrell
\. Francis]. Powers
Secretary .. . .. . . ......... ... .. ... ......... William F. Avery
Treasurer ... . . .. . .. .... .. ..... .. . ..... . . . Champ J. Madigan
A real step toward the establishing of a praiseworthy spirit of fellowship among the Cleveland Alumni and friends of the "U," was made at the
Easter dance at the Wade Park Manor. Students. Alumni and friends joined
to make the affair typically "Daytonian."
Monthly meetings of the club were held throughout the past year at the
Hotel Cleveland, the headquarters cf the club.
During the Christmas holidays a meeting of novel interest was held at
the Hotel Cleveland. Fathers and sons attended in surprising numbers.
February 28th, a dinner meeting of the club was held preceding the
annual John Carroll-U . D. basketball game. Plans were discussed for an
Alumni-Student dance to be held during the Easter holidays.

CINCINNATI CLUB
President . ... .... ........ . . Rev. R. Marcellus Wagner, Ph. D.
.
.
\ Elmer Heile
Vice Presidents .... . . . ... .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. . . ]. Wagner Mayer
(Paul O'Brien
Secretary . .... . . ... . . . ... .. . ...... . .. .... Henry W. Merland
Treasurer ....... .... . ... ........ .... ... .. ..... Edwin Becker
The first meeting of the U. D. Club of Cincinnati for 1924 was held at
the Hotel Metropole at noon on Monday, January 7. At this meeting election of officers and appointment of committees took place. Fifteen members
were elected to the Board of Directors. Rev. Father O'Reilly was a guest
of the club.
At Easter a dance for Alumni and students was held at the Alms Hotel.
Mr. Leo Goesling was in charge of the dance.
The Cincinnati Club was well represented at the Commencement exerciess in June. Very many motored down to attend the greatest graduation yet .
After the University of Cincinnati-Dayton football game. the club played
host to the squad and band members at a banquet and dance at the Hotel
Gibson .
During the three visits of the University basketball team to the Queen
City the lads were entertained by the Cincinnati club.
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CHICAGO CLUB
President . . ...... .. . .. .. . . . ....... . . . . .... Edward C. Schoen
\ John M . Burgmeier
Vice Presidents . ...... .. ... .. . . ... . . .. . . Alex. M. Schoen
Joseph C. Windbiel
Secretary ....... . . .. .... . ........ .... . Edward A. Blumenthal
Treasurer ... .. .. . .. . . . .. . . .. ... . . . .. ... . ... Albert J. Kemper

l

The Chicago Club, one of the most active of the University Alumni
Associations, has been hOlding monthly meetings at the Red Star Inn,
where important details relative to the furthering of the interests of the
University in Chicago are discussed.
The Club was very well represented at the Commencement in June and
later at the Homecoming football game in October.
Plans have been made by the Club to entertain the football team, band
and rooters at the Loyola-Dayton game in Chicago next fall. It was
arranged to have the game played in the new Grant Park stadium.
James E. Grimes, member of the Club, acted as toastmaster at the annual
athletic banquet at the University.

DAYTON CLUB
President .... . . . . .. .. ... . ... . . ... .... . . ...... .. W. A. Keyes
\ Harry F. Cappel
Vice Presidents ... ..... . .. .. .. . .. ... .. .... .; Harry F. Finke
(john C. Shea
Secretary . . .. ... . ... . . . .. . . .. ... .. . .. . . . .. . . .. W. M. Carroll
Treasurer ... . .. . . .... . ... ....... .. . .. .. .. . .. . . Hugh E. Wall
Splendid interest was manifested, throughout the year. at the weekly
meetings of the Dayton Club held each Monday at noon in the new grill of
the Knights of Columbus.
June 23rd, a "Father and Sons" luncheon was held. The speaker was
Father Francis J. Finn , S. J.. famous author of books for boys. Many noted
speakers addressed the members of the Club at following meetings.
During the baseball, football and basketball games the members of the
Club turned out almost "en masse" to boost the "Flyers." Many of the victories enjoyed by the Baujanites may be, to a great extent. attributed to the
spirit and backing of the Dayton Alumni.
The Dayton Alumni will join with the University in entertaining the
Alumni and friends of the University who will gather in the Gem City this
fall to aid in the dedication of the new stadium.
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DETROIT CLUB
President ........ . ....... . . . .. . . . ... .... M. E. Von Mach, J r.
Vice President .................. . ........ John P. Garrity, Jr.
Treasurer ............. ... . . , . . ................. John Stenger
Secretary .... . ... ...... .... . ........ . Valentine Kowalski, J r.
The Universtiy of Dayton-Detroit Club was first organized at a meeting of the Alumni held June 15, 1924, at the Detroit Union Club. At this
meeting over twenty members of the University Alumni, present inhabitants
of the state of Michigan, pledged themselves to further, along all lines, the
interest of the University of Dayton .
The first Alumni banquet was held at the Detroit Union League Club
in July. Rev. Father O'Reilly, William M. Carroll, and Bro. George N.
Sauer were present. Leo M. Bauer, president of the Detroit Alumni of the
University of Illinois, addressed the meeting.
Meetings of the Club are held each month at the club rooms and are
presided over by Max E. Von Mach, one of the most able of the Club
leaders.
The organization will send a delegation to attend the Commencement
exercises in June.

PITTSBURGH CLUB
President ........................................ J. C. Wick
.
f George B. Binlein
Vice Presidents ...... . ... . .... . . .... . .. .. I!. J 0 h n J . G er I ac,
h J r.

.

Secretary .. .. .......... . ..................... D. J. Schneider
Assistant Secretary ....... .. ..... . .... . ..... Vernon V. Shaw
Treasurer ....................................... Albert Beck

During the past year regular monthly meetings of the Pittsburgh Club
took place at the Americus Republican Club. Next to those of the Dayton
Club, these meetings had the largest and most enthusiastic attendance of all
the clubs.
August 27th, at Shenley Park, the members had an outdoor meeting
which was followed by a family picnic. Plans for the collegiate year were
discussed.
Following the Carnegie Tech-Dayton football game, the Club played
host to the squad and band members at a dinner and dance at the Americus
Club. Most praiseworthy is the fact that the Club paid the expenses of the
band for the entire Pittsburgh trip.
The members of this organization have been second to none in the
endeavor to create a greater interest in the University of Dayton throughout the country.
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ACADEMIC CLUB
The Academic Club was founded to enable students who were so inclined to derive
the benefits that accrue from the interchange of thought and opinion of many minds and
varied experiences Like the philosophers of old the members gather together and
discuss timely questions for their mutual advantage.
As the schools of old tried to foster higher ideals in literature, art and science so
does the Academic Club strive for knowledge, culture, and wisdom by encouraging its
members to fulfill their class obligations in a worthy manner, by broadening their mental
horizon through exchange of thought and discussion, and by rendering to each other
such constructive criticism as may seem profitable.
In order that these objectives might be obtained, regular meetings were held every
two weeks at which papers of interest were read. Roland Wagner, '26, Commerce, gave
a travelogue on "Yellowstone Park" and Louis Mahrt, '26 Arts, delivered a talk on
"Moments in Mexico." These and other talks were followed by an orderly but informal
discussion. In accordance with the policy of the club, each meeting found a new chairman in charge. An opportunity was thus afforded many members of learning parliamentary law and exercise in handling an assembly.
The club was controlled by a board of directors, presided over by the faculty
moderator, Rev. Father Gregory Feige. The Reverend Moderator appointed the chairmen, supervised the papers, and generally guided the destinies of the organization.
The present moderator of the Academic Club is the founder and it is due to his
intense zeal and unflagging efforts that it has come to play an important part in the
university life.
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THE BUILDING COMMITTEE OF THE
ASSOCIATE BOARD OF LAY TRUSTEES
"The said Board shall hold, invest and administer all endowment funds of said University for its sole and exclusive use, in accordance with the terms upon which said
endowments shall have been given. '" '" '" The said Board shall also act in an advisory
capacity in all projects for the upbuilding and development of the University."
This brief extract from the by-laws of the Associate Board of Lay Trustees of the
University is a comprehensive statement of the scope of its activities. The complete
Board is composed of twenty-one members, eighteen laymen and three members of the
Society of Mary. The Board meets regularly once a year and on other occasions upon
the call of the President. Because of the size of the Board and due to the fact that many
of its members are residents of distant cities, a smaller group, known as the Building
Committee, is created with authority to act for the Board in looking after the vast
amount of detail business incident to the Extension program.
To this Building Committee must be given much of the credit for the University's
remarkable advancement during the past four years. The plan of finance by means of
campaign was born in their minds and much of the arduous work connected with it was
executed by them. They worked out the plans for Alumni Hall in conjunction with the
architect, looked after the letting of contracts and devoted their time unstintingly to
ccnstruction supervIsion. They are now wrestling with the Stadium problem with the
result that the work of construction is about to be started, so that it will be ready for
use in the fall.
Fallowing the erection of the Stadium, the Building Committee will devote its efforts
to provide ways and means to proceed with a gymnasium, science building, and library.
However, as the old adage goes, "Rome was not built in a day," and truly the erection
of these buildings will take considerable time. But now that the work is actually begun
and things are well under way, the reality of that Greater University of Dayton is assured .
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COMMERCE CLUB
To extend the scope of the College of Commerce and to enable the students to see
how the theoretical ideas of the classroom are applied in a practical manner, an organization for the Commerce students was needed. Through the great efforts of Professor
Edward O'Leary the Commerce Club, as it exists today, was formed.
The purpose of this organization is to promote interest in the business world ; to
beccme conversant with modern progressive business methods and systems. It endeavors by such means to raise and maintain a higher standard of efficiency; to discover and
serve the needs of the community; and in general to extend the Commerce course in a
practical way. In order that the club might not be handicapped by too large an enrollment the membership in the club was limited to members of the Sophomore, Junior and
Senior Commerce students.
The first regular meeting of the club was held in November at which the election
of officers for the ensuing year was held and plans for the coming year were formulated.
Those elected were: Edward L Koehnen, president ; Harry C. Heider, vice-president;
Francis J. Hagan, secretary; Joseph J. Adlard, treasurer. These officers acted as a board
cf directors, appointing committees to secure speakers and to make the necessary dinner
arrangements.
Dinners were held bi-monthly at which the most prominent business men of Dayton
were guests of honor. Short, snappy talks were delivered by these men, after which an
open discussion of the subject dealt with in the speaker's talk was held. These talks and
open discussions were very educational for the Commerce students and were looked forward to both by the students and the speakers who were glad of the opportunity to
meet and tell the students of their experiences in the business world.
Meetings were held at the Gray Manor, The Blue Triangle Club and at the University of Dayton. The Commerce Club as such is a big boost not only to the Commerce
course, but also to the University at large . It is well organized and is considered one
of the best organization on the campus. We feel sure that, with such high ideals in view,
the club must continue in the future.
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DEBATING~CLUB
Among the new movements initiated at the University during the past college year,
one that should command especial interest because of Its intellectual nature, and also
because it fulfills a vital need, was the formation of a Debating team. Such a team had
been in contemplation for some time, but no practical effort along the lines of its organization was made until the second semester, when a group of students began active work.
Due to the lateness of organization, it was thought inadvisable to attempt any public
debate this year. Nevertheless, in order to obtain some practical experience, the question of the " St. Lawrence-Great Lakes Deep Sea Waterways" was taken up, and the
Club was divided into two teams, affirmative and negative. On the affirmative side
were Louis R. Mahrt, Harry Heider, Charles Pfarrer, Hugh O'Keefe and Andrew Carlin, while the negative included Archie Leary, Eugene Nolan, Robert O'Brien and
Albert Schreck.
From the material gathered by the two teams, it was possible for them to conduct
two interesting informal debates "inter se." Although as has been stated, no official or
public debates have been conducted thus far, the season to corne is being awaited with
great interest. The experience in gathering material in arranging it logically, and in
developing a proper and effective manner of address, which the unofficial and private
work of those concerned has developed, seems destined to result next year in an active
debating season at the University.
A debating team is, or at any rate, should be, the means of developing thought and
interest in affairs that affect all of us, not only in the debates themselves, but through
them in the entire student body. If a college education has failed to instill in its fortunate partaker an interest in national and international problems of a grave nature, and
a consequent desire to delve into these problems and thus to acquire convictions, it has
not succeeded in its purpose. Knowing these things, it is to be hoped that next year
any efforts which our debating team shall make to carry out these principles will meet
with the hearty approval and active co-operation of all the students and faculty.
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MONOGRAM CLUB
The Monogram Club is one of the new organizations on the campus. For several
years the need of a club of this kind has been felt , but it was not until December 5th
of last year that the club was founded. The club has at the present time thirty-two
members, of whom twenty-one are charter members. This organization was formed for
the purpose of giving the "D" more honor and prestige and raising it to the high and
worthy standard that it deserves.
The club fosters a more intimate relationship, closer harmony and a better team
s.pirit between the members while acting as a unit representing the University. The
club also strives to uphold with the greatest fidelity the athletic prestige of the Red
and Blue and to sustain the reputation achieved by the Alumni and more than that to
increase the fame of the University so that it shall be known for its ability and clean
sportsmanship throughout the country.
At the election of officers the following were chosen to direct the destinies of the
club through its embryonic stage: Louis R. Mahrt, president; Frank C. Belanich, vicepresident; William A . Blake, secretary; Edwin Yagow, treasurer. These men were
selected for their prominence in athletics as well as for their executive ability. Considering the immense activity of the club, much credit is due to the capable selection
of officers.
The Monogram Club held its first dance at the Greystone on January 19, 1925.
This dance exceeded all expectations and was well supported by the student body with
marlY prominent Alumni also present. The dance came as a fitting climax of a most
successful year on the gridiron. The football that was used in the University of Cincinnati game was inscribed with the names of the coaches and players and awarded as
a prize during the course of the evening. All in all the dance was consideerd a huge
success from all social points of view.
The club also started another precedent, that of giVing to the senior football letter
men gold footballs as a remembrance and appreciation of the part that they played in
helping to bring fame and glory to their Alma Mater.
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICAL ASSOCIATION
University of Dayton Chapter
The University of Dayton was the first university or college in the United States
to form a chapter of the N. A. A. for college men. In May, 1924, under the leadership
of Carl J. Crane, '24, a number of students of the University organized a chapter and
applied to the National Association for a charter. The charter was presented to the
local organization by Mr. Frederick B. Patterson, President of the National Association on May 7, 1924.
The objects of the chapter are: to increase public interest in the knowledge of aeronautics , to establish the fact that aeronautics under proper direction is safe, to ~ncour
age the study of aeronautics, to provide flyers for the future, to further the study of
aercnautical engineering, to develop the commercial possibilities of aviation by helping
to establish recognized air routes and public landing fields, to encourage the continuance of efforts which have brought to our own land world's records in speed, duration,
altitude, and distance, to gain first place in commercial aviation, just as we have gained
first place in the field of sporting aviation, to provide an auxiliary arm of national defense and to insure prosperity in peace and security in war by making "America First
in the Air."
At the first meeting of the organization the following students were elected as officers of the chapter for the ensuing year : Ernest Stecker, Jr., president; Edwin Tobin,
vice-president; Harold Smock, secretary; Andrew Zittle, treasurer ; William Frischkorn,
business manager.
The University chapter was represented at the National Convention which was held
in Dayton on October 2, 1924, by three delegates, and during the International Air Races,
held in Dayton, October 2, 3, 4, 1924, four members of the chapter were chosen as official scorers.
All of the members are taking an active interest in aviation, and using every means
possible to bring others into closer contact and greater appreciation of the greatest scientific achievement of the present centurY,-the flying game.
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THE ORATORS

ORATORICAL CONTEST
An annual affair of much interet at the University of Dayton is the Oratorical
Contest, which was held on April 6, 1925, in the University auditorium. This year's
contest was the thirteenth annual affair and, as in previous years, drew a large audience
and proved successful in every respect.
Dr. Reilly, a former College physician, was prompted years ago to establish an
Oratorical Endowment Fund of $1,000, because of the fact that an Oratory Prize won
by him in his senior year had proven of great material value to him. It is the interest
on this sum, which makes possible the three grand prizes given each year.
As has been the custom in previous years, the contest was open to all students of
the Collegiate Department. Preliminary elimination contests were held under the direction of John G. Gunzelman, S. M., head of the English Department at the University.
The six survivors of the elimination contests provide the speakers on the Oratorical
program.
The prize winners this year were:. Charles M. Laymon: "The Spirit of the American Constitution," first; DeWitt C. Ashton, "The Evils of Divorce," second; T. Gable
Fleming, "A Civic Duty," third. Others taking part in the contest were: Merle Smith,
Herbert Eikenbary and Edgar Meyer.
The winners of the contest are determined by three judges who are selected by the
President of the University. Those filling the role of judges in the last contest were:
Reverend Martin M. Varley, Dr. Michael R. Haley and Honorable Sidney G. Kusworm.
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SENIOR ENTERTAINMENT COMMITTEE
Truly, the memory of the college dances so elaborately and carefully arranged by
the Senior Entertainment Committee of this year will live long in the hearts of the
college men. There is something outstanding, unique and uncommonly fastidious found
only in college dances and which all others strive for but cannot attain. In lavish decorations, the splendid spirit of good fellowship, the exclusive gathering of friends, tried
and true, the University of Dayton dances have embodied all that any real college
dance could embody.
On October twenty-fifth, after viewing the Loyola~Dayton football encounter, the
Alumni were entertained by the Seniors at a most pleasant dance at the Miami Hotel.
This hop ushered in the social functions of the collegiate year and there are none that
would venture to suggest that it lacked anything in the realm of splendor. Likewise
on November twenty-second, after the "Flyers" had swept down the field and wrote
football history for old U . D. in golden script through their decisive defeat of the hosts
of John Carroll, the Seniors entertained at the Miami for the Dayton players and their
ancient and honorable rivals, the grid heroes of John Carroll University.
The night of the College Prom is one which will long be remembered by everyone
who assembled in the Greystone on the second of February. A beautiful snowstorm
that covered the outside world with a mantle of immaculate white and painted the
casements of the Greystone with myriads of fairy pictures added much to the fantasy
of the aff~ir and produced an atmosphere worthy of the Arabian Nights. The lavish and
extravagant decorations, the galaxy of dainty colors, the sweet rhythm and pleasing
harmony of the music but most of all the select gathering of Dayton's fairest daughters made this dance one that we will long cherish and hold most de.a r in our garden
of memory.
The final dance of the year was given at the Country Club on the night of May
twenty-second. At this affair the Juniors bade fond adieu to the men who were to wear
the "Cap and Gown" in June. This dance was the Senior Farewell.
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CERVANTES CLUB
Early in the present school year Senor John Rodriguez saw the need of practical
conversation and a deeper research for his Spanish students. He conceived the idea
of forming a Spanish Club in order to meet this need, so on November 7, 1924, a group
of students met under his sponsorship and founded what is now known as the Cervantes
Sp,mish Club. They named it after Cervantes, one of Spain's foremost philosophers and
literary geniuses. These meetings have definitely brought forth the need of a more
intense study of the language than the classroom affords.
This need for an understanding of Spanish is not at all recent, but in our own
day the need of Spanish is becoming more evident every day. The commercial or
practical value of the language to the American business man is invaluable. Then too,
it is a well known fact that the knowledge of this language will do more to promote
international unity in the Western Hemisphere than anyone thing. Eighteen of the
twenty nations of the new world speak Spanish. English is at present studied by
proportionately greater numbers in Spanish speaking lands than Spanish is in the
United States. We must come half way. This is the idea of our Spanish Club.
In the brief existence of the organization much has been accomplished. Each meeting is devoted to talks. dialogues and Spanish readings. Among other activities, the
club has established correspondence with the English class in the College of Madrid.
They are recipients of "La Piensa," a Soan ish newspaper, and carryon exchanges with
similar organizations in other universities.
Under the leadership of the officers, Harry MacFarland, James Tancred and Mason
Benner, the Cervantes Spanish Club should accomplish great things in the future.
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THE U. OF D. BAND
The University of Dayton Band is deserving of laudation and fame. Its many grand
performances this past year as in bygone years speak well of the guide of the band's
destinies, Bro. Louis Vogt, S. M. The University is indebted to this excellent conductor
for well nigh forty years of devoted service to its musical interests. The Society of
Mary has found in him a faithful and zealous member from the very day of his first
religious vows, fifty years ago. The Faculty, students and friends of the University,
therefore, unite in rejoining with Bro. Louis on this his Golden Jubilee and they felicitate him on the accomplishments of his long and self-sacrificing career.
The Band has shown its worth and prominence in its numerous public app~arances.
The boys in brilliant red coats, blue caps, and white trousers not only led the pep parades
but also enlivened all the home games of the Varsity football squad. They accompanied
the team to Pittsburgh against Carnegie Tech and to Cincinnati against the "Bear Cats,"
receiving from the Alumni and friends in these cities the most enthusiastic commendations. When at Redland field in Cincinnati for the Holy Name rally, our musical organization was the only recipient of an ovation, though there were many other bands in
line. Later, the University basketball tilts at the Fairgrounds Coliseum profited immensely in enthusiasm and attendance from the lively strains of the band. During February, there was one concert at the Soldiers' Home for the veterans on Lincol'1's Birthday and another to conciude the Silver Jubilee festivities of the Knights of Columbus
at their clubhouse on Washington 's birthday. To terminate a fine season the Band
will feature at a special Jubilee Concert to honor its revered conductor. It will also
perform at the Diamond Jubilee celebration of the University.
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THE U. OF D. ORCHESTRA
The University of Dayton boasts of a 32-piece orchestra that compares favorably
with the college orchestras of the country. During the past year the orchestra, under
the able direction of Louis Vogt, S. M., Professor of Music at the University. has been
called upon many times to assist at various programs which are a part of the intellectual
side of college life, such as light operas, lectures, dramatizations, lyceum course numbers and banquets.
The University Orchestra has through its sixty years of existence become one of
the time-honored traditions at the University. In the early days when the orchestra
was still in its infancy and printed music was very rare the director was obliged to
arrange most of the music himself and to adapt the foreign editions for his own use.
Bro. Louis Vogt's knowledge of music fitted him for this position and throughout the
years he has become very well known in Dayton for his ability as a director .
The Orchestra played a prominent part in the Diamond Jubilee celebration in Jun~ .
The program called for several recitals and renditions which were a part of the mammoth
three-day program featuring the graduation exercises.
The following are the present members:
Flute-Thomas Kirk.
Violins-J os. Schreck, Norbert Kreusch.
Charles Mitchell, John McIntyre, John
Clarinet-John Vogel, William Uhl.
Trombone-Leo Virant.
Virant, John Krick, John Gable, Chas.
Miller, Paul Boetz, Leander Dabbelt,
Euphonium-Edward Schneider.
Herman Fien, S. M.
Alto Saxophone-Robert Chester.
Viola-Frederick Hartwich, S . M., James
Horns-Robert McMurtrie, Paul McClellan.
Nichol, S. M.
Cello-Andrew Weber, S . M ., Francis
Drums, Tympano-Norbert Knostmann.
Banjo-Morris Reichard.
Gable.
Bass-M a t hi a s Haas, S. M ., Albert
Piano-Donald Kreusch.
Wehrle, S. M.
Director-Louis Vogt, S. M.
Oboe-Jerome Muth
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AUDITORIUM CLUB
One of the most prominent organizations in the Freshman Class of 1924 and '25
was the Auditorium Club. The Club was organized early in the year and is composed
of College Freshmen and a few Prep School students. As its name implies the Auditorium Club was organized with the purpose of assisting in the task of raising funds
for the New University Auditorium.
The founder, D. Herbert Abel, planned to produce at least two plays, but owing
to a late start the second number was not offered. The first, however, was a great success. Booth Tarkington's "Seventeen" is a most interesting story in itself and the cast
chosen by Mr. Abel did full justice to it "Seventeen" was featured by female imp~rson
ation and played to three capacity houses; one at the University, one at St. Agnes Parish
and again at the National Military Home. Critics and theater-goers pronounced "Seventeen" a splendid success after each of the three performances.
The leading part, that of Willie Baxter, was played by John Craig. Craig's work
was nothing short of sensational. In a most difficult role he played his part with heart
and soul and won praises of hundreds who witnessed the show. DeWitt Ashton took
the part of Mrs. Baxter, the mother of Willie, and succeeded admirably in one of '~he
most difficult parts for female impersonation. Roy Homer in the role of Lola Pratt, the
popular "baby talk lady," won much praise.
The Auditorium Club is organized on a firm basis and will continue its good work
again next year. Its president, John Bruck, of St. Louis, Mo., is experienced in the
dramatic art and is an ideal man for the presidency. Bruck played the part of Johnny
Watson in "Seventeen." Gerald Herbison, of Cleveland, Ohio, was chosen as vice-president, and he too is an able actor as was displayed by his work as Mr. Parcher in the
play. DeWitt Ashton, of Dayton, Ohio, was elected secretary and treasurer of the Club
and he will always be remembered for his unexcelled work.
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DRAMATIC CLUB
Of the several fine University theatrical organizations that which passes under the
name of University Dramatic Club is the oldest. Just when it was organized nobody
seems to know exactly, only that it was formed in "the far-off twilight of the obscure
past."
The Dramatic Club is as honorable as it is ancient, and its history a venerable one.
Plays of many types and many merits have been put on the boards through the ability
of its directors and the aptness of its pupils.
The guide of this, the oldest theatrical organization in the University, for the past
ten years or more has been the Rev. Francis Kunnecke. S. M . During this time, the
Reverend Director seems to have had as objectives the display of student talent already
known and demonstrated and the discovery and display of such ability as might be hid
in unobtrusive but capable students. His success in both respec ts has been remarkable
and has been the freQuent occasion of deserved compliment.
The play put on in April was the fam~d Connelly-Kauffmann comedy, "To the
L adies." The jolly comedy and satire on the average American clerk elevated to the
chair of success by a meek-looking but able and ambitious wife was a screaming success, out-topping previous presentations in laugh production.
Members of the cast were Leo Virant, Lawrence Kissling, John Byrne, Edward
Koehnen, Gable Fleming, Herbert Eisek, Theodore Walsh, and Lowell George.
The proceeds of the final theatrical event of the year were turned over as usual to
the University of Dayton Extension Fund.
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PLAYER'S CLUB
Undoubtedly the most popular organization which, during the past year, entertained
students and friends of the University, was the Players Club. This dramatic society,
the nucleus of which is composed of former and present University students, produced
two plays this year for the benefit of the University of Dayton Extension Fund. All
members of the club give their services gratuitously, and students and friends of the
University alike showed their appreciation of the Club's sacrificing efforts by giving the
production their whole-hearted support. Over a thousand dollars were turned in to the
Extension office as the net proceeds from these plays.
The Club's first offering, "A Successful Calamity," by Clara Kummer , was a delightful comedy of manners. Outstanding among the characterizations in "Successful
Calamity" was that of Henry Wilton, played by Joseph J. Abel, '93, the organizer and
guiding spirit of the Club. The play was directed by D. Herbert Abel, '22, with the
following cast : Miss Ann Pfeiffer, Miss Ruby Kimmel, Miss Rosemarie Abel, Mrs.
Joseph J . Abel, Mr. Fred Albert, Mr. Varley P. Young, '25, Mr . Theodore Walsh, '26,
Mr. Joseph Amann, '20, Mr. Gable Fleming, '26, Mr. Lawrence Kissling, '25, Joseph J.
Abel, '93, and D . Herbert Abel, '23. Mr. M. G. Mattingly, professor in the Prep Department, was stage director for the production.
"It Pays to Advertise," the roaring farcical fact from the pens of Roy Cooper
Megrue and Walter Hackett, was chosen as the Club's second offering. This play was,
in the opinion of the majority of the audience, the best rendition ever given by the
Players at the University Auditorium. The Abel family carried the burden of the play
on their own shoulders, assuming four of the important parts. The play was directed
by Joseph J. Abel and the following new members made their appearance in this production: Miss Martha Weckesser, Mr. Wilbur Kramer, '23, Mr. George Kramer, Prep '25,
and Clement Erb, Prep '29.
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MAJOR EMIL F. REINHARDT
Professor of
Military Science and Tactics
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THE RIFLE TEAM

MIUTARY INSTRUCTORS
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GRADUATE NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS

RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS
The Military Department entered upon the eighth year of its existence at the University with a wonderful demonstration of military efficiency. This took place when
Dayton's unit app~ared fully equipped and prepared for actual drill the second week
after the formal opening of school. This example is quoted, not in a spirit of braggadocio, but to show the efficiency that has been characteristic in the unit throughout
the year.
Much praise, for this efficiency, is due to our P. M. S. and T., Major Emil F . Reinhardt, head of the Military Department at the University. He has been ably assisted
by the regular army detail consisting of Captain Theodore Bundy, Lieutenant Samuel
Payne and Floyd Marshall, Warrant Officer Kramer and Sergeants Quade and Kerney.
Too much praise cannot be given these men for their untiring efforts in behalf of the
unit; but we can take the opportunity to extend to them our thanks and well wishes
for the future .
Cadet officers, who are equipping themselves to receive commission in the Organized Reserves, are in direct control of the unit, under the supervision of the regular army
detail. These cadet officers are members of an organization known as the Officers'
Club, which has as its object the promotion of military activities at the school.
This club, which has been very active both in military and social functions, comprises twenty-one members. The officers of the club, elected for the year, were Louis
Mahrt, president; Roland Wagner, vice president, and Merle Smith, secretary and treasurer. Meetings were held bi-monthly in order that the program for furthering military
activities at the school might well be fulfilled.
The unit consists of four distinct classes; namely, the first and second year basic,
and the first and second year advanced. It is another aim of the Officers' Club to bring
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HEADQUARTERS STAFF
these classes into a closer spirit of co-operation and thus increase the efficiency of the
organization. The results of the past year speak for themselves.
In looking over the year one event and only one is the regret of the Officer's Club,
namely the loss they suffered through the demise of First Lieutenant Edward Kyne of
Company B. As a demonstration of Ed's popularity he was accorded a military funeral
with full military honors. We offer to his parents our deepest and sincerest sympathy.
As throughout the past scholastic year the teams representing the University have
so ably upheld the name of our Alma Mater in athletic events, so has the Rifle Team
upheld the reputation of our school in its intercollegiate shoots. This team placed sixth
in the Fifth Corps Area Shoot with the very commendable score of seven thousand one
hundred and nine out of a possible eight thousand. The men who will receive the coveted R O. T. C. "D" in June are Theodore Luthman, captain of the team, Thomas Kirk,
Walter Bucher, Joseph Desch, Lawrence Bentz, Frank Eggers, and John Romer.
Another activity of interest to all the members of the R. O. T. C. was the intercompany shoot. There was keen competition throughout and only after a fierce struggle did Company "A" finally win out over its rivals. Company "B'" placed second,
followed by Companies "c" and "D" respectively. After witnessing the amount of
interest displayed in the shoot and seeing the great deal of good which it accomplished,
the rn.ilitary instructors have decided to make this inter-company shoot an annual affair.
Before closing this brief summary of the workings of the Dayton R. O. T. C.,
there is one fact which must not bp. ovPrlooked and that is, the departure of three of
the officers on our Army detail staff. These men are Captain Theodore Bundy, Lieutenant Samuel C. Payne and Lieutenant Floyd Marshall. The three have been in active
service at the University for the past four years and many of the accomplishments of our
far-famed corps may be partly attributed to their earnest and zealous work. Truly, such
men as these will be hard to replace. In their new fields of military work, the University
stud en ts wish the departing officers success.
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PERSONNEL OF THE R. O. T. C.
INSTRUCTORS
Major Emil F. Reinhardt ..... ... . ....... . .. . .... ............ P. M. S. & T.
Captain Theodore A . Bundy .......... . ... . ..... ... . ... Ass't P. M. S. & T.
Lieutenant Floyd E. Marshall ... . ... .. ... . ... .. ... . . . .. Ass't P. M. S. & T .
Lieutenant Samuel C. Payne ... . ...... . . . .... . ... .... . . Ass't P. M. S. & T .
Warrant Officer John A. Kramer. ..... . ......... . .......... . .. . Instructor
Sergeant Hugo G. Quade .......... . ......... . . . .... . .. . .. .. .. . Instructor
Sergeant Philip Kearney .. ....................... .. ..... . ..... . Instructor

STUDENT OFFICERS
Merle P. Smith .... ...... . . . . ... . . . .. . . . .. . ........... ..... . . . .... Major
Louis R. Mahrt .... . ....... . . . . ..... . ................... Captain Co. "B"
John H. Retter ..... . .. .. . .. . . ..... .. . .... . ..... . ....... Captain Co.

"c"

Jchn H. Koors ...... ...... . .. .. .. .. .. ...... .. .......... Captain Co. "D"
Edward A. Schneider .... .. .. ... . ... .. .................. Captain Co. "A"
John R. Wilson . . ....... ..... .. . . ...................... Captain-Adjutant
Harry B. Harn .. . .. . . ...... . ... . .. . . ..................... 1st Lieutenant
William A. Nunn ........... . . ..... . .......... . ...... .. ... 1st Lieutenant
Raymond R. Schroll ... . . . . . ... ..... .. ............... . . ... 1st Lieutenant
"'Edward B. Kyne .... ... . .. . .... .. .. . .................... 1st Lieutenant
Thomas P. Kirk ...... . . ... .. .. .. .. . . ... ........... . . .. ... 1st Lieutenant
James E. Spencer ....... . .. . . .... .... . . . . .... . ... . . . ... . .. 1st Lieutenant
Lcuis R. Stuhldreher ... . . .. ... .. ...... .. . ... . .......... ... 1st Lieutenant
Roland A. Wagner ......... . ......... . .. ... .. . .. . ... .... .. 1st Lieutenant
Samuel V. Hipa ..... . ... . ......... . ... .. . . ... .. . . . . . .. . . . 2nd Lieutenant
Ches ter H .Graham .................. .. . . ........ . ..... . .. 2nd Lieutenant
Charles W . Himes . ... ..... ... . .. . . . ... . .. '" .. . .. . ....... 2nd Lieutenant
Charles A. Falkenbach ..... .. . ... . .. . . . . ... . ... . . . . .. ..... 2nd Lieutenant
Theodore C. Luthman ....... .... . . ... . . ... .. .. . . . . . .. .. . . 2nd Lieutenant
Raymond T . Lange ..... .. . .. . ... . . .. ....... . ... . . . ...... . 2nd Lieutenant
William E. Mayer . . .... . .... .. .......... . .. . ... . ... .. . ... 2nd Lieutenant
Baldamero A. Puig ... . .... ............... . ..... ... . ..... . 2nd Lieutenant
"'Deceased on March 11, 1925.
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THE ATHLETIC BOARD
Nothing in the annals of sport has found so great interest with the American people as college athletics. So vast has become this program that the management of the
a thletic department of a college is one requiring, not only a full knowledge of th~
c::ssentials of physical education and the development of athletes, but the enforcement of
a s trict code of ethics to safeguard snorts against commercialism and to perpetuate 'their
~opularity .

Like any other large department of a university there must be a centralized control vested in a competent board. Athletics at the University of Dayton are under
the direct supervision of a Faculty Board, supplemented by six Alumni members who
act in an advisory capacity. The faculty members are appointed by the President of
the University while the alumni members are appointed by the Board of Governors
of the Alumni Association.
Under the capable direction of this Board, Athletics at Dayton have advanced rapidly during the past few years. From an obscure position a few years ago Dayton has
risen to the point where she will soon take her position among the best in the country.
Activities in this department during the present Academic year are proof of the efficiency
"nd wisdom of our Athletic Board. The Board's policy for the future is conservative,
yet positively effective, and is destined to carry the name and fame of the "Flyers" to
altitudes never before dreamed of.
Too much praise cannot b~ given to the splendid work of the Athletic Board. It
is the real power behind Dayton's athletic program and the activities chronicled in the
following pages have been made possible, in a large measure, by its wise and capable
direction of sports.
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HARRY C. BAU]AN
Head Coach
In this "Era of Football" coaches are plentiful,
but good coaches who are leaders as well as mentors, are not found wherever one chooses to look .
The University of Dayton is more than fortunate
in having such a splendid and capable "Builder of
Men and Athletics " at the helm of her physical
activities . Since Baujan's advent the teams of the
University have been acquiring no end of fame
throughout the country for their ability to win
fairly and squarely and also to take defeat with the
finest spirit of true and noble sportsmen . Baujan
has been a real father and exemplar to the hosts
of lads who have trained under his tutelage. His
heart and soul is with the boys at all times be it
in victory, glorious and resplendent or defeat, lowly
and depressing . Baujan and his men are creating
a wonderful respect, everywhere in the land, for
the name of our Alma Mater.

ARTHUR ]. BERGMAN
As the athletic teams began to increase in numbus, Coach Baujan found it necessary to look
about for an assistant. He lighted on one skilled
in football, baseball, basketball, and in trackArthur ]. Bergman , familiarly known on the campus and in the athletic world as "Dutch: · It is
doubtful whether Coach Baujan could have found
a more capable or a more interested aid, for Dutch
not only knows the fine points of the various m a jor
and minor college sport, but has the added ability
of imparting his knowledge in an understandable
and interesting way.
Furthermore, his gen ial
spirit is a factor in maintaining the morale of the
teams, particularly football, even in the blackest
moments of the game. Dutch has been with the
Varsity team.s but one year yet he has won both
players and fans by his great ability as instructor
and inspirer.
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FOOTBALL
Considered. from every angle, the 1924 football season is, without a
doubt, the greatest athletic season in the school's history. Th~ mighty
"Dayton Flyers" rose to fame with meteoric speed. Throughout Ohio and
the Middle West, Dayton's fair name was on every tongue. She was achieving fame through the prowess of her famous eleven. The Flyers' record of
seven victories and but three defeats, two of these by a lone point, gives an
idea of the power which enabled them to earn three state titles: The Catholic
College Championship; The Non-Conference Championship, and the High
Point Honors.
The credit for this wonderful showing must be rightfully attributed to
the untiring efforts of the two coaches, Harry C. Baujan, and Arthur "Dutch"
Bergman. These two former pupils of Rockne left nothing undone to make
Varsity one of the outstanding teams in the State, and just how well their
efforts were rewarded can easily be seen bv a glance at the season's record.
The opening game on September 27th, found the Baujanites stacking
up against their strongest opponents-Carnegie Tech at Pittsburgh. The
Flyers started with 3 rush, but a penalty in the very shadow of the goal
wrecked their chances for a touchdown, and they had to be content with the
three points collected by Achiu's well-directed field goal. The Dayton camp
was happy, not only because they had scored on Tech, but because they had
been the first to count. Fumbles by the Red and Blue backs, however, enabled the Skibos to score two touchdowns. The 14-3 defeat was in reality
a moral victory, and sport critics in the East commented favorably on the
wonderful showing of the Flyers.
October 4th brought Rio Grande College to Dayton, and what was expected to be a real battle turned out to be a track meet for the Flyers. Baujan's men scored almost at will, and ran up 64 points while the visitors did
not even threaten to tally.
On October 11th, Davis-Elkins College, Champions of the West Virginia Conference, and for two years undefeated met their Waterloo at the
hands of the Flyers to the tune of 27-7. The Dayton line tore huge holes
in the forward wall of the visitors, through which the backs plunged for
gain after gain, and four touchdowns resulted. The wonderful condition of
the Red and Blue warriors was much in evidence in this battle.

l
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Duquesne University from Pittsburgh invaded the Gem City on October 18th, only to be handed a neat 28-0 drubbing by the Flyers. Duquesne
had also been undefeated up to this date, but proved rather easy for the Red
and Blue.
Playing before a record-breaking crowd in the annual Homecoming
game on October 25th, the Flyers dropped a heart-breaker to Loyola University of Chicago. Score: 7-6. At the start it looked like another Dayton
victory, but McGarry's two field goals in the first quarter were offset by a
Loyola touchdown in the following period, and from then on neither team
could score. The entire game was replete with thrills, but the outstanding
feature of the afternoon was the way the many thousands cf Red and Blue
adherents cheered their favorites, though going down in defeat.
The first Ohio Conference opponent was met in the Queen City on November 1st.
The University of Cincinnati "Bearcats," who furnished the opposition, were picked to
win over the Baujanites by a wide margin, but the Red and Blue pulled the unexpected
and came out on the long end of a 21-0 score. A crowd of 8,5CG fans, the largest crowd
to ever witness a football game in Cincinnati, were on hand that afternoon.
Toledo University app eared next in Dayton on November 8th. With second and third~tring men, the Baujanites buried their rivals under an avalanche of touchdowns. Final
score: Dayton 52, Toledo 6.
The saddest blow in years was struck at Buffalo, on November 15th, when the
Flyers lost to Canisius College by the narrowest of margins, losing by the 14-13 SCOr;!.
The Flyers played their rivals off their feet in the first half and were leading by a 13-0
margin, but Canisius, using their peculiar spread formation put over two touchdowns
and kicked both goals.
November 22, 1924, is the "day of all days." It is the date long to be remembered
by grid enthusiasts of Dayton who saw the Flyers dish out a neat 20-6 trouncing to the
John Carroll University crew from Cleveland, Ohio . The "Blue Streaks" came from
Cleveland, fully confident that they were going to have an easy time taking 'ihe Baujanites into camp, but the story of the battle reads otherwise. Dayton would not be licked
that afternoon. As one of the sport writers aptly put it: "Any eleven men working
together can beat any set of individual sparklers."
The final game of the season was played in Wilmington, when t1:1e Red and Blue
closed a most successful year by running roughshod over the VJilmingto71 College I!leven.
Final count: Dayton 27, Wilmington O. The Quakers had always been Varsity's bitter~st rival. but the last few years they have been easy picking.
Wilmington Iought hard
but could make but little headway against the powerful Dayton eleven.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

27.
4.
11.
18.
25.
1.
8.
15.
27.

THE SEASON'S RECORD
Dayton . . . . . . .
3-Carnegie Tech.
. .. . .... 14
Dayton .. . . . . ... . .... fA-Rio Grande College........ . ... C
Dayton ... . . . ... .. ... 27-Davis-Elkins
................ 7
Dayton .... . .. ....... 28-Duquesne University .......... 0
Dayton . .
. .... 5-Loyola University ......... . .... 7
Dayton . . ... . ...... 21-University of Cincinnati .... . .... 0
Dayton . . . . . . ... .. ... 52-Toledo University ......... . .... oj
Dayton .... . . ........ 13-Caniisus College .
. .. . . . .. .. . 14
Dayton . . . . .... . ..... 27-Wilmington Co!lege . . .. .. . ..... 0

Season's Total. . ... . . .. . . ..... 261-0pponents ... . ..... . ... . . . . ... . . 54
1925 SCHEDULE
The complete 1925 schedule follows :
Oct. 3- Wilmington College at Dayton. Nov. 7-Haskell Indians at Dayton.
Oct. 10-Toledo University at Toledo.
Nov. 14-Butler University at Indianapolis.
Oct. 17-John Carroll at Dayton.
Nov. 21-0tterbein College at Dayton.
Oct. 24-Loyola University at Chicago.
Nov. 28-Bucknell University at Dayton.
Oct. 31-University of Cincinnati at Cincinnati.
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FOOTBALL LETTER MEN

EDW ARD SOHNEIDER
"Ed "

VINCENT MOIR
"Vin"

Guard
Ed battled hard as a
member of the Red and
Blue squad for four years
but it was not until last
season that he made the
monogram
grade.
Hi£
never-say-die spirit which
predominated in all his
undertakings made him a
valuable man on the gridiron.

Halfback

LEO VIRANT
"Skin"
Guard
For four years a regular
guard and captain of the
championship FIvers this
past fall is the proud record of Leo Virant. ' ' Skin''
was always in the 'ihickest
of the fight and was Tightly termed "Fighting Lee."
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Vin, though handicapped
by a series of injuries, was
a mainstay of the Red and
Blue backfield for the last
three years. His crowning success came in his
'last game for the Flyers
when he sent the oval
spinning through the uprights from the 47-yard
line in the Wilmington tilt.

FOOTBALL LETTER MEN

FRANK BELANICH
"Bill"
End
Bill is a hard hitter, a
sure tackler and he :never
fails in pinches. He plays
end or tackle equally well
and great things are predicted for this big boy in
his next two years at the U.
WALTER ACHIU
"Sneeze"

LINUS BOEKE
"Silent"

Halfback

Guard

Speed coupled with unuwal side-stepping ability
made Walter a decided asset to the team. He was
at his best in the University of Cincinnati game
and several sport writers
of that city credit his entry
into the battle as the downfall of the Bearcats.

Silent made good in his
first year with the Varsity
because of his steady and
persistent play. His work
on the gridiron was far
from spectacular but he always came through with
the goods when called
upon.
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FOOTBALL LETTER MEN

AUGUST CABRINHA
"Cabby·'
Halfback

M. BOERSHINGER
"Marv"

Though one of the lightest
halfbacks on the squad
Cabby was by far the fastest. His broken field running was t:1e sensation of
the season, and his 67-yard
run
for
a
touchdown
through the entire Carroll
team was his outstanding
feat of the year.

RA Y CAULFIELD
"Dode"
Halfback
While a member of the
second squad for the past
three seasons the "Piqua
Flash" was not given an
opportunity to display his
real ability until this past
year, but once he received
the call he responded in
such great style that the
fans heralded him as a
second Red Grange.

End
Marvin came highly recommended from Lan e
Tech, Chicago, and lived
up to his forerunning reputation by playing a stellar
game as regular end all
~eason. His deadly tackles
were the outstanding feature of his playing.
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FOOTBALL LETTER MEN

HERBERT HART
"Herb"
Tackle

JOHN DEBESIS
"Deby"
End
Last season was "Deby's" first year as a member of the Flyers squad
but he looked the part of
a veteran in every respect
playing s eve r a I stellar
games at end. He gives
every promise of developing into one of the greatest
ends that ever donned a
Red and Blue grid outfit.

Herb was a tower of
strength on the defense
and one of Baujan's best
bets on opening a hole on
the offense. His hard, persistent and steady work in
the '24 season places him
on a par with any player
that has ever graced 3
Dayton line.

JAMES GRACE

"Jim"
Fullback
The bigger and harder
they come the harder they
fall when little Jimmy is
playing defensive full.
Grace was formerly allCatholic fullback of Philadelphia and his play was
nothing short of championship calibre during his
U-D debut.
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FOOTBALL LETTER MEN

JOHN McGARRY
"Jock"
Quarterback

SAMUEL HIPA
"Sam"
End
This speedy end was like
a streak of greased lightning going out after passes
and down under punts. His
natural ability combined
with unusual speed and
grace made him a very
vital cog in the Red and
Blue passing machine.

He was the lightest man
on the team but he could
plunge and tackle with the
best. The feature of his
playing was his ability to
dropkick. Jock sent the
ball through the uprights
from any and all angles
and most of the Baujanites
points after touchdown can
be accredited to his educated toe.
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LOUIS MAHRT
"Lou"
Quarterback
Lou is the last of the
famous Mahrt family and
captain-elect for next year.
He is second to none as a
field general and plays halfback equally well. There
is no doubt but that he will
lead the Flyers through
their greatest season in
1925.

FOOTBALL LETTER MEN

ROBERT POTTER
"Bob"
Quarterback

FRANK O 'BRIEN
"Fat"

This was Bob's second
year at the quarterback position and though he was
not a flashy player he was
consistent throughout. He
is a valuable man because
his entire effort is at all
times concentrated in the
job of handling the team .

Tackle

PAUL SCHULTZ
"Husky"
Tackle

Because Frank had plenty weight and knew how to
use it to the best advantage is one of the reasons
that he stood out prominently on the Flyers forward wall.
A football
brain and natural abilitv
were other factors that
figured in his play.

While a member of the
Lane Tech High School
team of Chicago Schultz
was picked on the mythical
all-American high school
eleven and in his first year
with the Red and Blue
rated even higher than all
expectations.
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FOOTBALL LETTER MEN

RICHARD SNELLING
"Dick"
Fullback

THEO. SHARPENTER
"Shorty"
Center

Dick never played football until he came to Dayton but now he is one of
the best if not the best of
the Red and Blue backs.
Whether at full or half
Snelling always gives the
opposition
considerable
trouble. Two touchdowns
a.gainst John Carroll University is proof enough of
his real worth.

A. STROSINDER
"Ab"
Guard

"Shorty" played his first
year at center like a veteran and cut a neat :agure
oP.. the field at all times
with his six-foot-six and
210 pounds. He was the
outstanding star of the
Dayton line in the Wilminton game.

You certainly have to
hand it to HAb n when it
comes to holding down the
guard job. Two years without a slip is the record of
this Valentino of the team
and whether on offense or
defense he can't be beat.
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FOOTBALL LETTER MEN

EDW ARD Y AGOW
"Eddie"
Center

CHARLES WEBER
"Charlie"

Eddie is known around
the campus as a quiet sort
of lad but on the football
field he is a bundle of fighting fury. He has set a
standard at the middle of
the line that very few centers of the future will ever
surpass.

JOHN UHRINE
" Johnny"
Tackle

Halfback

W hen Belanich was
shifted to end Johnny stepped into the vac ant tackle
position and kept up the
good work that had been
done there before by coming through in the best of
fashion. He is big and fast
and one of Baujan':> hardest charging linemen.

Dayton fans who followed the team to Pittsburg for the Carnegie
Tech game were surprised
to see Charlie in the starting lineup but their surprise turned to admiration
when they saw him in action.
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BASKETBALL
Basketball which, until a few years ago was the major sport at the University, has
at last taken its place as "a" major sport along with football, baseball and track. Today
the court team under the able tutelage of Coach Harry Baujan is making a name for
the University throughout the country. The quintets turned out at the U. of D. have
always been recognized for their prowess and the team of '25, while not winning all of
their games, made a name for themselves by their clean playing and sportsmanship.
Last sason 's schedule contained twenty games which was the largest program ever
attempted by the Varsity. The schedule included some of the best teams in the state
and the renowned Butler College five, national amateur champs of '24.
In the first big game of the season the Flyers were compelled to accept defeat at
the hands of Butler College Quintet, 28 to 22. The Baujanites fought brilliantly, but were
unable to maintain the killing pace set and were nosed out in the closing minutes of
play by the national champs. This game drew the largest crowd in the annals of collegiate basketball in Dayton. William A. Blake, playing his second year as captain,
was high point scorer for Dayton.
When the team went to Cincinnati they lost to the Cincinnati Gym Club, 21 to 20,
in a closely fought tilt that was not decided until the last forty seconds of play. It was
a marker from the charity line that gave the decision to the Gym Club.
The Flyers scored their first victory against Rio Grande College, 26 to 24. Coach
Baujan used an entirely different combination than had started the previous games. The
team worked more smoothly and their victory was the result of team play. In this encounter "Bill" Blake and Debesis each scored eight points.
On the trip to Detroit and Assumption the team broke even, losing to Detroit 23
to 16, and winnin,; from Assumption 20 to 17. In Detroit the game had to be played
in the Armory because of the crowd th".t wished to see the famous Flyers perform. The
next night Bau'an led his warriors across the river into Canada where the Flyers took
the Canucks into camp.
With only two days rest Dayton defeated St. John's University, of Toledo 17 to 12.
St. John's had a very good team but they were unable to withstand Dayton's faster and
more versatile attack. The guarding of Hipa and Mahrt was the feature of this contest.
Cedarville was the next quintet to meet defeat at the hands of the Flyers 31 to 12.
The game was fast from start to finish but the Baujanites playing as they did last season
proved too much for Cedarville five. Snelling was the bright light for Dayton scoring
four baskets and two free throws.
After having won three games in as many starts the Flyers were forced to accept
defeat from their ancient rival Wilmin,;ton 25 to 22. R. L. Fisher the diminutive Quaker
forward proved to be the undoin,; of Dayton by scoring eleven points.
Having easily disposed of Spencerian College of Cleveland 31 to IS, the Flyers were
in tip-top shape for Cincinnati. After being forced to battle the Bearcats into two overtime periods, the Red and Blue were determind to win. Here it was that Dick Snelling
came to the rescue with a timely basket that gave Dayton the game by one point 26 to 25.
When Capital U. came here the Flyers took revenge for the defeat suffered at Co-
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1925 VARSITY SQUAD
lumbus by downing them 24 to 20. The game, which was played at the Fairgrounds,
was one of the fastest a!Jd best played of the year. Bauian switched his lineup and
,;tarted Conlogue at center in place of Snelling. McGarry and Sam Hipa were the 3tars
and each deserves much praise for the manner in which he performed.
On the second northern week-end trip the Red and Blue warriors continued their
winning streak and proceeded to add two more victories to their list of triumphs. On
Friday night they took St. John's University into camp 28 to 22. And on Saturday
r;ight the Flyers humbled Bowling Green Normal College .30 to 15. On this trip the
boys seemed to find themselves and they showed some of the style of basketball '~hat
has made this University famous. Their floor work was of the dazzling sort and their
~hocting was nothing short of marvelous.
Dayton went to Cleveland and was beaten by John Carroll 29 to 10. In this game
the Flyers seemed to be in a rut while John Carroll played an unbeatable brand of
basketball. As usual "Bill" Blake was the leading olayer for Dayton.
In the last game of the season the Varsity lost to the Alumni 21 to 19. The !~ame
was fast and hotly contested from the first to the last whistle and it was only in the J.ast
minutes of play that the old-grads were able to obtain the lead. Then it was only through
great olaying of Gene Mayl that the Alumni won. Dick Snelling was high point scorer
for the Varsity with a total of six points.
RECORD
Opp.
U. D.

U. D.

13
22
18
20
26
19
J6
20

17
31

Georgetown
Butler
Wilmington
...
Cincinnati Gym
...
Rio Grande
...
..'
Capital
...
.. .
...
Detroit
. ..
...
Assumption . ..
St. John's
Cedarville

18
28
34
21
24
18
23
17
12
12

22
31
26
24
28
30
10
18
19
19
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Opp.
Wilmington
Spencerian
...
.U. of Cincinnati.
Capital
St. John's
. Bowling Green
John Carroll
Cincinati "Y"
' ..
Cedarville
.. .
Alumni
'"

.. .

...
. ..
. ..

25
15
25
20
22
15
29
30
20
21

CAPTAIN "BILL" BLAKE

JOHN DEBESIS

Forward

Forward

BASKETBALL LETTER MEN

JAMES BLAKE

LOUIS MAHRT

Center

Guard
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RICHARD SNELLING
Center

JOHN McGARRY
Forward

BASKETBALL LETTER MEN

JOSEPH McDONALD
Center

SAMUEL HIPA
Guard
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FRESHMAN BASKETBALL
For the first time in the history of the University of Dayton, Freshman athletics
were supported and the athletes rewarded. The Freshman basketball team of 1925 was
the center of a lot of interest-much more than was anticipated, but no more than 'ihe
players deservEd, and at the end of the season nine players and the manager were awarded
the first Freshman numerals ever given out by the University. The appearance of '~he
numerals "1928" about the campus this year serves as a pleasant reminder of the fact
that next year Freshman athletics in all sports will be in full force because of the {act
that these athletes, according to the rul~s of the Ohio Conference, will not be permitted
to participate in Varsity games.
Entrance into the Ohio Conference marked the advent of a new era for the U. of D.the awarding of the Freshman numerals was the first event of interest in this new era.
The Freshman team of 1925 played ten games winning seven and dropping two of
the other three by very close scores. The majority of the games were played as preliminaries to the Varsity games and early in the season, the fans who turned out for the big
games, formed the habit of coming early. Never were they disappointed in the preliminary offerings. The Freshman led by Captain Frank Mastny, of Cleveland, Ohio, put
up an interesting fight at all times whether in victory or defeat, and at the close of their
season the authorities of the school as well as the fans expressed themselves as well
pleased with the work of the new team. Other members of the team who made their
numerals were; Marzluft. Back, Cholley. Uhrine. Carroll, Tancred, Grace, Ricker and
Manager Hosler. These men are s"own in the picture above along with the manager.
Much of the credit for the wonduful showing made by the Freshman is due to the
<.plendid effort of the coaches, Becker and Eisele. These men gave their time, efforts
and ability to make the new-born team a success and the results speak for themselves.
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BASEBALL
Varsity opened the 1925 baseball seascn with a fi<Je v ictory over the
ancient rivals in sport, Antioch College. The score was six to four, and the
victory was expected. Followers of the Red and Blue boys predicted a victory in this game, as well as in the majority of the season's games , not because our opponents were underestimated, but because it was known that
Varsity had plenty of basebal! material, old and new; because traditionally
Varsity beats the majority of its opponents; and finally, because Varsity was
once again led by our smiling, peerless leader, Harry Baujan.
Bill Blake, veteran backstop for the past two seasons, having been
elected to lead the baseball squad for 1925 , takes on himself the burden of
his third captaincy. Bill was twice captain of basketball teams, so that he
is well primed for the duties cf field leader. Without doubt, Bil!y from
Philly, is one of the best baseball receivers in the Middlewest today. With
the catcher's position so capably cared for by a tried player, Baujan's worries
over an important position are removed. Eddie Tobin, also of last year's
team, will assist Blake in the catching duties.
The pitching situation is one that is looked on optimistically by coach
and fans. All the last year men are back and they will have the assistance
and competition of several good new men. "Dode" Caulfield and Bradley
will undoubtedly have the first call in the box; and Joe McDonnell and Jim
Blake, two rangy newcomers, will probably get their turn to twirl the Red
and Blue to victory.
With the return of Baldo Puig to first base, the infield problem is about
as well settled as it might be expected. Baldy is the nonpareil of first sackers
and wields a wicked baseball bat.
Second base will probably be taken in charge by Jock McGarry. Joey
Back, last year's shortstop, will cavort in the same territory, and Sam Hipa,
one of the best batsme:1 on the squad, will hold down third base. Sam played
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in the outfield last summer, but his ability in the infield has been well demonstrated. Archie Leary will serve in the capacity of utility infielder.
"Skeeter" Eisele, Marty Murphy, "Chuck" Weber, Frank Belanich, Bill
Clarke, and Lister Cholley will take care of the outfield. With the exception
of Clarke and Cholley, these men were on the team last summer and showed
power at the plate and speed and judgment in the field. The new men in
the short training season have shown that they too have plenty of batting
and fielding ability and merit a position on one of the most promising baseball squads in the annals of the University of Dayton.
Athletic Director John G. Bodie and Manager Watermeier have provided the squad with a schedule of games that will try their mettle to the
utmost. The list of games is longer than in previous years, and the opposition of better name and greater skill.
SCHEDULE
April 4-Antioch at Dayton.
April 18-Butler at Dayton.
April 25-Dayton at Miami.
April 28--Cedarville at Dayton.
May
I-Wilmington at Wilmington.
May 9-Miami at Dayton.
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May
May
May
May
May
May

12-0hio Northern at Dayton.
16-Wilmington at Dayton.
19-Antioch at Yellow Springs.
23-Butler at Indianapolis.
25-Cedarville at Cedarville.
3C-Cincinnati at Dayton.

Veltman

Hug

Leary

Schneider

Voneman

OUR CHEER LEADERS
"ARCHIE" LEARY
Head Cheer Leader
Archie is a senior in the College of
Commerce and Finance and hails from the
city of Cleveland. With all the native
leadership of a noble Eon of Erin-a goodlooking, red-headed Mick - Archie has
done much to sway the tide of many grid
battles, to touch off the spark of enthusiasm that first manifests itself throughout
the vast throng in a low murmur, then as
the rumble of distant thunder, then in that
deafening roar that brings thousands to
their feet, electrifies the atmosphere and
instills the struggling warriors with a
spirit of "do or die" that wrests victory
from the hands of a worthy adversary.
"GENE" HUG
Next Year's Head Cheer Leader
A Sophomore Engineer also from the
city of Cleveland. Gene is a cheer leader
of proven ability and will experience no
difficulty in stepping into Archie Leary's
shoes, made vacant by graduation. He
has a square jaw and enjoys the unique
distinction that he has never eaten a piece
of cake in his life. He is a "he guy" with
plenty of "Honest to gosh" school spirit.
"JOE" SCHNEIDER
Out of the smoke of industry of the
great city of Pittsburgh comes Joe
Schneider to join the squad of Dayton's
cheer leaders, bringing with him consid-

erable experience in the art, picked while
doing similar duty as a Freshman at Carnegie Institute of Technology. He is a
Sophomore Engineer, the most natural
prcfession for a Pittsbu.rgher to espouse.
His pep is in evidence at all times, he
shakes a wicked dog and puts his stuff
over with a bang.
"VONIE" VONEMAN
A Commerce and Finance man in his
Sophomore year from the city of Canton.
No job is too big for Vonie and cheer
leading is where he shines. He too, controls the howling masses and concentrates
their rooting with an effectiveness that
makes for greater school spirit and good
f.portsmanship. A large share in the winning of many games must be accorded the
cheer leaders and the loyal rooters whom
they direct, Vonie is a comer to be sure.
"JOE" VELTMAN
Now comes the handsome Joe from San
Antonio, last but not least on the roster
of this year's cheer I~aders. Joe is mentioned last because he happens to b~ a
Fres:1man in the College of Engineering.
But with the ladies he comes first. In the
f·ame manner that he steps b~fore the galleries of rooters and wins their good will
in an instant, so does he unconsciously
woo the hearts of the fair followers of
sport. Joe will be head cheer leader some
day. if the girls let him live.
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The Preps
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BROTHER GEORGE LEY , S. M.
Principal
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HERMAN BRENDEL, S. M.
Senior Commerci al

JOHN FETTER, S. M .
Senior Mathematics

EDWIN LEIMKUHLER, S. M.
Senior Academic

FREDERICK PAFF, S. M .
Senior Prefect
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FLORIBERT C. BLANK
"Batesville"

ARTHUR M. AMOROSI
"Amon

U. of D.

Cleveland, O.

Batesville, Ind.

"What matter if he didn't und~r
stand,
He gave the explanation just the
same."

"If at first you don't succeed,

Don't try again."
Baseball '24, Captain '25

ROBERT C. BERGK
"Chickie"

G. HEROLD ANTHONY
"Tony"
Dayton, O.

Cleveland, O.

U. of D.

"His nimble fingers sketched ·the
things he saw,
And people wondered what the pictures were."
Art Staff, Annual

U. of D .

"Why worry?
to laugh."

U. of D.

It's much easier

2 years at Cathedral Latin School
Annual Staff
Secretary of Sodality
Thia Club
Prep Publicity
Ring Committee
Prep Night
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JOSEPH A. BLUM
"Joe"
Mt. Healthy, O.

JOSEPH E. BOSCH
"Joe"

U. of D.

"Of marmers gentle, of affection
mild;
In wit a man, simplicity a child."

Dayton, O .

U. of D.

"I'll cudgel my brain no more
about this."

Basketball '23, '24
Baseball '24
President of Junior "D"

Thia Club

JAMES P. BOLGER
"Red"
Cincinnati, O.

LOUIS G. BOEHMER
"Lefty"
Covington, Ky.

U. of D.

"Mighty the strength that lies in
the cords of his left arm."

St. Xavier

"Our doubts are traitors,
And make us lose the good we oft
might win,
By fearing to attempt."
Class Basketball '23, '24
Thia Club
Football '23
Vice-president Senior "C"
Captain-elect '24
Prep Night '25
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JOSEPH N. CLEMENS

"Jo"

J. ARTHUR BOURNE

"A rare combination so I've heard
tell,
A very good scholar and an athlete
as well."

U. of D.

Willoughby, O.

" And they call it MUSIC! ! !"
Orchestra '23, '24, '25
Band '24
Prep Night '24, '.'25

Senior President
Sec. Senior "A"
U. D. News Staff
Band '23, '24, '25
Prep Night
Basketball '25
Ring Committee

ROBERT B . BOYER
" Beck"
Dayton, O .
" You hear that
You think he 's
But the angels
At the serious

THOMAS M . BRASS
"Brass"

Georgetown U .
boy laughing?
all fun;
laughed too,
things he's done"

Prep Night '25

U. of D .

Dayton, O .

"Art"

Kokomo, Ind

Purdue U .

" 0 bed, oh bed, delicious bed!
That heaven upon earth to
weary head!"

the

Band '25
Baseball '25
Rifle Team '25
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LEO J. COMOLLI
"Jo"
Piqua, O.
U. of D.

CHARLES A. DE BANTO
"Charlie"

"Accuse not Nature : she hath done
her part;
Do thou but thine."

Dayton, O.

Thia Club
Treasurer Senior "C"
Football '23, '24, '25
Class Basketball '24

WILLIAM F. CRONIN
"Bill"

PRUDENCIO D . COBIAN
" Prudy"
Mexico City, Mex.

U . of Mexico

"He lives content and envies
none."

U. of D.

"He leads what some men call a
placid life."

Dayton, O.

Georgetown U.

" Happy and carefree all the livelong day."
Basketball '25
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WILLIAM GLENN DOYLE
"Glenn"

CHARLES E. DEGER
"Charlie"

Nashville, Tenn.

U . of D .

Dayton, O .

"A seeker after knowledge, sir, a
scholar. "

President Senior "A"
Annual Staff
Thia Club
Ring Committee
U. of D. News Staff
Prep Night

Secretary of Sodality
Thia Club
Annual Staff

JOSEPH R. DESCH
"Joe"
Dayton, O.

ARTHUR Ivl. DONISI
"Toa d"

U . of D .

"I never yet made one mistake,
I'd like too, for variety's sake."
Vice-president of Sodality
Rifle Team '25
Annual Staff

Vanderbilt, U.

" In quantity his arguments excel,
He argu es long, but seldom well."

Middletown, O.

U. of D.

" As open as the day, but in the Fall
A shifty fellow-when he runs the
ball."
Football '24, '25
Bas ketball '24, '25 (Capt.)
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JOHN M. EWALT
"Chink"
VERNON G. DURAND

Lorain, O .

"Jimmie ~ '

Cleveland, O.

Lehigh U.

" As sweet and musical as is Aplute--his saxophone."

U. of D.

~cllo's

"Kill me, but spare my pipe! ! !"

Orchestra '23, '24 Band '22, '23, '24
Prep Night '24, '25
Thia Club
Baseball '24, '25

THOMAS A. DURKIN
"Tom"

Dayton, O .

DANIEL W. EBBING
"Dan"

U . of D.

"The horn, the horn, the lusty horn,
Is not a ' thing to laugh to scorn."
Orchestra '23, '24, '25
Band '22 '23 '24 '25
Prep Night "24, "25

Cincinnati, O.

St. Louis U.

" Were his eyes open?
his mouth too."

Yes, and

Two years, St. Xavier
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THEODORE W. FALKE
"Ted"
Dayton, O.

WALTER B. GORMAN
"Loco Boy"

U. of D.

Cincinnati, O.

"His friends and foes alike respec,~
him for his straightforward ways.
Prep Night '25

ELLIS .T. FINKE
"Bud"

JOSEPH G. FREEMAN
"Fat"

Fordham U.

Dayton, O.

"Who's little body lodged a
mighty mind."

Cincinnati U.

"Saints are found where least expected ."

Dayton, O.

U. of D.

"Let me have men about me that
are fat."

Thia Club
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T. VICTOR HART

C. DRISCOLL GRIMES

"Vic"

"Dric "

N ashville, Tenn.

Dunkirk, Ind.

Vanderbilt U.

Notre D ame U.

"The blush is handsome but often
inconvenient."

" Oh, might my name be numbered among the great."

Annual Staff
Vice-president Senior Class
President Senior " B"
Thia Club
Cheer Leader '25

Correspondent C. S . M . C.
Band '24, '25
Baseball '24, '25
Lincoln Medal Winner, '25

THOMAS A . GRIMES
uTom"
Nashville, Tenn.

Vanderbilt U .

"A cool and calculative man was he,
Who gauged the distance ere he
tried to leap."
Secretary Senior Class
Treasurer Senior "B"
Ring Committee
Thia Club

WILLIAM E. HARK
"Bill"
Dayton, O .

U. of D.

"His nature was composed of m any
moods
First s erious, then comical, then
both."
Baseball '24
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HERMAN A. HARRSCH
uJerk"

Chihuahua, Mexico

FRANCIS]. HOLLENCAMP
"Holly"

U . of Mexico

Dayton, O.

"A genius is unknown in his own
country."
Prep Night '25
Crusade Representative '25

"The mildest manners and the
gentlest heart."

ROBERT ]. HAYES

THEODORE H. HOFFMAN
"Ted"

HBob"

Dayton, O .

Notre Dame U.

Notre Dame U .

Dayton, O .

U. of D .

"The contents of the package is
not determined by the size."

"A wonderful boy, who can so
astonish a mother."

Thia Club
Class Basketball '23, '24

Annual Staff
Thia Club
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CHARLESJ.KINZELER
"Fat"

ALAN A. JOHNSON
"Shorty"
U. of D.

Springfield, O.

"The very chair I sit on breaks."

WILLIAM A. KELLER
"Amer"

FRANCIS L. KOHLRIESER
"Mox"

Dayton, O .

U. of D.

Dayton, O.

"Better to be small and shine
Than to be great and cast a shadow."

Dayton, O.

U. of D.

"Care to o:.]r coffin, adds a nail, no
doubt,
And every grin, so merry, draws
one out."

U. of D.

"What a fine man hath your tailor made you."
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Ring Committee
Prep Night Committee
Class Basketball

DA VID P. KIRVAN
"Shick"

DANIEL E. KRIEGER
"Brute"
U. of D.
Toledo, O.

U. of D.

Dayton, O.

' ·0 Samson, give me thy Etrength."

"A funny little fellow of the very
purest type."

Football '24

WILLIAM L. KLUG
"Marmaduke"
Indianapolis, Ind .

NORBERT W . KOBES
"Norb"

U. of D .

"Seeking the bright lights and kindred joys,
He thrilled to music floating in the
air."
Annual Staff
Prep Publicity
Thia Club

Dayton, O.

U . of D.

"Whate'er he did was done with so
much ease
[n him alone 'twas natural to please."
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Gold Medal '24
Crusade Representative '24
Ring Committee

PHILIP P. LEE
" Phil"

GEORGE A. KRAMER
"Kick"

Mt. Vernon, O.

U. of D .

Dayton, O .

" I never dare to write as funny
as I can ."

" He could d istinguish and divide
A hair 'twi H south and s outhwest
side."

Annual Staff
Prep Night Committee
Rin g Committee
Prep Publicity
Cheer Leader '25

Players Club '25
Football '23
Class Bas k etba ll '23
Prep Night '25

NORMAN
" L : ttl~

WILLIAM T . LARKIN
" Ritzy "
Dayton, O.

Yale U.

~ak e w oo d,

Vanderbilt U.

His ties, varieties of joy, forever
feast the eye."

J.

LEARY
Arc h"

O.

U. of D .

" 'Tis not wha t man does which
e;~a lts h im, b ut wh a t man would do."

Prep Night Committee
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Thia Club
Footba ll '23 , '24
Prep Night
Clas s Basketball '23

]. CLIFFORD MAGL Y
"Clif"

WILLIAM SWIFT LEGLER
"Speedy"
U . of D .

Dayton, O.

Dayton, O .

"He stands a chance-the tortoise
beat the hare."

" What is left undone today ·:an
be done tomorrow."

MAURICE E. LEMONTREE

JOSEPH J . LUTHMAN
"Whitey "

"Marry"

South Bend, Ind.

U. of D.

Chicago U.

"He was a silent man who did
others' thinking for them."

Dayton, O.

U . of D .

"The pride of rustic beauties he
was."
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FRANCIS H. MARSHALL
"Jumpy"
Wheat City, O.

CHARLES D. MITCHELL
Dayton, O.

U. of D .

U . of D.

"N ow change the scene, and let
the trumpets sound."

" Big men hail from little towns."
Football '24
Class Basketball
Prep Night

Band '22, '23, '24, '25
Orchestra '22, '23, '24, '25
Prep Night '24, '25

GEORGE J. MASSMAN
"Barker"
EDGAR J. McBRIDE
"Ed"

Covington, Ky.
"A ball in the pocket, is worth
two on the table."
Manager of Football '25
Manager of Basketball '25
Band '22, '23, '24
Prep Night '24 '25

Dayton, O .

U. of D.

"Silence is golden and his wealth
is great."
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HENRY W . MOGAN
"Hoim "
N ashville, Tenn.

FRANCIS E. G. MOYER
"Frank"

Vanderbilt U.

Dayton, O .

"What we favor most of a ll
Is his pleasant South ern drawl. "
Football '24
Stage Manager '25
Thia Club
Prep Night '24, '25

Annual Sta ff

GEORGE F . MOSEY
"Mose"

MICHAEL F . MORAN
"Mike "
Dayton , O.

U. of D.

" Work and duty wer e to him a
pleasure
Which he e~joye d in generous
measure.

Eaton, O.

U . of D.

"Born for success, it seems."

U . of D.

" Ah, why should life all labor be?"
Class Basketball '24
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JOSEPH]. MULHALL
"Joe"
Owosw, Mich.

U . of D.

R. WILLIAM PATTERSON
"Pat"

"Above the plains of men and kings,
He stands and dreams of higher
things."

" Worry is an enemy of mine."
Thia Club

President of Sodality
Treasurer of Thia Club
Ring Committee
Chairman, Prep Dance Committee

MAURICE A . NUGENT
"Pete"

JA Y R. MULLER
"Jay"
Cleveland, O.

U . of D .

Dayton, O.

Hartford, W. Va.

U. of D.

"Seen but seldom heard."

W. Virginia U.

"Blessings on thee, little man."
East Bank High
Thia Club
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MILTON A . ROBERTS
"Jakie"

JOHN J. PLAS
"Bull"
Detroit, Mich.

Geneva, N. Y.

U. of D .

"N ature fits all her children with
something to do."

"A mother's pride-a father 's joy."

Thia Club
Class Basketball '24
Prep Night '24, '25

Three years at Assumption

PAUL B . PURPUS
"Purp"
Purdue U.
Dayton, O .
"A senior already -you'd never
know it."
Thia Club

U. of D.

ROBERT E. QUINLAN

"Red"
Cleveland, O.

U. of D.

"A bed a bed, my kingdom for
a bed." ,
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ARTHUR B. SCHINNER

THOMAS M . F. RYAN
"Junior"
Dayton, O.
U. of D.

"Art"

"A source of information-all
kinds."

"When looks were fond and words
were few ."

Prep Publicity
Prep Night Chairman

Crusade Representative '23, '24

EDWARD W. SACHS
"Eddie"
Dayton, O.

U. of D.

Dayton, O .

RAYMOND C. SANCHEZ
uSimon"

St. Xavier

"Better late than never.
Be wise with speed."

Pinor del Rio, Cuba

U. of D.

"N ot one of those who advertise
themselves."

Prep Night '24, '25
Band '23, '24
Orchestra '22, '23, '24

Basketball '24, '25
Class Basketball
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VICTOR W. SISUNG
"Vic "

URBAN A. SCHNURR
"Rudy"
Dayton, O.

Monroe, Mich.

U. of D.

"His glossy hair was clustered on
a brow bright with intelligence and
fair a nd smooth ."

Two years at St. John's
Football '24
Class Basketball

Thia Club

CHARLES J. SCHRIML
"Charlie"
Dayton, O.

U. of D.

"Thy modesty 's a candle to thy
merit."

EDMOND B. SIFFERLEN

U. of D.

D ayton, O.

"A youth sedate and steady who
believes that noise is not essential
to success."
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U . of D.

" Let me play the foo!."

HAROLD J. STEFFES
"Gretchen"
Detroit, Mich.

FRANKLIN S. THONE
" Porky"
Columbus, O.

Michigan U .

"A genial lad with a Herculean
build."

Football '23, '24
Thia Club
Prep Night '24

Football '24
Class Basketball

BERNARD C . STUEVE
"Bernie"
Dayton, O.

U. of D .

"N ow digestion wants an appetite, and he has both."

WILLIAM B. TEASDALE
"Bill"

U. of D.

"With too much quickness ever to
. be taught,
With too much thinking to have
common thought."

Kansas City, Mo.

Notre Dame U.

" And his chin, new reaped,
Showed like a stubble-land at harvest time."

Secretary Senior "C"
Vice-president Junior "D"
Annual Staff

Thia Club
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EDWIN J. URBANSKI
"Ed"
Toledo, O.

CARL A. WENZEL
"Carl"

U. of D.

U. of D.

Dayton, O.

"Still runs the water where the
pool lies deep."

"Brother, Brother-we are both
wrong."

Two years St. John's
Thia Club

Ring Designer
Secretary of Senior HB"

WILLIAM J. UHL
"Bill"
Dayton, O.

FRANCIS J. WALSH
"Frenchy"

U. of D.

"He needs no foil but shines by
his own proper light."
Band '24, '25
Orchestra '24, '25
Prep Night '24 '25

Owosso, Mich .

Michigan U .

"What shall I do to be forever
known
And make the age to come my
own."

Prep Night '25
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]. JUSTIN WELLEN
"Ole"
PHILIP J. WILKER
"Phil"

Cincinnati U .

Cincinnati, O.

"To have a giant's strength; but it
is tyrannous
To use it like a giant."

"All your gentlemen are not in
books."

Secretary Senior "C"
Annual Staff
Prep Night '24, '25

PATRICK J. WILCOX
"Jazz"

JOHN F. WILL
"Johnny "
Dayton, O .

U. of D .

Dayton, O.

U . of D.

"Nothing can cover his high fame
but heaven."
President of Sodality
Editor of Annual
Vice-president of C. S. M. C.
Vice-president of Senior "A"
R.ing Committee
Football '24
Thia Club
U. D. N ews Staff

Chattanooga, Tenn.

Georgia U.

" All his faults are such that one
loves him still the better for them."
President Senior "C"
Reporter U . D. News '24
Thia Club
Annual Staff
R.ing Committee
Prep Night '25
Football '.23, Captain '24
Basketball '24, '25
Class Basketball '23, '24
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EDWARD A. ZIMMERMAN
"Zimmie"

WILLIAM H. WOLFF
"Bill"
Dayton, O.

Dayton, O.

Ohio State

U . of D.

"You flighty fellows. look at me
before you bellow."

"A pleasant talkative little chap."

JOHN F. WOODS
"Jesse"
Danville, N. Y.

U. of D.

,.He has the power of his own
convictions."
One year at Niagara Prep
Ring Committee
Thia Club
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SENIOR CLASS HISTORY
The more we live, more brief appear
Our life's succeeding stages ;
A day to childhood seems a year,
A year like passing ages.
-T. Campbell

"L

FRESHMAN YEAR
ITTLE men should be seen, and not heard," spoke volumes to the
Freshman Class of '21. Four years awaited them in which to
make History , and they were ready to lend their efforts towards
this end when the time came. But, as yet, it was not opportune for them
to shine , and so they basked in the light of their upper examplars.
The first retreat was conducted by the able and pious Father Hanley,
the Paulist convert. Suffice it to say, there was never a more earnest and
sincere crowd of college retreatants than those of '21.
The football season passed with mediocre success, and after a more encouraging; court period. the spring days rolled rapidly on to a welcome vacation. but not before all the students had pledged their support to the Extension Fund Campaign, which in the early months of the year launched a drive
for a "Greater University of Dayton."
SOPHOMORE YEAR
In September the two hundred graduated Freshmen returned to enter
the Hall of Sophomores. There were some new students, it is true, but generally it was an old friendship or an unforgotten fight that had to be renewed.
And so time went on, and the work that faced the class was met with a will.
Novelty was the middle name in the curriculum of studies; Bro. Fred Hartwich was introducing the students to the wonders of Biology and Major Hill
was making soldiers out of them. The R. O. T. C. routi!1e work soon became
a grind, and days free from drill were as welcome as "the flowers that bloom
in the spring." But per&everance has its rewards, and there was joy in the
heart of many a one when he made himself conspicuous in the various appearances of the military unit.
During this year Dayton U. began its forward movement in the field of
athletics. New coaches were obtained, and the athletic spirit was strained
to a high pitch by players and rooters alike. The Preps shared in this i1.eW
life, and not a game passed without the students being there en masse. Who
will forget that memorable trip to Cincinnati to witness the St. Xavier game?
Class sports also took on new life; a basketball league was organized
in the Soph classes, and "A" walked off with the trophy after several spirited
contests.
During the baseball season the entire student body accompanied the
Flyers on their trip to Wilmington.
The scholastic year was not complete in the eyes of Bro. Fred Hartwich
without an excursion to Clifton, nature's laboratory.
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Gold medals for general excellence were awarded to: Charles Mitchell,
Francis Moyer, Charles Deger, Theodore Hoffman and John Will.

JUNIOR YEAR
The third year may be called a broadening year; all activities, as well
as individuals, seemed to expand.
A division cf classes took place this year, some students electing the
Academic, others, the Scientific system of courses; a third group decided to
adopt the Commercial studies. For the major part of the students the study
providing most interest and the greatest amount of work, was chemistry,
taught by Bro. John Gilbride.
The Annual Retreat was held under the direction cf Father Dillon. The
Sodalities were organized, and associated themselves with the work of the
C. S. M. C.; through the efforts of Bro. Victor Knoer, a distinctive unit
was established.
Varsity football stepped out under the able guidance of Harry Baujan;
the Preps were behind him in every forward movement. This year also
marked the Renaissance of Prep sport activities. Bro. Nicholas Schweicher
was an efficient coach, and he instilled into his team that fighting spirit that
has so characterized them. The football season was rounded out by nine
games, and the Preps emerged on the top in all of them. The team was composed to a great extent of Juniors, and their ability was such as to warrant
their playing again during the last year of their high school course.
What spectator of the Preps in basketball will ever forget that wonderful combination that carried everything in sight? This year also marked the
first appearance of the Preps in the State Tournaments. Our doughty warriors of the court met with Stivers on that memorable March 14, and dropped
a hard··fought garne tc the State-Champs-to-be.
The Inter-class Junior Tournev was a repetition of the State Tournament in interest. In the finals Junior "c" won a hotly contested game
from "A."
The baseball seascn came, and the Preps engaged in a successful series
under the guidance of Bro. Nick, who the previous year had coached the
Varsity. The Junior class was well represented on the diamond by four of
its members, one of whom Amorosi, was elected to the captaincy for '25.
Soon after the Christmas holidays Bro. Victor Knoer organized the Thia
Literary Club. This society had its inception in Third High "A," but included in its membership students from the other Junior classes.
In the month of February the entire student body, but especially the
Juniors, were saddened by the death of Bro. John Gilbride, professor of
chemistry and geometry. Philosopher, humorist and teacher, he was a friend
to all who came under his influence.
The winners of the coveted medal in the Junior year were: John Will,
Theodore Hoffman. Joseph Desch. and Norbert Kobes; and, when their
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names had been announced from the stage of graduation, the Junior Class of
'24 had emerged into the Seniors of '25.
SENIOR YEAR
What a change four short years makes in a man! We recall first, that
tenth day of September, in the year of Our Lord 1921, and see the row upon
row of boyish faces eagerly turned towards the new work that confronted
them. And now we turn the calendar ahead exactly four years,--and we
marvel at the change. Time and experience have wrought their effects on
the countenances! The boy of yesterday is the man of today. He is older
mentally, physically, and morally, and he is better prepared to meet what
the Fates have in store for him! He knows that soon he is coming to the
parting of the ways, and must play his part in the game of life, and solve
his conundrum in the cross-word puzzle of mortal existence.
On September 10, 1924, ninety-five young men were enrolled in the
Senior class at the University of Dayton Preparatory Department. The
work which confronted them was not entirely new; they had imbibed the
methods of study in their previous years of training, and so they entered
with little trepidation on this last lap.
The first movement of consequence was the change in the note system.
The six-week period was adopted; a test in each subject was given once every
six weeks. The most satisfactory part of the new system was that the midyear examinations were dispensed with. This new order of things gave excellent satisfaction.
Harry Baujan again counted on the support of the Preps to cheer his
Flying Crimson Tide on to victory, and his hopes were not misplaced. The
Preps had their hands full rooting for their own team, which was now under
the guidance of two capable Varsity men, Eisele and Blake. The team pitted
its strength against men who often exceeded them in physical qualities, but
never In gameness.
The International Air Races were held in Dayton in the early part of
October, and many of the students made use of the occasion to view the
novel speed contests.
About the middle of the same month Father Hanley, the eminent Paulist,
conducted the exercises of spiritual retreat. Father Hanley had given the
Seniors their first retreat, in 1921, and the exercises of 1924 were merely a
continuation of the good work for which he is so well noted.
Homecoming Day arrived, and Dayton took on a new foe, Loyola, of
Chicago. The tide of victory was stemmed by the gridders from the Windy
City, and· Dayton tasted an undeserved defeat. Its effect upon the Flyers was
psychological and they made history after that. An innovation was introduced on the occasion of the Canisius game, when the plays were transmitted
from Buffalo, to the crowd of loyal rooters on the Grid-Graf.
On Saturday, November I, the student body journeyed en masse to the
scene of the Dayton-Cincinnati game. Dayton could not taste defeat, because
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the entire student body was fighting for victory. There was joy in many a
heart that eventful night as the tired but happy rooters returned from the
successful campaign.
The feast of the Immaculate Conception was the occasion of enrollment
of new members .into the Sodality. Soon after that, the organization of the
various groups into one central unit was effected. Two other general meetings were held in the course of the term, and the work was advanced into
the next year by the appointment of officers from among the Junior classes.
And now began that most important work, preparing for graduation.
First on the program was the ordering of class rings and pins. The design
chosen was a departure from previous selections; the U. D. monogram in
white gold lay on a field of onyx. The rings arrived just in time for the
Christmas holidays.
The mid-year vacation came and passed swiftly, and was followed by
the usual January month, filled with dreams of a glorious two-weeks at
home, and a fear of the approaching-but no, there were no exams; the sixweeks plan eliminated that bugbear. And so the third period passed, and
all entered upon the last semester of their high school career, with the vision
of that glorious June day always before their mind's eye.
On February 2, the students joined with Bro. Louis Vogt in the celebration of his Golden Jubilee as a religious. Military review was held the
latter part of February, and again in April.
With the beginning of the second semester, the senior classes organized
into one unit. The affairs of graduation were taken up; a Prep Annual was
propcsed, but soon, it was decided to combine it with the Daytonian. A
staff was appointed, and for weeks the midnight oil burned until things were
ready for publication.
The court season arrived, and the Prep rcoters were dismayed. Last
year's coach was lost to the Preps, and the wonderful combination of the
past was no more. What chances have the Preps? was asked on every side.
The question was answered by Gene Hug, who assumed command of the
ccurters, and the solvtion was entirely to the satisfaction of all. The Preps
turned out a great combination under Gene's able guidance; they lost several games , it is true , but those defeats were as nothing compared to the
victories that were garnered.
The devotees of the diamond were joyfully surprised at the news that
Steve Emrick, now a member of the faculty, would coach the grand old ~ame.
His success can be ascribed to his own ability as a ball player, and his knack
of teaching others the game.
March 19 marked the anniversary of the foundation of the University,
and the occasion was given due ceremony by the seventy-fifth class that has
passed through its halls.

*
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But time has passed swiftly, and the day of graduation is at hand. All
things have been prepared, let the play go on. The scene is the N. C. R.
Schoolhouse, where are assembled those chosen ones, to whom will be given
that much-coveted parchment.
Many a story lies concealed in the breast of him on whom the honor
is bestowed: tales of sorrow, of wild happiness, of reckless folly. But its
bestcwal marks the fruition of a cherished hope, of a dream that was conceived in the carefree days of youth, and was nourished through those long
days of mingled JOY and grief; it stands for a sign to those who follow, and
speaks to them of the glory that awaits the graduate of Dayton Prep.
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CLASS PROPHECY
came home late the other night from a "stag" given by an old friend of
mine, one whose friend.ship dates back to the old: happ~-go-lucky days
at the dear old UniversIty of Dayton, Leo Comolh, who IS now engaged
as private secretary to our famed President of the United States, Joseph
Clemens, of the Class of '25.
I reached my bachelor quarters about 1 :30 a. m., and, although rather
dubious as to the outcome of my rashness in eating boiled lobster, green
onions and ice cream, besides smoking Sweet Caporals and drinking Comolli's
home-brew, I decided to brave the dangers of retiring in such condition.

I

I had no more than gotten into bed when I fell into a troubled sleep.
Then-a strange thing happened. I awoke and felt an invisible, unearthly
presence in my room. "Must be Comolli's gin giving me the Hebbie Jeebies!" I muttered, and turned over. But it was no use. "SOMETHING"
was calling me and then I heard a sound which made my hair stand on end
as did Bull Montana's, one memorable day in the lab.
A sepulchral voice was addressing me! "Come with me!" it said. I
strained my eyes to see who my nocturnal visitor might be, but all I could
perceive was a grayish mist directly before me. As I stared, spellbound, the
mist opened and a "creature" emerged the like of which I had never before
seen, and never hope to see again.
Without a doubt it was Rob Boyer, a former student at the University
of Dayton. He had, however, broken his back some time ago, trying to be
the first to pick up a girl's handkerchief and had passed into the Great
Beyond as a result of his injury.
And now here he was, visiting me from across the Great Divide. He
wore Cronin's old slicker, and had his wings tucked under his arms. In his
right hand he held a trumpet, and over hi~ left shoulder was slung a harp.
The apparition beckoned me to come, and unfolding his snow-white
wings, floated into the outside gloom. I began to expostulate, but found, to
my unutterable amazement, that I also possessed a pair of wings. As I flew
around the corner after Boyer, I found quite a number of other men apparently waiting for us. Among them I recognized "Frenchy" Walsh, Dave
Kirvan, Ed Sifferlen, and last but not least, "Prudy" Cobian. All had wings
and were attired in pajamas, with the exception of Cobian who was wearing
a green slicker that Roberts, now a hotel manager in Piqua, had worn on a
certain trip to the City of Smoke, said slicker s'jll bearing mute testimony
of that very eventful trip.
As we met, Boyer turned and addressed us in the sepulchral voice that
had so frightened me.
"I am sent from above by Jay Miller, manager of the Angels' soccer
team, to endeavor to divert your mind from the solitude of bachelorhood, into
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the sweet companionship of wedlock. I will begin by showing you some
examples of connubial bliss."
Saying this he turned and floated away, while we followed behind.
Soon we arrived at a beautiful bungalow in the wilds of Columbus, Ohio.
I thanked my stars that we were invisible, for whom do you suppose I saw
coming down the street? Nobody but "Porky" Thone with his wife. Boyer
informed me also that there were also two Juniors, one of whom was named
after Joe Mulhall, the famous Buck and Wing artist, and the other after
Maurice Lemcntree, a young man who has edified his Alma Mater by his
splendid achievements in the field of electrical invention.
After this we stopped at a beautiful red and blue bungalow owned by
Mr. Philip Lee, Editor-in-Chief of the Mount Vernon Banner.
As we peeped into Lee's parlor window I saw another old schoolmate of
mine, Bill Klug, now a well known author. Bill was comfortably settled
in a Morris chair bouncing Bill Junior on his knee. I have read one of Mr.
K!ug's bocks, "The Love Affairs of Isabelle," which he wrote in collaboration with Mr. "Tcad" Donisi of Middletown.
We next sallied circuitously towards Cleveland, stopping at Dayton long
enough to pick up two more old grads who had thus far escaped the toils
of matrimony, Norbert Kobes of Wall Street fame, and Joseph Desch, floorwalker at Rike-Kumler's.
As we passed over Toledo I heard two masculine voices murdering the
strains of "Sweet Adeline!" I looked down, and there, sure enough, were
Dan Krieger and Eddie Urbanski trying to pick a fight with the milkman.
The first person I saw in Cleveland was Norm Leary, who was slumped
in a chair, asleep before his radio. Meanwhile Urban Schnurr, his valet,
had full opportunity tc indulge in his favorite pastime of combing his hair.
We left Leary 's flat and on the way over to the West Side saw Arthur
Amorosi, star third ~acker of the Cleveland Indians teaching a rookie the
tricks of the game. Then we passed a lecture hall and stopped for a moment
to hear Arthur Bourne, world renowned after-dinner speaker, deliver a
spirited oration, unravelling the intricacies of the DeBanto-Stueve theory
on cerebral convulsions.
The audience was held spellbound by Bourne's magnetic personality.
On scrutinizing their faces I recognized some old grads from the Prep
Department at the U. of D. There sat Rob Quinlan, who has made severa!
fortunes while working in the United States Mint; and Bob Bergk, former
bell boy cf Atchison, who attained fame through his ability to produce on
canvas, the likeness of the greatest mathematician of the age, the Very Honorable William Swift Legler. Johnnie Ewalt was also present with Thomas
Durkin, Johnnie Woods and Phil Wilker. These boys have met with really
gratifying success in their efforts to stage an old-time Polish wedding with
Charlie Kinzeler as the blushing bride, Dan Ebbing as the masterful groom,
Carl Wenzel as the parsimonious parson, and Mike Moran as the butler.
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The show is a real success, and with the added impetus of a booking agent
like the illustrious Mr. Edward W. Sachs, the future of the playlet is assured.
Boyer now led us away in a southerly direction. As we were within about
ten miles of Dayton, Ohio, we heard a muffled roar like the beating of a
storm wave on a stern and distant shore. After following up the noise we
found ourselves at the University of Dayton stadium where Notre Dame
and Dayton U. were staging a real football game. Many alumni were in the
stands. There were: Herold Anthony, cartoonist, creator of "The Doings of
Bill Hark," Joe Bosch and Charlie Deger, both wandering bards, sitting
with Francis Kohlrieser.
Dayton plunged through for a touchdown and Schriml Junior kicked
the extra point. I distinctly saw his dad's chest expand six inches. On the
side lines, five portly gentlemen were vainly endeavoring to make themselves
heard over the general cheering. The five gentlemen were: Robert Hayes,
now owner of a nickle flop on South Jefferson ; Arthur Schinner, travelling
salesman for Boncilla Beautifier; Ed McBride, the originator of "You Tell 'er
Because I Stutter!" Joe Luthman, advertising manager for Sisung's Mulsified Cocoanut Oil; and last but not least, Bill Teasdale, better known as
"White Pants Willie," the boy who put the Ham in Abraham!
Bill Larkin, manager of the Wide Awake Follies, and George Kramer,
professor of accounting at Wilberforce, were present and with them two of
Larkin's proteges.
From Dayton, our motley assemblage moved toward the Queen City
where we found Jimmie Bolger, president of the Bolger Coal Company. In
partnership with him was Louie Boehmer, one time Dayton student and now
coal man and incidentally instructor at Doyle's Academy of Terpsichore for
the Elite. Among the devotees of the light fantastic we found Bill Uhl, and
Harold Steffes, star halfback, who were being initiated into the mysteries
of the "Wessie" fandango, a beautiful classic originated by the illustrious
Herman Harrsch of Dayton Greystone fame.
Boyer still continued his southerly course until we found ourselves at
the home of Henry Mogan. a member of the Dayton Prep football squad of
1924. Henry was celebrating his tenth wedding anniversary, and as his
guests I found John F. Will, a barrister of international fame; Paul Purpus,
ping-pong coach at Harvard; Ray Sanchez, exporter of Bermuda onions,
and Tom Ryan, cameraman for Wolff Newsettes. Mrs. Mogan is a southern
woman of great accomplishments and one of the select four hundred.
Boyer now conducted us to the celestial realms above. Here, to my astonishment, I saw Tom Brass and Floribert Blank shooting marbles on the
aura of Saturn. As we proceeded up the golden stairs, two gentlemen came
sliding down the bannisters to greet us, and they were none else but Ed
Zimmerman and William Keller. Keller told me that Hollencamp and Hoffman had gotten the boot the week before for trying to flirt with Lucretia
Borgia, and were now sentenced to K. P. for two weeks.
As we reached the top of the stairs I found a band concert going on
while the Thrones and Dominations were playing the deciding contest of the
Firmament Basketball League.
Pat Wilcox played a good game for the Thrones against Falke of the
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Dominations, but was put out of the game by the umpire for splttmg on
Secrates' sweat-shirt. The two Grimes brothers played a stellar game at
guard although they had quite a bit of competition in their opponents, Noah
and King Nebuchadnezzar.
As we wended our way along pavements of pure silver bullion, studded
with rubies and sapphires, I saw Bill Patterson and Clifford Magly, who,
in this life, had astounded a skeptical world by their successes in the pursuit
of astronomical discoveries. When I saw them, they were stealing a smoke
in the Refugium Peccatorum. The old instinct, imbibed while at the U.,
could not be dispelled. "Force of habit," I mused.
While passing the Poets' Club I thought I heard a familiar voice.
Cobian and I sneaked over to a side window and my suspicions were confirmed. There sat Finke with Dante and Beatrice. From what I could
gather, they were discussing the possibilities of installing a new, up-to-date
cafeteria in the Poets' Club.
From the Poets' Club our course took us over toward the Seraphim gym
and clubroom where we found a singing rehearsal going on. In one corner
was a quartette practicing for Seraphim Night. It was composed of the
best talent that the ethereal realms had to offer; George Massman, one time
manager of the Dayton Preps; Diogenes, the hero of the bathtub; Sir Walter
Raleigh, who, as we well know, is the originator of the slang expression,
"Step on it, kid !", and lastly, Hannibal, the bozo who crossed the Alps on
an elephant.
In another corner of the clubroom we found the Heavenly Harmony
boys. six in number, discording the somewhat direful and solemn strains of
"I wish I was an elephant so I could wag my ears!" This song is an exceptionally heart-rending one written by "Slim" Durand.
Boyer now led us to where we could obtain a bird's-eye view of the
infernal regions. On approaching the rim of the Inferno, I espied Charlie
Mitchell sitting on the rim and making faces at Dr. Joe Freeman, attending
physician of the Inferno, who was treating Ananias for a cold in the head.
From the Inferno we went to the regions of Tartarus where they were
celebrating the advent of Maurice Nugent, who, when a mortal, had broken
his neck trying to put his toes in his mouth in order to make both ends meet.
With Nugent in Tartarus we found George Mosey, former proprietor of
a clever combination of shoe store, grocery and hotel. The cleverness lay
in the man who could discover the hotel part.
We met Jus Wellen who had dropped down from Heaven for a day to
visit Francis Moyer, another new arrival to the regions of Tartarus. Mr.
Moyer had, however, gone out on a snipe hunting trip with Vic Hart, former
crap artist, and Wilson Van Alen, late brigadier general of the Dirty Dozen,
and hadn't been seen for a week or so. Messrs. Hart and Van Alen refused
to say anything about the matter.
On the outskirts of Tartarus we found Alan Johnson, former Alaskan
explorer, and "Jumpy" Marshall, who is universally known as "the man who
shot Niagara Falls in a barrel." When we came along, they were perched
on the shoulders of Atlas and swapping lies with Baron Munchausen and
Napoleon Bonaparte. As I was endeavoring to approach them via the arms
of Atlas, I slipped and hurtled through space, landing with a loud "thud"!
I opened my eyes onto a world of reality and noticed for the first time,
Blum, my roommate, grinning at me with a look of stark imbecility on his
face; then I realized the fact that my glamorous adventure had been merely
a nightmare.
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JUNIOR " B "

JUNIOR " A "
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1924-PREPARATORY CLASSES-1925

JUNIOR "C"

JUNIOR COMMERCIAL
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1924- PREPARATORY CLASSES-1925
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SOPHOMORE "D"
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1924-PREPARATORY CLASSES-1925

FRESHMAN " A"

FRESHMAN " B "
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Thomas A. Grimes

Joseph N. Clemens

SENIOR OFFICERS

Prep Annual Staff
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C. Driscoll Grimes

Class Presidents

Medal Winners
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SODALITY PRESIDENTS

SODALITIES
Sodalities have always played an important role among the Preparatory stu.dents,
but previous to this year the units were dissociated, each group being conducted on a
different basis. To effect a more perfect and general organization was the purpose of a
mass meeting held in February, at which all the students were present. At this meeting plans and general arrangements for the year were effected.
Besides the drafting of a constitution, it was also decided to assign certain definite
days for the reception of Holy Communion, and to establish a circulating spiritual
reading library to be at the disposal of the members.
Under the new system a more definite plan is followed and the intentions are more
directed. The increase in Holy Communion was immediately noted. Everyone seems
to be working together. All efforts have been directed to the maintenance of this system, even to the extent of electing the officers for next year's unit.
Due to a very late start, nothing of extreme value was accomplished during the year.
But this was not the idea of the founders, at least not so soon. The idea was to get the
crganization started, so that in future years much good could be done. Having this ::.n
mind we· feel that these men deserve credit and that they have done much in the way
of uplifting the minds of the students.
The Presidents of the various subdivisions elected after the mass meeting were:
White, Ferree, Becker, Costello, Luken, Cropper, Will and Schommer. The pictures of
these men appear above in the group.
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PREP FOOTBALL
When a statistical review is taken of the Prep football season of '24, the figures
may be a little discouraging. Nine games had been booked, but only seven of these
were played, due to last minute cancellations. Of these seven, three were won, three
lost, and one tied .
The first time the Preps stepped out, they faced the Alumni combination; the game
was a wonderful display of pluck, the final score being 0 to O.
Herb Eisele then took his gridders to Urbana to face Urbana Junior College. Still
going strong against older and heavier opponents, the Preps garnered 27 points, allowing Urbana the consolation of a lone goal from the field. In the next game, played
with the Springfield "Reapers," the Preps carried home the better end of a 32 to 0 score .
So far the Preps had found the going entirely to their liking, but now they were
to taste defeat at the hands of the powerful Aquinas eleven. The green jersied warriors
swept down from Columbus, headed by Albanese, a much-talked-of halfback. Albanese
proved that all the talk was not idle and scored almost all of Aquinas' 33 points. The
Preps were not entirely snowed under, for they stopped the opposition long enough to
score 9 points.
Hamilton was next on the list. They had already tacked an imposing string of
victories behind their name and when they met the Preps, they added still another one.
Captain Wilcox led his sauad manfully, but the team could not follow his lead, .1nd
the Preps tasted defeat for the second time, being on the short end of a 26 to 6 score .
Midrlletown, rating stronger than Hamilton, then claimed the attention of the Preps.
The game" played away from home, proved a more severe test than the Preps h'ld expected, and again they took second honors. The score, 41 to 6, hardly gives credit '; 0
the Prep gridders' fighting spirit that impelled them on so often in the very face of defeat.
At a general pep meeting the Preps, headed by Captain Wilcox, received the public
appreciation of their school, and the following men obtained their well-won letters: Wilcox (capt.), Donisi, Thone, ComolJi, Will, Steffes, Tschudi, Costello, Miller, Marshall,
McMillan, Schmitz, Lensch, Mogan, Leary, Sisung, Krieger, Klein, Kircher, Yassanye
and Manager Massmann. At a meeting of the letter men, Schmitz was elected o::aptain
of next year's Prep football team.
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PREP BASKETBALL
The Preps had a very satisfactory year on the court, winning eight games and losing seven. The schedule comprised fifteen games and was the hardest ever undertaken
by a Prep team. Most of the defeats were by a narrow margin and Coach Gene Hug,
with but one veteran back, built up a team that proved to be a real aggregation and one
that never gave up, on several occasions turning seeming defeat into victory.
The opening game was dropped to Littleford, but only after a hard fight and a real
comeback on the Preps' part. But a week's practice worked wonders for the Preps, and
Miamisburg was handed a setback, 12-7. The next game, the final one before the
Christmas recess, found the Preps facing the last year's squad. A sensational battle
resulted, but accurate shooting by Lensch and Lane spelled victory for the Preps, 21-18.
The return from the holidays was inaugurated with a 45-3 win over West Milton;
and then came the big game of the season with Cathedral Latin of Cleveland. Following tradition, the usual time did not suffice to settle the clash, and for the third year an
extra period was necessary. Latin barely won out 19-16.
Eaton High with a veteran team, then came to Dayton with the intention of adding
another victory to their long list. but a sensational comeback found the Preps on top
with a 14-11 verdict at the final whistle.
Coach Doyle's Catholic High team were next met at Hamilton and the "Blue Devils"
carried on in glorious style, sweeping over Hamilton to the tune of 38-7 .
The string of victories again was increased when East High of the Queen Ciry was
subdued 29-9. The Cincinnati boys were very fast but the air-tight guarding of Cronin
and Lane stopped them completely.
The black cloud of defeat coupled with many injuries then invaded the camp, and
successive contests were dropped to Urbana Junior College, Middletown and Hyde Park.
The next game, however, was a complete reversal of style and Hamilton Catholic was
rounted 31-14.
Elder was met in Cincinnati and won a 26-19 victory, the game's result being in
doubt until the end. Lensch, star forward, was unable to play on account of illness,
but Steffes and Clemens filled his place creditably.
The Elder game concluded the reg1!lar schedule but the Preps again entered the
Southern District Tournament and in the first round, eliminated Xenia Central 25-20,
only to lose to St. Xavier 15-11 in the second. This survey of the year shows that a
real team represented the "Red and Blue."
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PREP STARS

CAPTAIN DONISI
Forward
"Toad " was a real leader and made an ideal captain,
combining qualities of courage and ability with true sportsmanship. He did much for the team with his excellent all
around play and was the shining light in many contests.
Donisi played two years of Prep basketball and was the
only veteran remaining from the team of 1923 and '24.

ROBERT LENSCH
Forward
"Bob" has another year in which to shine for the Preps,
but will have to step some if he hopes to eclipse his efforts
of the past season. Lensch was the leading scorer and at
all times played a fast and heady game.

PATRICK WILCOX
Center
"Pat" not content with holding down the center's job
in football also demonstrated his ability to play center during the basketball season. Wilcox was a shot of no mean
ability and could be counted on for a large share of points
in nearly every game.
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PREP STARS
WILLIAM CRONIN
Guard
"Bill" alternated at the back-guard position with Wilhoff and in testimony to their great work in this position
is the fact that the opponents averaged only fifteen points
a game. "Bill" · also found time to cut down the floor and
annex a few baskets himself, while duty was not pressing.
His general all around ability and excellent -floorwork
command much favorable comment. HIs graduation will
leave a vacancy in the Prep defense which will be mighty
hard to fill.

JAMES LANE
Guard
"Jimmy" came to us from Rosary High of Detroit
where he had made the All-Michigan scholastic team last
year. He held down the running guard position for the
Preps, his fast dribbling and shooting won many games.
His work during the entire season was of a sensational
crder and he will be a valuable asset in next year's combination .

OTMER WILHOFF
Guard
"Ot" was the third junior to play with the Preps and
proved to be a tower of strength at the back guard position. It was a rare thing to see his man get away from
him and his playing of balls off the back-board saved the
Preps many points for he was always "Johnny on the spot"
when needed.
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PREP MONOGRAM CLUB
Arthur Amorosi... . .... . . . . .. Baseball
J cseph Blum......... .
. .. . Baseball
James Bolger. . ... ... ... . . .. ... Football
Joseph Clemens ... .. . . . ... . . . Basketball
Leo Comolli.
. . .. Football
M auri ce Costello.
. . Football
William Cronin ......... . . . . .. Basketball
Arthur Donisi .. .. . .. Footba ll, Basketball
Driscoll Grimes.
. . . Cheer Leader
Victor Hart.... .
. .... . . Baseball
Gerald Klein.... .
. . Football
Daniel Krieger.
... Football
J ames Lane....... . .
. Basketball
N orman Leary .... . . .. . . . . . ... . Football

Philip Lee .
. ... . .... Cheer Leader
Robert Lensch ... ... Football, Basketball
Francis Marshall.
. ........ Football
George Massman . .. ....... . .... Football
N orman Miller .. .. . ............ Football
Henry Mogan ..
. . . . . . ...... Football
Alfred Schmitz .... . . .. . . . ...... Football
Victor Sisung ........... ....... Football
Harold Steffes .. . . . Football, Basketball
Louis Tsc hudi ... .
... Football
Franklin Thone ... . . .. . . .. .. . . . . Football
John Will. ....
. .... Football
Otmer Wilhoff ...... Basketball, Baseba ll
Norbert Y assanye .
. ...... Footba ll
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PREP HOROSCOPE
Ambition
Destination
Occupation
Nickname
N<J.me
Wenzel ...... Karl ........ . Asking questions ... Secretary of State .. Dealer in
Antiques
Bergk ........ Bob ..... . .... Bowling ........... 300 ....... .... ..... P:n Boy
Ewalt .. ...... Chink ........ Worrying a sax .... To play a sax . . .. . . Bonesett:!r
Wilker ....... Phil .... . .... Don't know ......... GC::JdnesG knows ... . Bell-buoy
Plas ..... . ... Jawn ........ Walking in sleep .... Ph,Ysicist .......... Strongman
Kirvan ... .... Dave ........ Matching nickels ... Shlek . .... .... . .... Shriek
Wellen .... . .. Jus .......... Arguing ........... Poet .............. Bootlegger
Deger ........ Charlie .. . .. Absorbing knowledge ............ Philosopher
.... Strongman
Harrsch ..... Pete
... .. Getting a jerk ... ... To lead his class .... Pres. of Mexico
Wilcox ...... Jazz
.. Telling jokes . ...... To get a laugh ..... Undertaker
Teasdale ..... Bill .... .. .... Shaving ........... To grow a 'u:!ard . ... House of David
Doyle ........ Dorle .... .... Razzing girls ....... To get one ......... Bachelor
D . Grimes .... Dric .... . . ... Leading cheers ..... To get a cheer ... ' .. Bughouse
Thone ....... Porky ....... Eating ............ To own a restaurant . Breadline
Clemens ..... Joe .......... Grabbing offices .... President ...... .... Janitor
Blum ........ Joe ......... . Praising Mt.
Healthy ......... To b:! mayor ... .... Wagon Driver
Moyer ....... Frank ....... Playing Sphinx ..... To smile ........... Joke Editor
Klug ........ Prince ....... Breaking hearts ..... Auto racing ........ Changing Tires
Desch ....... Joe . . ... .. ... Shooting .......... To break a record .. Rifle Cleaner
Johnson .. .. .. Shorty ....... Mistreating Hoffman .... . ........ To be a man ....... Singer Midget
Sachs ...... . . Eddie . .. ..... Giving rides .. . ... . Social uplifter .... .. Bus Driver
Lee
..... Ankhm .. .. .. Dancing
. .. . .. Classical dancer .... Floorwalker
Roberts ...... .1 ake .... . . ... Smoking ... . . ..... . Lord Chesterfield ... Cigarette
Specialist
Hollenkamp .. Hollie ........ Dieting ............ Heavyweightchamp. Prune Salesman
Cronin ....... Irisl. . ...... .. Disturbing peace .... To be on time.
. . Prison Guard
Schriml ...... Charlie ....... Being serious ....... Congressman ..... . Hairdresser
Bourne ...... Art .......... Tickling the Ivories. Poet ............... Piano Mover
McBride ..... Eggs .. . ..... Toot-talking ........ Orator ............ Film Censor
Schnurr ...... Rudy ........ Combing hair ...... To make it lay ..... Selling Stacomb
Sisung ....... Vic
.. . .. Talking army ....... General . .... ..... . Kitchen Police
Massman .... George ... . ... Managing ......... Big league .
. .... Bleachers
Woods ..... . Jessie
..... Getting back late ... To be free in
Dayton ........... Waiter at
Flamingo
Hayes ... . .. . Bob ... ...... Beating up Finke ... Prize fighter. .. . . . Pop Boy
Krieger ...... Dan ........ . Talking about
fights .. .......... To be a fighter ..... Pacifist
Kobes ....... N orb ......... Meditating
.... . Big boss ...
. ... Fake Stock
Salesman
Mitchell ..... Mitch ........ Blowing a horn . .. .. Sousa's Band ....... U. of D. Band
Blank ........ Batesville . .. Earning his n-name. Architect .
. . Blacksmith
Ryan ........ Junior ...... . Chairman ......... To really do
something ....... Cub Reporter
Kinzeler ..... Fat ......... . Breaking chairs ..... Geometry Prof. . .... KoorE 29
Sifferlen ..... Bud ... . . . ... Smiling ............ Financier
..... Town Crier
Larkin ....... Ritzy .... . ... Skipping school. .... One of 400 . . ..... Shoestring
Vender
Anthony
. Tony
.. Drawing .... .. ..... Cartoonist
..... Pluto Salesman
Luthman .
. .Toe . .... . .... None .. ............ Traffic cop .......... Senator
Kramer
. Red ......... Reading ........... To read more. " . . To Buv Specs
Sanchez
.... Pete .... . . ... Punching Johnson . . Photographer
... Radical
Nugent ...... Pete ... .. ... Talking tough ...... To grow up.
. . . Sideshow Freak
Uhl .......... Bill .......... Dodging questions .. To know something. Deaf & Dumb
Magly ....... Cliff
... Teasing McBride . .. To get his goat ..... Circus Barker
T. Grimes .... Tom
.. Holding down
Bergk ........... To be a horseman .. Stable Boy
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Name

Nickname

O ccupation

Ambition

Destination

Moran . ... ... Mike .. .. .... Looking handsome .. To be popluar ... . .. Hermit
Urbanski .... . Ed ........ .. Singing .... .... .... An opera star ....... Train Caller
Keller .. . . . .. Amer ....... . Talking . ..... . ... . Cigar manufacturer . Snipe Shooter
Boehmer . .. .. Lefty . . . . . ... Dodging skirts .. .... Bachelor ..... . . ... Widower
Hark .... . . .. Bill . .. . . .... . Kidding Kinzeler . .. To lick him . . ... ... Victim of a Plot
Brass . ... . ... Tom
... To be a live wire ... Sleeping ... .. .. .. .. Pillow Salesman
Ebbing .... .. Dan ......... Looking wise . . ..... Sage .. .. ..... .. ... Clowr.
Boyer . .. . . . . Beck .. . . . . . .. Pushing his "can" .. To own a car .... . . . Kiddie-car
Salesman
Bosch .. ...... . Joe .. ........ Arguing with Desch.? ? ? ? ? ? ...... . .. Who knows?
Wolff ...... . . Bill ....... . . . None .. ..... ..... .. Kein .. ..... . .. . .. . Nihil
Zimmerman .. Zimmie ... . .. Keeping quiet . . .... . To be let alone ..... Actor
Leary . . ..... . Little Arch ... Worrying faculty .. . City council .. . ..... Meter Reader
Donisi .... . .. . Toad ....... . Athletics . ... . . . ... All-American . ..... Wilcox's Butler
Mulhall ...... Joe .. . ...... . O. K . . . ....... .... Mayor of Owosso ... Leavenworth
Durand ...... Vern ... .. . Stietching .. ...... . To grow up .. ...... Circus
Will ... . . . .. . Johnny . . .. . .. Secretary pro tern .. Lawyer . . .... .. . . . End-man, Field's
Minstrels
Mogan .. . . . .. Hoim ...... . . Sleeping ..... . .. . .. Business Mgr. .... .. Jockey
Steffes ... , .. . Gretchet .. . . . Most anything . ... . . Mechanic . . . ... . ... Messenger Boy
Quilan ....... Red .... .. .. .. Warming a bed . .... To play Rip
Van Winkle ... .. . Blanket Salesman
Bolger
.. ' . Brute
..
Riding a Packard ... Not telling ... ... . .. Rogue's Gallery
Walsh ...... . Frenchy . .... Looking pretty ..... To be good looking . Pretzel Bender
Stueve
. Bernie ....... Thinking . .. ....... To be a prof. ..... . . Milkman
Mosey .. . . . . . George . . . . . .. Arguing . .. .. . ... . . Debater . . ... . ... .. Radio Broadcaster
Schinner .... . Art ........ .. Grinding sausage . .. Butcher .. .... .. ... Dog Catcher
Freeman .. . .. Fat ...... .... Having a good time. Having better time . Peanut Stand
Durkin . ...... Tom ... . . .... Playing cornet ... . .. Paul Whiteman
Orchestra .. . . .. . Fish Peddler
Finke . .. . .... Bud .. ... . ... . Dreaming . . . ...... To wake up . . ... . . .. Ambulance Driver
Muller .. . .... Jay . . ........ Playing cards . .. .... Has none . . . .. ... .. . Magicia n
Legler .. . . ... Speedy ...... . To live up to
his name .. . . .... . Social climber .. .... Elevator Man
Hoffman .... . Ted ... .. .. . .. Being serious ....... Governor . ... . . . . . . Kresge 's
Marshall . . .. . Jumpy
.. Enjoying himself ... Pleasure . ... ...... . Fox Trapper
Falke ........ Ted
.. . .. Joking .. . ..... .... . Keith 's circuit . . .... Pinkerton
Detective
Hart .... ..... Vi c . ...... ... Abusing German .... Diplomat . .... .... Horse Thief
Cobian
... . Prudy
" .. Musician .. . .. .. ... To play piano ... . .. Trombone Player
Gorman . . . .. Charlie
.. Arguing .. . ..... .. Pugilist . . .. . . . ... Blotter-Tester
DeBanto . .... Purp . . ...... Listening .......... Buisness man ..... . . Collector
Purpus . . . .. . Local boy ... . . Throwing paperwads . ...... . .... Congressman . .. ... Coroner
Amorosi . ... . Amo .. . . . .. .. Playing ball ... . .... Big Leagues .. ..... Water boy
Lemontree ... Morry ....... Studying . .. .. .. .... Ohio State ..... . . .. Correspondence
School
Kohlreiser
. Mox
... . Driving a Ford ..... To own a car . ' . , ... Street Car
Conductor
Patterson . . . . Pat ..
. ... Living down his
name .... ... . .. .. Railroad President .. Road Gang
Kramer .... . . George . . .... . Accountant
. Famous Lasky .... .
Players ..... .. ... Ticket Snatcher
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THE SPOOFING OF SALLY MACKNEW
Apologies to Robat W. Service
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A bunch of the cakes were raising the devil,
In the new cosmetic store.
And the jerker behind the soda fount
Was getting a wee bit sore.
Back in the room, in aMah Jong game,
Sat the village Shiek, Peru.
And on his knee, 5ipping some tea,
Sat little Sally Maclmew.

When out of the night of eighty above
And into the midst of the crowd,
There came another fresh from school,
My Heavens, that boy was loud.
In his checkered shirt that was free from dirt,
He staggered-I knew he'd stay.
Then he clutched a record with his talon hands;
My lord, but that man could play!

Then all of a sudden the mUSIC changedAnother record you see.
And I knew that Sally was getting unnerved ,
As she sipped up all her tea.
Then the stranger spoke, we expected a joke,
And this is what he said:
"One of you is a hound of hell,
So I came to knock you dead."

The shiek was crazed with "jingoed" gin,
The stranger was fresh as a lily,
He socked him once, he socked him twice,
The third time the shiek was silly.
These are the simple facts of the case
And I know these lines are true,
But the question which puzzled me ever since
Is, what became of Sally Macknew?
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PRIVATE ROOM AS IS

PRIVATE ROOM AS BE

RULES FOR RUMORS
1. Residents of Alumni Hall are requested to throw all their old clothes, shoes,
cigar and cigarette butts on the lawn below their respective windows as it adds such a
collegiate touch to the atmosphere.

2. To study during the dark hours is strictly forbidden.
under his eyes the following day.

It gives the student rings

3. Each and every student is requested, in order to insure his physical prowess, to
take the track at least once a day-especially coming in after 11 :50.
4. Day students are requested to refrain from the following excuse: "Please excuse my son's absence as he was very ill." Use something like this: "My son's absence
was due to a puncture of the Oakwood street car." The professor will believe <either,
blit the latter is more original.
5. Anyone caught using a water pitcher or coffee pot for a "gaboon" will be given
"K. P." duty by Jesse.
6. Any and all day students are requested to come and go through the halls, bring
their friends and enemies, and borrow or steal anything the boarders have. This rule
was made and will be enforced by the prefect in charge.
7. Students of the first floor are compelled to leave their windows open, rain or
shine, as some student might fall from one of the upper rooms when the doors are
locked; this rule applies especially on week days.
8. Students doing their own washing are requested to use the window sills as
wash lines. The varied display of colors adds much to the beauty of the building.
9. Students are requested not to arise before five o'clock.
"flunkies" who need all the sleep they can get.

They might annoy the

10. When you retire late always make as much nOIse as possible, as the occupants
of the other buildings are to be disturbed.
11. When sleeping late in the morning, kindly hang a "Don't Disturb" sign outside
your door for the information of the prefect.
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A SENIOR DREAM

THE OLD-OLD STORY
Listen, my father, and you will hear
Of the many debts of your son so dear.
On the first of April of twenty-five,
If my debts aren't paid I'll be skinned alive.
Hardly a man, now here at school
Is not owed by me, your fool.
Now I'll say good night, sweet papa, dear,
And in a week will expect to hear
You say, "Your letter arrived my own dear son,
Enclosed find check for your needed sum."
And many more words from my dad so nice:
Yours till hades is frozen with ice.

'N ell, the father received the letter next day
And after he read it he wanted to s::ty
Something that wouldn't look good in print,
So he thought all day and came home that night,
Knowing he had a son that was smart,
But was breaking his dad with fresh-made starts!
So bright and early the very next morn
He went to his office and litarted the storm;
"My own dear son, it gives me pleasure to say,
Your enjoyable letter came yesterday.
The new 'Flame' of yours must be a pec:ch,
Enclosed find dollar, take her to Palm Beach."
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wrfH THE R. O. T. C.

AS RETTER THINKS

AS THEY ARE

HEARD AT THE MILITARY BALL
1st Lt.-My girl has a beautiful embroidered ha ndkerchief, which cost $20.
2nd Lt.-That's a lot of money to blow in.

*

*

Belanich-I'd never marry a blonde.
Schulte-Why?
Belanich-They are too much like brunettes.
:;:

He-What do you think of the Four Horesmen of Notre Dame?
She-I think they should make a good polo team.

Rothenberg-May I ask you for this dance?
Cytherea-Please do; I've been dying to refuse you all evening.
:;:

Janice-Say "Putty, " are you from the north?
Wilson-No, what makes you ask?
Janice-You dance as though you had snow shoes on.
:i:

Sergeant-I met a fellow that looked like you.
Lieutenant-Where is he? I'll knock his block off!
Sergeant-I killed him! ! !
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SENIORS' LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
Adlard-Joe is leaving a few problems in accounting which the Dean has often
requested.
Alexander-"Scabby" bequeaths a wonderful record or flunks in his college career.
Watermeier--John leaves Burke to chase the foul balls all by his lonesome.
BradmiIler-Lionel has left a few sheets of paper in the last desk of the accounting
room for Focke.
Bremer-Bud tells us that he is leaving next year's calendar and its many dates.
Frischkorn-Bill leaves his auburn-haired roommate without a pardner for next year.
Carrasco-John bequeaths the juniors the Saturday Night privileges with its many
attractions.
Hagan-Red takes with him his good looks and auto rides, making it kinda tough
for some of the boys.
Gutierrez-Jose leaves his jerk with all the Profs, especially in Organization and
Logic.
Bustillo--Francis must leave his old car which was new once upon a time.
Bradley-John leaves behind his wide reputation as being one of the original three
musketeers.
Bliley-Tom leaves the 1925 Annual and many heart-broken women in the Gem City.
Ham-Harry vacates U. of D .. but not the City of Dayton forever.
Kissling-Lassy leaves the Dean of Commerce without a good source of :3upply ::n
the line of tobacco and cigars.
Mayer-Jerk leaves many bare feet in a certain shoe store in our fair city.
Moir-Vincent bequeaths his bad shoulder, good looks and memorable drop kick
to some deserving athlete.
Petkewicz-Pet forsakes the Exponent forever and ever.
Russel-John intrusts his long string of flappers to some under-grad who has
more time.
Scharf-Paul leaves the cries of: "Any more Spuds"! and Oscar Hollenbach.
Schneider-Ed flees with a long list of police records which can never be duplicated.
Smith-Merle leaves the Senior cIass-a "graduate."
Spraley-Joe has left his line of chatter to some Junior to take up.
Stecker-Ernie bequeaths many stories to be repeated while he is in South America.
O'Leary-Allan promises his knowledge of philosophy to Leach and Caulfield.
Neito--Larry is in the same boat as our good friend Harry Ham.
Mueller-Ernie leaves his notebook of philosophy to his professor for safekeeping.
Mehling-Chuck bids fond farewell to his first real love.
Marie-George leaves Harry Baujan in the lurch with next year's basketball team.
Leary-Archie is leaving the same thing as his good friend Focke.
Koehnen-Eddie bequeaths $60,OCO for the completion of the new stadium and
gymnasium.
Tobin-Edward leaves the city for the Metropolis of Iowa- Worthington-and its
new general store.
Valdes-August says the Vice-president has to make new rules for Saturday Night.
Tsu-Adrian is taking back to China a song named, "Somebody stole my gal."
Wagner-Herb bids fond farewell and leaves everything to his little brother Rolly.
Virant-Leo leaves the Dramatic Clu.b, Football Team and Greystone dames to
his baby brother.
Weckesser-Vin is leaving a vacant chair in the Senior Class.
Zolg-Will leaves Bill Adams without a good playmate.
Byrne-John D. leaves nothing ::.n anything.
Focke-WiIl is just plain leaving the school and that is all.
Baumheckel-Boh leaves one old broken-down Ford to any day student who might
make use of the same.
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1924-CALENDAR-1925
S.pt.
I-Football cand.idates arri,'c.
2-Schneidt'T is all in. Too much CIl'vdand.
a-Mon' candidnles stroll in .
.I-Daytun b4?lles .I.ret a Thurs day niJ.{ht treal.
5-Nunn ,ltcls a pink leUe.r.
6-Strosnidcr gets Sideny sick.
7-Tsu tTil's a u('w polish on hl :-; tti,· vcl'.
H--"-Still mor. football.
9-First and second teams have scrimnl:\;rc
100Malloy ha s a sli,l.{ht attad< of home.:; ickncl':is.
II-Caulfield ~eh his u ~ua l letter. \ V ho said it was from Pi<lua?
12-Tt'Bm disappointed because Olile:. didn't £.how up .
1:1-"110uod the " 'o rld Flyers" arrive in Dayton.
14-A few ne,,,' students arrive .
IS-Registration Day. Rumper crop of freshmt'n.
16-The army boys tell of th~ir fun with i\layer at camp .
17-11 :50 toni,2'ht. Freshmen lookin~ for dates.
I S-Seniors still un~eUlcd.
19-Decoratinp; committee of Alumni Hall hard at worle
20-Sale of toilet articles at Traxler '!> attracts the flapl)('r fr c !oi.h men.
21-The :1 Horsemen are absent from chapel.
22-(;rscc ~tcps out to dinner.
23-BiJ.!' pep mectin,l!. I>ctail~ of PiUsburJl trip announc e d.
24-Byrne almost suffocates in th e tt'lephor.c boot.h.
2.i-Fir:;t met"tint:!' of th~ weekly "Thu1'sday Nip;ht Club."
26-Tcam leay~s for Pittsbur::. Stnrlent.s SPl cial leave.; at 1 () :00 p. m.
27-U. D. Rooters wake up Pitlsbui,tr. Varsit~' drops a tou,trh one 10
Cnrne"d(~ Tech I ·I-:J.
2R-Alumni Hall formally d.dicated.
29-l\fehlin,l! still talkint:!' about the Pittsbur,tr trip,
30-8 1 days till the Xma~ holidays according to uur famous statistician . St.ep Lan,trc.

Oci. ;)

Oct.
I-The Tuesday afternoon club sessiun.
2-1nternational Air Url('es be ,c:in at \Vilbur Wright Field. SeYl'ral
student~ a ss ist in work of calculations.
3-Freshmen be).!'in wt'8ring- head ornaments .
4-Varsity swamps Rio Gnlnde 6<1-0.
5-Senior En;.dneers decid(, t.hat the- Enl!lish cour ~c be clrOIJped,
6-Merl(' ~mith clech"d presid!:nt of t.he senior ('la~s.
7-Bliley ostraciz(,d from the EnJ.:'lish courotic. Apollo Duel A"ivl'S
first Lycf'ul1l number of the year.
S-Football team enjoys a full Wednesday e\'enin)!, pri"ih'ge.
9-I..UII Frischkorn turn$; curtain han/!"c r .
IO-Bi,::- pep meeting. St,uclents tryout the new yells.
II-Var~ity runs up 27 points again~t Da'\'is~F.'kins,
Bob Ch('ster
our struUin' d.rum major is ,:!'iven a bi!!: hand .
I2-Columhu8 Day. Half holiday,
l:J-Annu&J ret.reat begins.
I.J.-Bill Zol:.r J,~:eh a blue onc from ~prin.!rficld.
la-Fr. Handley ('onduct.~ an or-en air meet:ng.
I6-Free clay. Theatres have rE~cf)rd houses,
17-l\'laycl' starts on his annual Jetter to Santa Clulls.
I S-Dayton defeats OuqUf':"i ne 28-0.
I9-F'ire Oil Brown Street. "~verybody i:-; late in c ludinA' Pnth:r and
Carolin.
20-1.cary i:::. 5 minutes early fnr dUlpel.
21-Fru: hmen JIunpowd('r experts almost wreck th(' lab.
22-Harn has n date. No reasons gj"('n.
23-Thursday e\'ening dub meets allain, Same old st.uff.
24-Automo:'ile parade throu)!'h the downtown s treetf'.
25-Hom~(~omjng- Dny,
Loyola noses Ollt Dayton 7-6 .
•26-Rill \Valt('Ts finds ex.tra footpril't ~, in hi~ room.
27-\\r a termeil'r still talkinJ! about the dance.
2H-New locks and panel board h~Mtallcd in the (·'~,,·at(lr.
Harc!
luck for the fourth floor birds ,
:l~-:JO days till Turkey Day.
:1O-PInn s announced for
slJ~cial t.rain to Cincinnati for ~atnr
day's gam~,
~n--PeIJ meetin,!!.
Leary IH'g'fJtiatcs a new flip wit.h almost dis3!:itrnus resul ts.

a
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Nov.
I-Varsity whitewal-Ohes t.he Cin c )' ncal'cats 21-0 .
2-Maxwell and Gallallher can't ~; Ieep s o they wake up fourth Hoor
with a Vidrola ~en·nade.
:3-Ethi cs cJas ~ ha )i< a full attendance . A hit.ch some place.
<I-Cross-word I)uzzle craze find s l!'ood soil here.
5-Minn{'tonka J)an cc at East Oakwood.
6-Hard Day for Phys ical chemists.
Senior EleclricaIs de~ign
at Keith "s.
7-Lig'ht workout for tomorrow' s game. Some of Toledo boys
neyer h("ard of Toledo U . before .
S-Var ~ ity $ca'ps Toledo U. 52-6.
Most of the boys have a joyous
ni;.:ht.
9-Caulfi(>ld and Ca hdnha r es t their props aft(>r yesterday's crossf.:ountry med . Carolan mis s es the 11:2 8.
10-.'\11 8 to 9 classes conspicuous with ~l('("pers.
ll-Armistice Day. Aft(>rnonn parade. Slecke.r still t.alkin/.! about
,,,,hen he wa~ in l'~ rance.
12-.\nother morn after the night before. TOll~h on t.he Varsity.
Only 9 :00 o'clock tonite.
J :3-AIl Senior ent::ineers aH'ectt'd hy the 11 :00 ~oporifie-.
14-Varsity lea'\-' e s for Buffalo. St.udent hudy ,(rives rousin~ send-off.
15-St.udent~ witne5\s Grid-~raph at the N. C. R.
ExcitinJr time.
Davton loses tu Ca nj~ill s 1<1-1:3. Tuff!
'16-Ye~terday's ~a.me played all over by the board of ~tratcgy.
Varsity returns and reports Buffalo a cold city.
17-Dad's Day pro,!:{ ram outlined. Optimh~ ts and pessimists have a
s ession re ga rdinJ,{ th(> outcome of Saturday's game.
I S-Junior engincer~ enjoy an afternoon nnp.
19-The shieks and their better halves ha~' e a parlor discussion on
football.
20-Preparations for the Dayton-Carroll dance.
21-Big pep meeting .. K(>~'l1ote. Dayton mug!. brat Carroll.
22-Dad's Day. Dayton deCeats Carroll. Dance at the Miami Hoiel.
23-Risin,l! bells have no etr~ct on RC,f.·ident students .
24-Gee! This is Monday. \\TeIL who carc~.
2 5-Everyone preparing (?) for Turkey Day.
26-School closes at noon. Adam~ gets first train for Zanesv ille.
:l7-Football s enSon closes with victorv over 'Vii minsrton 27-0.
28-Varsity breaks training. PipeR l~a·tch.ing a hot time.
29-Nothing excitinJr. C ampus like a cemetery .
:10-0nly 25 da ys till Xmas. Do y our shopping early .
Dec.
I-Each fellow knows what s he wants for Xma s.
2-"Rotsy" l\olayer st.ill J{iving the Main St. girl s a treat.
a-Alexander J!'h' e s Bliley J.:'ift sUJ!'Jrestions.
4-Rro. Rodie ha s just on e more remark to m •• ke.
a-Pinochle club in full session.
6-No more football.
7-Tobin calculates how lont.:" it will take tu J:'ct home.
8-Free Day. Shar~enter and (~ race don't believe in Santa Claus.
9-"Jerk" Ma)' er tdls the wGrld " Levi" is Irish.
to-Football Banquet. Louis Mahr~ elected next "ear 's ca ptain .
II-New monot,t"rams arc the talk of the campus . .
12-l\fexican studenb celebrate national feast da\'.
J:l-"Oh Those Piqua Blues," hy Joe Adlard.
.
J ,j-Tsu J{eis his mont.hly letter.
la-Sale on at Gallaher'~. \Vateh out for Xma s candv. girls.
J6-\Villie Nunn rench' to head for the Fifth City.
.
17-The Philadelphia trio hop a freight for home.
I S-Alumni Hall re s idenb s erenaded by Xmas enrolers.
19-B,,·e. bye. ~Ierr)' Xma ~, and a Happy Noo Year .
20-"ne it evcr so humbl e . there's no plnce like home:'
21-Another hu.crhou~e fable-. C onlogue J!'ets hom e 'a t 11 :50 from
force of hahit.
22-Same as last year.
23-The ~'ood samaritans ~e nd Studer a shirt for Xmas.
24-Santa has a hard time fiJ!urinJ! what to put in Schult.e·s ~ocks .
25-Roses are red, violets are blue,
He-re's hoping Santy was J,!ood to you.
2 6-These anonymous Chri!';tmas greetings al'e almost as b a d to
salve as cross-word puzzles.
27-Lowell George make~ a flying visit to Da)' ton.
2~-Hro. Tom Jrets a g oocl ni g ht's ~. Icep.
29-Schroeder almost cut s off his car with his new razor .
:l O--Zittle puts his radio under the bed and gets Hot Sprinj.{s.
:II-Father Tim{' knocks 1~2 '1 for a royal goal.
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Jan .

Jon.l3

I-DruJ!' stores report a s hortage of Bromo-Seltzer.
2-Dela:red Xmas. greetings reach Malloy.
:J-Basket ball team reports for practit'e .
"-Ra ilroad trafih' is heavy . Mahoney miK,;es the train as u s ual.
5-Dirl you hear t.he (unn:\, sto ry Belanich told '!
6-Varsity drops the openinJ,! cn('ounter t.o GeoTJ!etown I X- I:!.
7-Slill cold.
S-Pews not .>' et installed in the new c hapel. " ' ish they'd hurr:\"
9-C. )0;. " ' . Griffith dYes a Rhnk('sperian prog-ram.
100Davion s u cc u-mhs to Rutler in a fast eX("iling game 28-22.
11-Th~ new OTJ,!'an in tbe chapel is hea rd fOT the first time.
12-Rro . nodic holds mc e tin J! on the third floor of Alumni Hall.
l:J-B e!nni<: h . Uhrine. Sharpenter and Co. fail 10 hold Stan Stanley,
14-Bliley elected editor of the Daytonian.
15-\\'ilmington ,J!ives u S a black eye 34 .. 18.
16-New pews in chap<,) are fint:-for midg('ts.
17- P reps beat Eaton \4-1 \.
I ~ -Daylon lose< to Cincinnati Gym Club 20-2\.
19-Playcrs Club pr ese nts ,·It Pay~ to Ad\·erti~',e."
20-"D" Dance at t.he Greystonc. " leat her had for H e nt~a·Ford~ .
21-Ca.feterie had a J!ood bm~incss this morninJ!.
22-11 :50 tonite.
23-Vnrsit;\" wins fin·t basketball j:!ame uf the seaKon.
24-Victrola makes its initial appearance. Exams r.chedule posted .
2!i-Can you ima:.:-ine Quintana burnillg midniJ.rht oil?
26-First day of exams. Another fable-Alexander flunks.
27-Fr. Renriecker giv('s out 1500 'w ord essays.
28-Mad rush for l·hoice lo,:ric seats beJ!ins at 7 :4 0.
29-Assumption bow s to Da~·ton 20~17.
:lO-HUIl mor~ examf..
:lI-Da:vton deCeat. HI. .John 's 27-12.

Feb.
I-Most of us spent the week end in bed.
2-Collej!'e Prom at Greyslone. Jerk i\fayer all ··tuxed" up.
:t-MorninJ! after the niJ!ht before. C.nfeteria has Ol)en house.
<I-Heading of exam notes.
5-Dayton runs -wild a~aingt Cedarville :11-12.
6-100 lu~ty throats warhle out the New Athletic March.
7-Truard still dotin,!! on cross-word puzzles.
R-\\'ilmin/lton aJ,(nin defeats Da~'lOI\ 25-22.
9-Millette dedde.s to move u,!!ain.
1000I.aboratory cat breaks up housekeeping'". Ask senior r hemkals .
11-Hc'!!J,(ie hits the rode for home.
12-Dayton ha~ cas~' time defcat.in,!! Spen4.~('rian Colle,l!e 31-12 .
13-Sample class pins and rings arriv"'.
I 'I-Valentine Day. \\' ho sent Bro. Murphy that cute Valent.ine?
l a-Golf team holds an important diredors mc-etin,!!.
16-First meeting of the na~·tonian st aff.
17- Dayton hands Capital a stinj!in.l:' defeat 2 ,1-20.
I S -Walt~r Zol,!! lo s~s his famous ··catprpiller:·
19-First m"etinR' oC the Academic Club.
20--nayton win s at Toledo.
21-RuwlinA' Green drop s a J,(ame to Dayton :10-15.
22-Washin,!!ton's birthday. Zol~" ,C!ets another lonp, distance ca!).
2:l-\\'eather still bad. Rremer !'!·a.ys. its fine for pnrlor dates.
24-Chri.,t Child dnnce at the ~fiami Hotel.
25-Lent be}!ins.
26-R.'"rne finally comes b ac k to !uhooJ.
27-Ju,l!o Slav Tamburica Orchest.ra entertains with a tine nrut{ram.
28-Terrihle noise about 9 ::~O. Rob O'Brien falls out of hed .
j\>iar.
I-WalHm e ier and ZolJr nap Crom 3 :00 I.ill 7 :00.
2-12 above zero. Hollenba c h gets t ired of Chicagu; co m es back.
:,I -Sprin,!! football traininJ.:' beJ!ins..
4-Husky Murphy gets a pink s lip.
!l-Seniors haye mectinJ! and d edrle on class pi ctures .
6-CedarvilJe takes revenj!'e for former defeat. Beats na\'ton 20-19.
7-Prep ::, play in the tournament. Reat' Xenia, lose to 81. Xavier.
S-flyrne and Mehling tnlte Bliley out on a hik~.
9-Studer. aU-A.meri t-a n halfback reports for spring trainin,C!.
10-D8y1.o"n loses to Alumni 21~19 in n fast game. Mrt :... er drags.
II-Student body shocked to hear oC the death oC Edward K:vne.
12-Seniors doll UI) and have their mUA"S snallped.
13-Solemn requiem maRS in honor of Edward Kyne.
I 'I-Colt~ beat re,l.!'ulars in first baseball .l!ame 10-8.
IS-The colle}!"l' two timer is busy aJ!ain.
16-Proofs of the senior picture:o;: arrive .
17-St. Putrick's dance at the 1\'liami Hotel.
18-Fo4.·ke had a bad ni g ht. Face wrapped in court plaster.
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J9-Found(>rs' Day. Dedication of th(' new or,t.(an.
20-Baseball l etl.e r m('n elect Blak(' to I(>ad th e m this year.
21-11en!'ma n 's fine pitching earns him a place in the hall of fame.
22-Appenran ce of the "campus list." ca uses g reat consternation.
2a-Seniors flash their ne-w ring-oS and .,in~ . Quite the berries.
2 f~-Leac h l':i lill K(> ttin,l.! his picture taken for thl~ annual.
25-Davton View ha s its usual 'Vednesday nig"hl calJers.
26-Metrop o litan Co. is '.'e ry z.nxiou~ for Mehlin::::- to buy a .":' uit.
27-Romeo bC('om('s prefect of Z('hl('r Hall.
2S-S,rin,l.!· foot.batJ game. Veterans 0; New M(,11 O.
29-RasebalJ team has a four-innill~ workout.
:~O-How do \'ou like those new red t.ie~?
:H-R(>adin,c:' of note:!:, Oliley loses his usual 15 cents.
Apr,il
I-April Fool.
2-RoJ.!',I.!'c slowly recovering from an April Fool joke.
:J-Fi;s t F'riday.
4-Daytnn d e feats Antio("h in the opening- ~ame 6-4.
5-Bro. Tom r e lieved of his strenuous duties as prefect.
6-0ratnriral Cont.c!;t.
7-Annual S pring" Vacation be,l!ins.
R-Hoonl)'-no c: har,l.!·c for pool.
9-lIoly Thurl'iday. Hiking club gets lost..

IO-Good Friday.
II-Holy Sat.urday.

"'GS'r~fl'l eR.

MA'< I've.
.,o~

vP

L..O. T

r· ME

'-.

Junel

12-Hnppy Easter.
1:l-Lonkin):! at Zip reminds "that every picture tells us a story."
14-Stev c Emerick joins the ranks of the Benediets.
J 5-10 :00 t.oni,l.!"ht. Toug-h luck. ,I.drl 5
16-Alumni HaJJ dock is fast as usual.
J 7-R etru lar dass for those who are awake.
IS-Varsity plays Dutler. Annual pl e d,t:'es due.
19-Puig sin):!s his new son,!!. "Rain makes flowers so heautiful.
why doesn·t it rain on me."

o

20-J1Iue Monday.
21-The Go('hel twins still have their three boxes of candy.
22-Mallo)' is moonstruek Bj!ain.
2;)-Mahon('y bu)'s another boUle of Spring Toni,:.
24-Grnduation in\' itations urriv(>.
25-Senior Dance commiU('(' hard at work.
26-Puig still Singing.
27-"lel'kesser is on time for Ethics (·Iass.
2H-"le're s1.il1 lookin~' for the bird who start-ed mont.hly exams.
29-Tobin and St.el'i,er decide to ):!C, to South America.
:JO-Ch ccks for next month's allowance are now due.
l\lay
I-First Friday.
2-Tennis team has a few matc he s.
;t-Joe Adlard wants to J,!'O homt~ BJ,!'ain .
.1-KinJ.! s tarts to " hone '· for the final exams .
fj-neadin~ of notes.
6-Sherloc.k lIolme.s ~ays that Salb" is still among: the mi ssi n,l.!·.
1-Song of the Senior. "It won't be long- now."
R- l\1arie s end~ out. a ,I.!·an,l.!· of app lications.
9-A~s't MJ.{r. Burke's favorit e o utdoor sport is (·hasinJ.!' foul balls.
10-Another good joke. BrC'aldust. i~ served in Alumni Hall.
ll-Hainin,t!.
1~-Charlt'y Pedersen dons (ra c k suit. and sprints around the track.
I:J-'I'hat new Studebaker ~ure hn!i a toudl time ''lednesdn.v ni,:rhts.
14-0nly a few more weeks left, boys. so don't I"dve. up the ship.
IS-Th e Daytonian arriv(>s. No stud~'in,l.r toni,l!ht.
J6-A Freshmcn Topic: " " ' ill \\',~ finish Analytic this vear'!"
I1-General Communion Day.
.
,
I S-Annual sa le of trinkets beJl:ins.
J9-I~x('it inJ! indoor g-ame, in which a bunt. is as g-ood a s a homer.
20-0alon('\,.
21--Ascension Th ur s day. No dasses.
22-Senior Farewell. Some farewell. Eh! fel1ows.
2:J-A favored expression this mornin.!!. "Hells bells."
2.I-nradlcy still sleepin/!. It must. have been some far- ewell.
25-Final exam sdledulc appears.
26-Clubrnom empt.y.
R(>8l'10n everybody crammin':f.
27-No late-comers tonite.
28-Thco marble tl"am close~ a brilliant season.
29-Somrobody's birthday. Three truesses.
;JO-DecoraUon Day. ~o dasse~L
June
l-I.":xa ms.
2-J-:xams.
:1-80 long-, fellows. S"e yuu next year.
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UNIVERSITY ff DAYTON
College of Law
College of Liberal Arts
College of Education
College of Engineering
College of General Science
College of Commerce and Finance
School of Sociology
College Preparatory
Evening College Classes
The Pre-Medical Course
Mt. St. John Normal School
University Extension Courses
Reserve Officers' Training Corps

F rJIIllde d in 18.10

V E RY R E V. BE RNA RD P. O' R E IL LY, S. :\1.
PR ES IDE:'\T
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Consecutive Service
There is no greater aid to business success than relationship with a bank
that is progressive in method and conservative in policy. The "City Banks"
are this sort.
Perhaps you desire banking counsel on some business problem. The officers or managing officials of these banks, at the Main Office or any of the
five convenient branches, are always readily accessible, and all specialists
in their respective lines, and you will find them glad to confer with you with
a view to supplying genuinely constructive service.

City National Bank
City Trust and Savings Bank
BRANCHES
X[i\ [A A VI-:. B R.\i\CH
Xellia Ave. alld 'Fillllwre
1'[10'1'[-[ ST. BRAXCH
510 East Fifth St.

BRO .\D\\·A'r' HR i\ l'\C H
Third and Broadway

WE ST D:\ Y'J'Oi\ BRANCH

MARKET BRANC[[
\\'aYll c Avc. & Hichard

1719 \V. Third Strcet

Ho~rEL

GIBBONS

Ludlow and Third Streets

DA YTON , OHIO
and

HOTEL PHILLIPS
Located in the center of the Retail District
Third and Main Streets

J.\S. F. C[13BOl'-lS

E. C. QUrCCLE

.\Tallagillg Director

'M <l11ager
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"The margin between success and
failure, between a respectable place in
life and oblivion, is very narrow; it is
measured by one single word-Thrift.
"The one who saves is the one who
wins."

-President Coolidge.

~

~DalJton S'avi~gs f;Trust Cb.
EVERYBODYS BANK

DA YTON, OHIO

Timc
but

dilll~

lllallY pleao;allt IlI CIl]()rI Co;,

pilotograpil o;

rell1all1

th e

o;al1l e

thrllugll!lut th e y ear o; ,

Sl\/II1~H

BROTHERS

'PllOtographers
III 1-:ao; t F () urth Str eet
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Over the north doorway to
St. Paul's, London, is a tablet,
bearing the name of Sir Christopher Wren, architect of the
cathedral, and this inscription
in Latin-"If you would seek
his monument, look about
you."
In calling attention to the quality of our work we would paraphrase
the immortal inscription quoted above and invite the reader to "look through
this book." The halftone reproductions were produced in our Plant.
Our service for the advertiser consists of plan, copy writing, illustration
in line or wash and plates for printing in one or more colors.
Special facilities and advantages for School Publications.

(1ie SHAW C& MARCHANT CO.
Simms Building

24 North Jefferson Street,
Dayton, Ohio

ARTISTS

ENGRAVERS

DRINK
HOLLENCAMP'S

"GOLDEN GLOW"
and

"DARK CREAM"

CEREAL

BEVERAGES

THE HOLLENCAMP PRODUCTS CO.
DAYTON,OaIO
f\l ain 43}
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THE SCHWIND
REALTY COMPANY
O'WTlS and Operates
SCHWIND BUILDING
VICTORY THEATRE
BEAVER POWER BUILDING
REALTY BUILDING
RECREATION BUILDING
UPPER DAYTON VIEW SUB-STATION
MISCELLANEOUS MERCANTILE BUILDINGS

OFFICES:

409-41 6 REALTY B UILDING
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Congratulations
A n d a cas u a l ill\'itation to a ll l)\,' u s til co-()perate lI' it h

YIIU

in t he , 'ita I mat-

ter of sal' ing a ll d your hnanc ia l affa irs in gene ra l. as the)' d e\{~ I ()p in yu u r
future career.
\\'e welcome vo u r acc() un t and assist

Y(J U

In rleI'C'I() p in g it t hr() u g h a

sen' ice lI'h ich is a lways helpi u l a nd iriend ly,

The Winters
National Bank and Trust Company
40 North Main Street

20 Ea st Second Street

DAYTON, OHIO

Harr~'

LOllis

Schl11itz

The

nau~rh

Better Wash
Clothing

~ Bakery

Expnil'llce has pr()n:d t ha t (lUI'
garmellts give jllst about the
1l1axinl111TI ill "~ati:-,factioll."

If you art' n 't fami liar w it h o u r
product or have mi sse d see ing
our Ill'\\' sty le ,; alld fabr ics, drop
llS a card for samples a nd COI11 plete informatioll,

Bread and Cakes
at All Tin~es

TROL : SE 1 ~S

1':; 1\ I C" I,: H S

.. h: r ea m K r u st hread is d elic io u s,

BR I':ECI I ES

OFFICE CO ;\ TS

As it came fr um fie lds oi d C' II'

SI.;HV I CI': C r. OT I IJNC
L::\ I FOH ~ I S

l\ re yo u s u spic io u s?
T he hread I han' fo r yo u ,

The James E. Richards Co.
Better Wash Clothing

I':as t 1.')03

1:2 1I Xeni a ,\ "C',

121 South Ludlow St" DA YTON , OHIO
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Meal

The Great American SWeetm-eat

Avoid bad breath by
cleansing mouth and
teeth with WRIGLEY'S
alter every meal.
It aids diges lion, too.

THE FLAVOR LASTS

Daddy Rush says

John T. Barlow Co.

"Kissling's
\\ ' lw lcs a 1c

is a good place
to eat and meet
your friends_"

Dry Goods
and Notions

-'\1 ~ 1

Third a n d Sea rs Streets,

I lay t () n, O hi u
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ar o und th e ('() rn er ()n B r()wn St.

III

l) IJ "

h . 10

r (' I"" / .~ ~

.5
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Slade's
Cut Rate

Drugs
a ll d

I ' holle Carfil'ld 4057
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Meet Me at Seely's
Ideal Ice Crealft COlftpany
529 Valley Street, Dayton, Ohio

\Ve :;erv(' the U l1i\( ~ r:;it )· (If l)ayteJ!l \\·ith high g rade
Ic e Crealll and the he"t quality ()f Slwrheb

Let Us Serve You also

Give Usa Ring
Call East llO-Anytime

\v. I':. Le()nard. Pre:;iclcnt

1[ . S. [,eunard. Secretary

The Leonard Coal & Supply
COMPANY

Coal for Home Heating
Kiefaber St. and C. L. & N . Railroad
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Tel. Garfield 193

~' Q~ ,e,
I,
'1

Truthful portraiture o;hows you in a characteristic expression and a
natural po se-at yuur best. Our allility to Jlut you at case assures the succe~s ui your picture.

tBon dmallac£

~tubio
Ca die 1<1 940

137 SO UTH !\ IAI:\

The Gid Kramer Cornpany
Repres t n ta ti H'
The Brunswick-l"alke-Cullencler COl1lpany
Billiard and Pocket Tabl 's- B()\ding .\lleys and Supplies
33 ,lnd 35 l':ast Second Street
1).\

Y'I'O:\. 011[0

The i\dvance Foundry Company
Grey Iron and Semi-Steel
C~ASTINGS
Parnell and F[orence A ve.

D.\ Y'I'O:\, O[ [[U
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~otd

ffliami

DAYTON, OHIO
~oo

100 11.\'1'1IS

l{()( J:\ IS

J ()hn

:\1. Hcre:-i.

~1;l\1agcr

QUALITY
PLUMBING
<tnd

HEATING SUPPLIES
\Yh(Jlesale (Jllly

M. J. GIBBONS SUPPLY CO.
Dayton, Ohio

Yes, It Is True!
That

Ill"

arl" I) "i ll g llus illl"SS at

')\11'

OLD LOCATION, 35-37 NORTH MAIN ST.
II oIIT\Tr.

To

~ee

Ill" <In'

11011'

IOl·atl·d {I ll till" Third a lld Fuurtli 1; loors

TAKE THE ELEVATOR
the Largest and Be~t A;; sar~ment of Rugs, Carpets, Wall Paper, Draperies,
Linoleums and Shades, and save One-fourth

THE FORSTER·IIEGMAN CO.
Third F loor

35-37 NORTH MAIN STREET

Fourth Floor

RIDE TIlE BUS
Regular Service Hourly to the following Points
B I': L~I () \"T- B 1': ,\ VI': Ino\\" t\
j),\ YTO \l -·- C I\" C I t\ \" XI' I
Jl.\ YTO\" --CI':R:-I .\t\TU\\'\"
Il.\ YT()X~ SI)C· f'L])· - COl.l'.\1Bl-S
IH YTO N - l,l·: l:l.\ \"()\"
In YTO?\" ,\,ROY- S 11)1\ E Y
lJ i \ YTO :\ - CR I': E\" \. r r.] Y
\J,\ YTO \"- 1':.\ TO :'-i - R I CII.vl U N j)
D.\ \"'1"01\ - Li': \\' 1SIll"]{ C
In ',-TO 1\ - \\" I L~II \" CTO 1\
EXCURSION RATES-SPECIAL TRIPS TO ALL POINTS
For III [orma lioll rail

~,lail1

ISO

CENTRAL BUS STATION
.\1 aill ISO
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~tacKt'nzil'

:-'Iargery

:-'Iargard Ziegeuiddl'r

jflamingo
Eutrau Cl' 'I'hru Drug Store
15 South Main-DAYTON, OHIO

SODAS, Sl Ti\DAES. SOUPS, S/\LADS. SA N D\VICHES
Luu c heou 35c- 11 a.

Ill.

10 A. \1. till Midnight
to 2 1'. Ill.
Suuday Supper 5lJc-5 to <) p.

DiullL'r 50c-.:; to H p. n1.
!ll.

ALLISON PATTERN WORKS
H. W. ALLISON, 1'1'01'.

TAKE THE ELEVATOR
WOOD AND METAL PATTERNS
PATTERNS FOR FOUNDRY WORK
METAL MATCH PLATES AND TABLETS
WY ANDOT and SHAWNEE STS.

DA YTON, OHIO
Carfidd 37 1

'I'dephouc

Murphy, Elliff,
Leen & Murphy

A. NEWSALT
F l~

I~

1)1.\:\[ () j'\ US

LAWYERS

COC)]) \Y .\TeJ I ES
leel-ICC7 Schwind Building
1),'\

Main and Fourth Streets
Df\YTU\!

UIIIU

YTOi\ , 01-110

lIarry S. ~I'lurph~'
Charles W. ElitY

Good Coal

Arthur T·:. Ll'l'U
Josl'ph 13. :vl url'hy

Iron and Woodworking

Machinery

Always Quoted at the

LOWEST PRICES
Money Back Guarantee

For Sale by

Peoples Fuel Co.

C. H, GOSIGER MACHINERY CO,

SECOND and JEFFERSON STS.

DAYTON, OHIO
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The Danis-Hunt Company
GENERAL
- CONTRACTORS
DAYTON, OHIO

Builders

0/ Better Buildings

SOL. & HARRY B. SLAVIN CO.

FOCKE'S
.QUALITY MEATS
1004 and 1006 EAST FIFTH STREET
Dayton'S Greatest Packers

East 305-306
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Look

U~

O~C,.

/"
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C arfidd

~5 20

The Green Mill
Fl o ridi s <'\: Stda n
1) \

\ " 1'0 :\'S 1' 0 R 1': \1 O ST
/\ i\

f)

co \'F E CT [0

\' I·: R Y

L l' 1\ C H EO \' 1':'1"1' I':

14G South Main Street-Near Fifth

CO), I 1'1.E'J' I': Ui\2. OF

DRUGS, SUNDRIES and
SMOI(ERS'SUPPLIES

CARPENTER'S DRUG STORE
L. O. Carpen ter , Pro p.
: \ gT Il C\'

'n:LL I i\CS l e i'; CR E,\11
l'hnl1l' C --I2n

935 BROWN STREET

TI-IE f). M. HARMAN CO.
Carpeting, Rugs,
Draperies, \;\1 all Papers, Frescoing,
Furniture, Etc.
110-112 NORTH MAIN STREET

ZA V AKOS BROS.

RECREATION PARI-JORS
BOWLING-BILLIARDS-LUNCHEON
I ~ O\,AL-32

\ V. F ift h Str cct- 30 'i'a bk", l K ,\I1,'\'s

REC Jn: ,\'i'IO N I3L])C.- 128 1'\. 1!ai n SI.- 2(; Tabl,'s, 30 .-\ Ik ys
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iicarty C()l1gratlliatiull';

John F. Klein

to the
CI\.\ J)L\'I'FS of '25

SHIP BROKER
: \ C\\·

L. M. PRINCE CO.

Y ork- Pi tbhll rgh - :\ <;> \\. ()rlcan~

Opticians
117 S. Ludiow

Dayton

RR

Are You Planning
for a Vacation

Brand

Whit e, Sp()rt and i\ t hlctic

\\ 'e are Di ,t riIHltOl' , ior UmbreJ la. P ole k s,;- and I ,e<lll -T o '1'1,: 1\ T S- All1lTil'an Id<'al Ca mp StnH', . :elluilll' "Cn ld
:--'1 eda l" Folding Furniture.

CLOT HI:\(;

The Roehm-Roehm Co.

LEI': R.. I-TOO PER, Pr()p.

Manufacturers
224 W, Fifth St.

Dayton AV\7ning & Tent Co.

Dayton, Ohio

(lie

JOHN G. POOL
CO.

1CS E. Second St.

crvE l'S A TRI .'\ L

The HAAS Shoe Co.

603 Schwind Building
Dayton, Ohio

27 South Ludlow St,

The Finke
Engineering Co.

The Beringer
Printing Company

I': [\"(;

printing

1:\FERS &. CO:-'''/'R :\C'/'OI{S
Steam Sho\"(." I \ \' ork
C Ollcrete \ \' ork
S treet Pavillg. Sell" ers

214 Beaver Power Building
C'lrlldd SOl

DAYTON, OHIO

Just the Shoe
for G)ollege Men

Steel Building Material

inr 13l'ttl'r

Dayton, Ohio

D !\ )''1'01\',
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OR [0

The Florsheim
Shoe

Dayton's Foremost

Tool & Supply
House

)J\SHI~Il\'[

IlJ2S

SHOI':S will gi\'e you more sty lemore persollal satisiactioll in you r

ant! l'ndcr-Cradll atcs oi Dayton's

;!}lpearance, than any other it em ()i

l'.x(eIHls

Cia"

,\ pall' of smart FL

Greeting,; to the AIIIIllni,

?\ationally Fallled

In ~titlltion

apparel.

oi Ll'a rn-

ing-(hl'

UNIVERSITY
OF DAYTON

The Patterson
Tool & Supply Company
Since 1881

The Baynham Shoe Co.

123-125 East Third St,

Corner Fourth and Ludlow

~e

Reynolds & Reynolds Co.
Manufacturers

!I'.\BU·:'I'S, c(n[J>OSI'I'IO:": ANI>
S'I']':~OCl\ :\

I'H El\S

:\0'1']0; BOOKS

1'.\])S ,\:\1) SCIIOOL 1',\PE!\S

OF ALL KI\! DS

DAYTON,

OHIO
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)' "-' '",.

rt-'OM

' -J
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I

RADIO
f{,\DIO SETS- SCPI'L1ES ,\\"D J:-JFOID,[ .\TJO:\

The Holters-Stanton Electric Corporation
S. \V, I loiters . 'If)

I'all l E, Stanton. 'IX

32 !\ORT I-[ LeDLOW

STI~ .EET

Dayton, Ohio

~IRS.

If. C.

YOl. ~ :\CS

BOB YOUI\'CS

YOUNG'S
DRY CLEANER
WORK C\LLEU FOR .\NU DELTVI·;RED
,\ nytillle - A n}'w here

(;- 1523

1231 SOl.:TH BROWI\' STHEET

'l:br Jlb)o[lJrn
St rictly Firepro(j(

AUTO ACCESSORIES
TIRES AND TUBES
RADIO-SUPPLIES
Like a m'L'SSL'lIger IJOY, lIT deli vcr the goods- a lld at a price that suits l'ITr.\'('lll'

THE MILLER-WEIGAND CO.
THREE STORES
634 Wayne Avenue

205 North Main Street
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1100 W. Third St.

Graduation Gifts
COil k li 11-\ Valt>rlllall-·St:hafor- \ Vah l- Park n
SELF- F1LLI!\G FOU\TAl\, l'Ei\S
CIllllp1l'te lill l' of (;iits,

l\()"l! l tie~,

\V ritillg Ca,es, Desk Sets, alld

.\-I aIlY other ValuahlL- (;iits

EVER YBODY'S BOOK SHOP
C ha rle s \ V. 13ieser
21-23 WEST FIFTH STREET
Carfil'ld 1873

CarliL'ld 11;7-i

COLLEGE MEN

FISH

LE !\DERS 11\ COHRECT DRESS

.',,1 (»<I Co lk gl'

POULTRY

~'vkll

dress co rrectly, alld

at t he Big Threl' co lk ges, Ff arvard, YalL'
alld

Prillcetoll,

where

st.dl's

arc

set,

13road- tocd brow ll Oxfords arc a popular
ia"oritl' for day tim c \\','ar. the same t hi ng
ill hlack fo r dress wear.

We carry a wonderful line of College Shoes priced at $7,00, $8,00 and
$10,00,

Sifferman's

4l Kehm's ;
J9 Walk-Over BootShopJlt;l

45 S. Jefferson Stree t

DAY'J'O " OH IO

39 S, Main Street

11;73

For Belter Baking·-

Established 1!lCi3

52 YEARS

1925

Hollencamp's

Use Durst's Flour

II C'adquarter~

DURST'S 13EST-B LUI<: BELLWHITE LI L':r'- l)L'RSrS SPECIAL
l'ASTH Y- DCRST'S ,\1\GEL FOOD
AND Ct\l(I~ FLOUR !\ l\D DCl{ST'S
SELF-H1S1 NG FLOUR ,

Suits Ready-to - \'" car or ?d a<l,-to-:',J ca~url'

H.\TS. CAPS, FURi\ISHll\CS
U lliforms, U. S. -'\ rIll Y .Equi pm Cllts
Pop lar Pr iccs

"Each flour is made for a purpose
which it performs hetter than allY other."
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Yo u'r e \VL'l COIl1C'

13 South Jefferson Street
DAYTON, OHIO

111:;t a \V orel tCl
1 )ay t o n /\ II tt)

()\Vner~,

\\' hen they need

GAS or OIL

KE\T -0- W AY SERVICE DEPOT
] ul1n S llj)en sky, l\f <lnage r, '24

FIRST AND KEOWEE STREETS

CONGRATULATIONS
TO

THE CLASS OF 1925
AN

ALUMNUS OF '01

co:\r PUr- l EK'I'S

010

(lie

DA YTON CASTINGS CO.
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IIERE ,",<1 THERE
mTfI THE
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Established l 89()

I:'iollccr

MENDENHALL'S
Dry Cleaning and Clean Dyeing
29 SOUTH LUDLOW STREET
DAYTON, OHIO
~'l aill

~Iaill

!O70

I 'ha rIll aCeU ticab

Chcmical"

l OW

The Mecca

The Westerfield
Pharmacal Co.

of the

L':\ j V 1': I{S lTY 1\1.\1\

I ,ahoratory Supplies

25 East Second Street

Sweeny's Tea Room

DA YTON, OHIO

BROWN STREET

'Zahn's

Right near you boys!
F()r

SHOE S1'ORE

SNAPPY FURNISHINGS
and CLOTHING

The III JI11(' ()f COO[) S II U I':S

S I':I': CS

Ci\'(: l's a Trial for
y"ur i'\ext IJair

rrhe Surprise Store

625 WAYNE A VENUE

912 South Brown Street

CCII . • \ .

Cn<Lu
Frank

Car lL. Luehrs
j'.

1': lardl)

G. E. L.

(,JL:lCf(

Harry's
Barber Shop

Electric Company
Lighting Specialists, Engineers,
and Contractors
i 1 W . First St.

SJ~I{V ICE

206 S. I, UULO W ST ..

Dayton, Ohio
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l\ear Fifth

THEPR£PS
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205-207-209 South Jefferson Street

Garfield 939

Sach's

Boys

Shoe Hospital

1)ayton's Bes t Barbers

J f a s hoe is I\'orth fixing at
all. it' s \\'orth ha\'ing fixed
th e S.\CIIS-\\' .'\ Y. Think
this (j\' c r. it's a Gum\ Shoe
Th o ught.

Read y to Sen e You

w.

F. Theobald

1e9 S. Jefferson St.

Brewn and Wyoming Sts.

R

I)ayton. Uhio

EGARDLESS of the mechanical condition or design of your motor, or the
grade of gasoline or oil used, if after

adopting BOYCE-ITE treated gasoline as your
standard motor fuel you ever again find it necessary to remove carbon, have that carbon burned
out and send us the bill!
you immediately.

A check will be sent

The Consumers Oil Company
DISTRIBUTORS

DAYTON

UHlO
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"The Little Things
Count Most"
Early habits of THRIFT
with added determination
to

regular

Build

Savings

Mighty

will

Fortunes.

Start a Savings Account Today
5'!, Compound Interest Paid on Savings

MAIN ST.
AT FIFTH

F
' :IDELITY
BUILDING ASSOCIATION
I

DAYTO N . 0 H 10

I

Rcpairing of .\11 Kinds

Val. Hcgman

VAL. HEGMAN
Dl'aler and ]\ 1<lnufacturcr of

Harness, Trunks, Bags and Suit Cases
THl'~KS

A;-';]) S.Hll)LE WORK .\

SPECL\LT'{

135 EAST THIRD STREET
]).\YTO N . 01110

Carfic ld 2280

For Good Things to Eat

IDq.p 1[ulUpr!itty Arrabr QIufrtrrta
JOSEPH WIESMANN, S. IV;:., Manager
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SIDDIE1.'I.\:-; , .JOII:-; ,
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. ..... .. . . .... .. :1111 Oal,wo, .. 1 .\"" ..
S.\I\IIEIIS. EII\\' .\1I11 ................... .. . .......... 22211 E. Thi,.d St. ,
S(;J·[,\EFEII .. \ . ,I. \III .
..•.•......
71R Brown St..
SeliA EFEII . . \. ". ~II\S.
........ . . . . ..... . ...
.. 71M Bmwl1 St.,
SCH:,\EBI.E. 1I0HO'l'II\"
.. . . .. ... . . . .... . ...
:I:I!J "OI1I!.(IIII1t·,·)· St..
Sr.II:,\E1IlEIl. EI.IZ :\BETI-I \I . . . ,...... ......... ..
X!I .JOIII'S SI ..
SEI.I.EIIS. ~1.\[\'IOIlI E . ..
. ... ... . .... .. . . . .. .
,,:11; Valley St..
SDII\.\. VEI.:\!.\ ..... ..........
......... . ....
. ... :t-, X"l1ia .\VI· ..
SISCO, F . T ....... ,... . ........ . .... . ........
IIarhOl' .\IHll"tIlH'lItS.
SLO.\I\, CHESTOI\ .. . .......... .. ..
. .. !JIO Sehwi,,,[ IIldf,( .•
S'IOCI\ . 11.\11111.11 E.
7:1 S . Willow (;"''''(' ,\ve .•
SI\YIJEII. E:'\OI. .\
............
·1111 lIt1nll·wo,,,I. . \Y'·.,
SOl"I'II.\IID . . \I;:,\I·;S
.. . . . . ... . . . ....
1,,07 1I"own St. ,
SOl·TII.\III1 . HOBEIIT 'illS. ..............
II II r ""rly I'l arl·.
STOI\EII. 'I.-\IIY E .
. ... . :l:.s Fo ...·' , .\\"1'. :
STOI'I'EI.'I.\I\ . EI.IZ .\IIETII II. '''IS.
. .. 2U:17 (;,.""d .\n.,
STOJ>J>EI.~I.\:,\ . FLOIII-::'\CE ..............
~U:17 (;"""" .\n' .•
STII(nrt:'\(; E II : I\ATIII1Y:,\
....................... 22 Sh ·,w .\\'(' ..
S\\,ITZEII. lIl'TIl . .
...... . . .. . .. ... .. . ... .. ..
27 r:"lllh"i"«,' .\v' · ..
TEE·I'I-:II. IIl"l'li
2 III!' W . S'TII "d SI ..
·ITHEY .. \:'\:'\1-: ...... ... . . .•... .•.. •.•. .•.. •.•.....
I" Hod, ,,o,,d .\Vl' ..
W.\I.I..\CE. ~I.\nf; \lIET ...... ..... . ... .. .. . ....
1:11" \\') ·" ,,,il1~ St.,
WEI.SlI . " .\I\I;.\IIET
.. .... .......
117 :'\. 11"0""\\"")' St.,
"'111";111:'\(; . . \:'\1\ .\ ~I.\ Y
. 22S 1I0d,wo... 1 .\"".,
YOl· :,\(;. V.\nT.E\, 1' ......... . ..... . ....... . . ... ........ J(j" Vidor: .\n-.,
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lIa~' lolI ,

1I;,,'lnl1,
Ihylol1,
lIaylon.
lIaylol1,
lla~·lolI.

lIaylnl1.
l>aylol1.
llaylol1 .
l"'~' lol1.

lIaylol1,
l>aylol1,
lIaylol1,
Dayton ,
lla~·lo".

lIayl n l1 .
Ih~·I,," .

lIaytoll .
lIa~'lolI,

Ihylo" .
Dayl,," .

ll"~· lol1.

Ih~· III".

Ih)'lol1 ,
ll,,)· 'oll .
Ihlylo".
ll"vlol1.
1l".vIII".
llaylol1,
llaylol1,

Ohio
Ohi"
Ohi"
Ohio
nhio
Ohio
Ohio
Ohi"
Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Ohi"
()hio
Ohi o
Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
IIhi o
Ohi"
Oh; "
Ohi"
Ohill
Ohi"
Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Ohi"

THE

vEND
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